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"In Search of Pride'' 
By Frank Norwidd, Mr. Mid-Atlantic Leather 1993 

To many individuals the word pride 
evokes various interpretations and emotions. 
To some, pride of being a leathennan or 
leatherwoman means wearing skins and 
experiencing a sense of belonging. While to 
others, identifying with a very individualistic 
view of self assurance and confidence in who 
they are says pride. As a regional titleholder 
who has traveled the country extensively, I 
would like to share with you some of the 
demographic and geographic 
"sightings" ofleather pride that 
I have encountered. 

Before I share with 
you my experiences 
during the past year I 
would like to g i v e 
you some back
ground history on 
my "earliest" 
recollection of the 
leather lifestyle. 

I first noticed 
what is called 
leather pride at 
the age of eight 
years old. My 
futher and his lover 
have been in a 30 
year relationship that 
opened my eyes to 
what pride among 
leather folk could mean 
back in the 1960's. The 
leather environment was 
different back then. I remember 
their many leather friends socializing over 
dinner parties and discussing rights for "queer" 
men and women as the word "gay" had not 
yet been labeled. There were not any 
"leather" bars to speak of at that ti.me so get
togethers would occur in living rooms across 
the city. I recall their fierce sense of 
camaraderie as they would walk the streets in 
their skins with confidence and yes, pride. 
Although I was very young, I understood that 

the friendships they had were based around a 
special lifestyle, one that included honesty, 
integrity and honor. Years later I came to 
realize that what I had been exposed to was 
indeed leather pride. 

During my adolescent and college years 
I was always in contact with these very men 
who really became part of my "nuclear" 
family. It wasn't until I was in my early 
twenties that I made a conscious and honest 

decision to adopt the label "gay" for 
myself. I was never influenced in 

joining the leather life-style, 
it was more of an 

evolvement of friend
ships and intense 

feelings ofbelonging 
to a community that 
shared the same 
interests, feelings 
and respect for 
what they and I 
stood for. 

When I 
became Mid
Atlantic Leather 
1993, many emo-

tions surfaced. I 
felt that I had come 

full circle in rem
embering the exper

iences I had at a young 
age with those very special 

"family" members. I just 
kept thinking about how 

overwhelming the notoriety and 
responsibilities of being a titleholder could 

encompass one's life, and yet deep inside, an 
intense feeling of pride had surfaced. A pride 
that would provide strength and comfort 
throughout my year asa representative of the 
leather community. 

A week after the Mid-Atlantic contest I 
was asked to take part in an auction for 

(continued on next page) 
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the Gay March on Washington in New York City. It was held in a 
relatively smallestablishmenton Christopher Street called the Dugout. 
Walking down 7th Avenue, clad in full skins with a group friends, 
brought back those memories from the 60's. It felt great knowing that 
because of their hard work for our rights. Turning the corner on 
Christopher Street did not mean a hostile encounter with police but an 
acceptance and respect for what we are as a leather tribe. The auction 
raised a considerable amount of money, but most importantly it raised 
a consciousness of how our community could collectively make a 
positive effect for our rights as individuals. The money would be used 
to assist those desiring to attend the Washington March On Washington 
and thus exposing the rest of the Gay and Lesbian community, and 
indeed the nation, to our leather lifestyle. On my many trips to New 
York City I have seen that same pride exhibited in the grandest of Gay 
Pride celebrations to the smallest of street festivals. Leather folk are 
alive and well in the "Big Apple" and are composed of a unique 
community containing many fucets of leather tradition and a burning 
fight for our rights of existence in an environment that often misjudges 
and misinterprets. 

The city of Baltimore is sometimes referred to as "Charm City". 
The word charm does little to describe the down-to-earth friendliness 
and respect I have seen in this town. The leather community of 
Baltimore exhibits a pride that can only be described as intense. The 
leatherfolk of Baltimore are a very closeknit group of individuals with 
the undying fight to show their pride through involvement and 
example. The club scene integrates well by sponsoring many 
fundraisers and contests. I believe in the importance of such events in 
that it raises the community's awareness of leather pride among 
ourselves and to those experiencing the leather lifestyle for the first 
time. It provides a crack in the door for people to see just what we are 
about. A special applause goes to their efforts in promoting the 
woman's leather community. The manner in which the men and 
women's community support each other is very heartening. Many 
people from larger towns would be refreshingly surprised to see how 
well leather pride is represented in this city of charms. 

Brotherly love is an acronym used to label the city of Philadelphia. 
I find this label to perfectly identify the leather fu.mily of this town. I 
would however add the word "sisterly" to the description of this 
community. Leather pride in Philadelphia is made up of a unique 
mixture of community service and dedication to furthering the rights 
of our lifestyle. The work of International Mr. Leather, Scott Tucker, 
is very evident in the attitude leather folk possess in this town. Scott 
is well known for his fight and accomplishments in promoting the rights 
of our community. Through his involvement with the many local and 
national gay rights groups he has helped raise the level of leather 
consciousness to a new height. In the same manner, the leather tribe 
of Philadelphia is very supportive and enthusiastic toward fund raisers 
benefiting human rights. !applaud their efforts in making leather pride 
shine a bit brighter. 

Boston, Massachusetts is a town that brings images of traditions, 
pilgrims and Paul Revere. Those images of my childhood are actually 
not that fur off. After all, weren't the pilgrims leaving a land where they 
were oppressed for their beliefs and lifestyle? The pilgrims also 
brought with them a stodginess for tradition and a fight for what they 
believed was their right to exist. So to, theleathercommunityofBoston 
possesses the same burning desire to expand our rights as a people with 

a belief and tradition of their early ancestors. I encountered leather 
pride on a flatbed truck riding down Boylston Street during their gay 
pride day. A number of leather title- holders were assembled in their 
finest skins. While waiting for the parade to begin a woman came up 
and asked if she could have her picture taken with me. After it was taken 
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she infonned me that she was bringing the photo back to her country 
to show people how we stand up for our rights. That encounter stuck 
with me the whole parade route and maybe for just that one small 
moment leather pride had out shined the bright sun beating down on 
our backs. 

If you ever find yourself in Upstate 1e Yor you must make a 
point to visit the town of Utica. The leather community in this region 
of the country are some of the most hospitable group of leather folk I 
have had the pleasure of meeting. There is somethin~ to be "d 
regarding leather pride in the less populated parts of the counlr) . Pride 
and close friendships are tightly integrated to produce a stron_: o o· 
resistance to those who would look down on our lifestyle. It · e 
smaller pockets of our community that often produce the m 
dedicated individuals providing service and involvement in the name 
of leather. I salute their efforts in offering our lifestyle to many in that 
area who would never have the chance to experience leather pride. 

Washington D.C. has the notoriety of being the town where the 
laws effecting our leather community are passed. It should also be 
known as a town where most facets of the gay community can 
peacefully and productively coexist. Leather pride in the nation's 
capitol can be found in the extensive club scene that produce some of 
the most successful fundraisers I have seen. The clubs are very 
supportive of each other and are responsible for extending the hand of 
friendship to other parts of the main stream community. I would be 
amiss if I did not mention the "Brother Help Thyself" organization 
which is comprised of leather clubs, bar owners and other gay 
organizations banning together to distill their talents for the assistance 
of various needy charitable groups. These groups provide services to 
the community at large. It leaves a very wann feeling to see how 
eftective and viable our strengths can be when channeled in the right 
direction. 

Up till now I have concentrated mainly on east coast leather 
communities, after all, I am representing that region. However, and 
I do mean a BIG however, I must mention the pride I have experienced 
in the city which has become a second home to me, San Francisco. The 
"City by the Bay" has often been termed the mecca of our leather 
lifestyle and rightfully so. The outpouring of friendship and love that 
I have encountered \n this town is overwhelming. From the bar owners 
to the local titleholders the hand of friendship in the name of leather 
pride is always extended to any one who is fortunate enough to visit. 
Leather pride is an attribute that perfectly describes this city. The 
leather clubs, organizations, associations and newspapers are networked 
in such a way to produce a most effective battalion in furthering the 
rights of the leather lifestyle not seen in many places. The leather 
festivals and weekly "happenings" offer any leather person a way to 
show off his or her pride through participation or support. This town 
has made me feel proud to be a leatherman and proud to be accepted 
by a community that hard work and dedication to the furtherment of 
our lifestyle is synonymous with the true meaning of leather pride. 

As my year as Mid-Atlantic Leather draws to an end I would like 
to say a sincere "Thank You" to all those who have given me memories 
I will carry for a lifetime. The pride I have had in representing the 
leather community and the friendships I have cemented will serve as 
a foundation of continued service to a group of individuals that stand 
second to none. I hope I have given back to the community as much 
as I have received. If I have had at least one positive effect on someone 
or something in the name of Leather Pride, then to me my year has been 

complete. 

With Pride, Love and Respect. 

Frank Nowicki 
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Dear Editor, 

I'm an avid reader who is experiencing 
what I feel is a very common problem that I 
hope )'OU or any of your readers may have some 
insight on. 

There is an extremely hot Topman that 
r,e been submitting to for the last 7 months. 
1be scenes are extremely kinky and intense, 

up unti l now have had no great emotional 
- hment. This has not been a terribly big 

blem until recently. While getting to know 
thI man I've found that we share so much in 
ommon that I would like to know him in a 

more intimate way, that is removed from the 
Master/slave relationship. 

I'm very serious about my submission and 
welcome the needs I have to be mentally and 
physically controlled by another man, but do 
not want my slave behavior to be in every 
aspect of my life, nor does this man want being 
a Master in every aspect of his. We would like 
the kinky Master/slave sides of ourselves 
without having to find two different people in 
order to achieve this. 

TI1e problem lies in the fact that we're 
afraid that ifhe starts to show his vulnerable 
side and we begin to establish an emotional 
attachment that it will diminish the intensity 
we once had. Is there a way fo integrate these 
two very different roles? His e>q>erience in the 
past is that the leather sex usually suffers in the 
long run when he tries to become a lover in one 
aspect of the relationship and a Master in the 
other. 

I would appreciate any advice you may 
have on this situation or if there are any 
couples out there living this type of lifestyle, 
we would love to talk with you concerning this 
issue. 

I would also like to add that I'm not in any 
way implying that their is not love or an 
emotional attachment in strictly Master/slave 
relationships, but tl1at is not the type of 
relationship we' re looking for at tlus time. 

Thank you, 
C. 
Phoenix, AZ 

DearC, 

Sou11ds like you are ill a perticular 
siluatio11 ma11y of us find ourselves, at varyi11g 
degrees, of course. My perso11al experie11ce 
/,as sl,ow11 me that any relatio11sl,ip is ill 
co1ista11t flu.xat1d cl,a11ge, so there is 110 hard 
at1dfasttl,eorywhicl,guara11teesasuccessful 
bala11ce betwee11 established roles a11d 
intimacy. Certai11ly, a wt of communicatio11 
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matched with understanding on-goi11gly 
should set tl,e stage for the possibility of 
succeeding. 

(Anyo11e wl,o wishes to contribute their 
ow11 point of view, please write to us.) 

MJW 

Dear Marcus, 

Just wanted to drop you a line to saytl1ank 
you for the wonderful time I had in San 
Francisco during the Drummer contest. It being 
my first visit to tl1e West Coast, I can't tlunk of 
a better way to experience Frisco and tl1e 
Leather scene. I was impressed with the 
mag1utude of the Drummer finals and tl1e 
Leatl1er Expo. The Folsom Street Fair was tl1e 
icing on tl1e cake. I hope anyone wislung to 
experience San Francisco's Leatl1er Scene 
will make plans now to attendLeatl1er Week end 
next year. 

Yours in Brotherhood, 
Allen Grim 
Mid-Atlantic Drummer 
Contest Coordinator 

Dear Editor, 

Two days ago I got the last issue from 
Dnunmer (No. 167). 

Timt is tl1e best Drummer I've seen. 
The cover-(boy)man looks good and I 

become very nervous when I see him. 
My question is, it 's possible to write you 

and you send my letter to Him? {YES!/ 
Please execute my faulty English and many 

thanks for helping. 

All tl1e best, 
Joe 
Duisburg, GERMANY 

Dear Sir, 

my Master has ordered me to write this 
tllllnk you letter. i am seated in front of his 
computer with my leatl1er-cuffed ankles bound 
to tl1e legs of the chair, my balls hanging over 
tl1e front of the chair, are in a weighted stretcher 
and coated with Ben-Gay, my swollen cock is 
bulging against tl1e metal rings of a gates of 
hell harness. i have a large enema butt plug 
stuffed into my ass--its other end has been 
forced into my piss slit and deep into my dick 
then taped in place. i was ordered to drink a 
six-pack of beer and hold it for U1e last half 
hour before letting it surge Urrough U1e catheter 
and up my ass. i will have to hold the wam1 piss 
enema until my Master releases me. my tits are 
clamped and weighted. A wire from each is 
tied to the back of the chair making it impossible 
to move . i am wearing a dog collar which is 
c01111ected tightly by chain to my ball harness
- i can not lift or tum my head, i am wearing a 
head harness and my moutl1 is stuffed with a 
ball gag. TI1e top oftl1e hood is attached to an 
eye-hook in U1e ceiling by a chain. my elbows 
have been tied togetl1er belund my back and to 
tl1e clmir witl1 rope so tlmt only my foreanns 
and hand-cuffed hands are free to type. TI1e 
hand cuffs are connected b rope to the ball 
harness and dog collar. Right before being 
bound i was permitted to blow my Master. He 
has ordered me to hold tl1e cum in my mouth 
and not swallow it until He says so. I feel it 
sliding over U1e back of my tongue and insides 
of my cheeks. There are clothespins on the 
insides of my thighs and earlobes. My Master 
tmly looks forward to receiving a copy of your 
magazine each month. He just got the latest 
issue. When i finish writing tl1is, He promises 
to release me, wlup my ass until it bleeds and 
then allow me to relieve myself before He 
rapes my ass and reinserts U1e butt plug. I will 
remain catl1eterized with U1e otl1er end oft11e 
tube down my throat and taped to my mouth 
and bound immobile for the next 24 hours 
during which time i will have the privilege of 
being my Master's toilet, urinal and sperm 
depository with notlling else to eat or drink. i 
will be spending the 1ught in my Master's 
closet on my knees with my hands bound over 
my head to the hanger bar witl1 an electric cock 
ring arom1d my dick and balls to provide me 
hours of intense pain. For both of us, i U1ank 
you and look forward to another issue next 
montl1. 

boy 
New Orleans, LA 
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LEATHER MEN 
MEET 

By placing an ad in this sec
tion , a bar or other business is 
telling you that they welcome Leath
ermen. 

' mer is telling you that establish-
ment has been recommended by a 
Leather/SM club or a recognized 
individual in the community as a 
good place to meet and socialize 
with other Leathermen. 

Help us to alert Drummerread
ers and travelers to the right place 

part of the world. Send us your 
recommendations and talk to the 
right bar owners and managers 
about placing one of these low
priced ads. If you see a business 
listed here that you think shouldn't 
be, let us know about that, too. 

\Z\\)co~
0 

::o;:::,-: ,,. .. 
~ (713) 521 -2792 

1254 BOYLSTON - BOSTON · 617 266-2986 

- ; ' •• -- -- -
' • I • • 

• ' • 

• 

llNTLET II 
Open Dally 2:00 P.M 

FULL LIQUOR BAR 
'LEATHER JS OUR LANGUAGE' 

fif~n u . .. 

EAGLE 
·ATLANTA• 

Quiet, relaxed envi
ronment. Fireplace, 
sundeck, kttchen. 

Castro Street Victorian 
house. Minutes to 
South of Market 

1951 Powerline Rd. 
FL Lauderdale, FL 

33311 
(305) 462-6380 

TIMBERFELL THE COL')iTRY'S FINEST 

-

LODGE GAY MEN'S RESORT 

• Deluxe and Bu < Rooms 
• Gourrre Mea.s Included 
• Heated s,.. - g Pool 
• Sau a • acuni • Beer B~r 
• H, · g • Fi ng • Canoeing 

• Clothing Optional • 250 Beau ful Secluded Acres 

:,, . . ; 

EAGLE IN 

893 N.FOURTH ST. OPEN WEN. THRU SAT. 
COLUMBUS. OH 43201 9:00 TO 2:30 
(614) 294-0069 DIIESS CODE ENFORCED 

LEVI CRUISE 

s1••1ts 
.CINCINNATI 

326 EAST EIGHTH STREET 

513/621-2668 



ff$11TUD 
FORT LAUDERDALE 

LEATHER-LEVI T INDUSTRIAL T DANCE CLUB 
I 

1000 State Road 84 Ft Lauderdale 305-525-7883 

Open Iii 4 AM 

~ 

3401 N. SHEFFIELD 

(312) 549-DEEK 

TEXAS 

Be A Part Of 
The Crossroads 

Success! 

Place Your Ad Here 
Call 415.252.1195 

~ OCEAN HOUSE 
~ 127 s. Ocean Ave. 
- . Adandc City 
~iJ_t~~.l•. NJ 08401 

!!@11]Elllll 609-345-8203 

Guest Rooms For Men I 

HOUSTON'S PREMIER sbr~RCIF1c 
DANCE/ CRUISE BAR £''[; 
WHERE REAL MEN~ 
STILL DANCE ~ 
FWURING: 
CAGED HEAT/ MEN BEHIND Bill 
713/523-0213 

Arizona's 
Prime Choice 
Leather Bar 

Leather, Levi 
\:..aaa""""i~~~ Western or Uniform 

279-3033 
4620 N. 7th Ave. 

THE 
SEA DRIFT 

INN 
A Provincetown Guesthouse 

for the Leatherman 

c~-H """ · Where 
I . ~ . LEATHERMEN 
c . a. , Meet 
A · ,,,; "" 
0 ~ .; · 
O 'y-,rr11:...... OPEN DAILY 

EAGLE 8PM-4AM 
5AM SAT 

5015 N. CLARK - 312•728•0050 

ALWAYS A BUCK-A-BUD 
NEVER A COVER 

GREG'S BALL ROOM ~ 

DIXIE BELLE 

SUNDAYS 
Leather and Led 

HT llDf tlUB 
624 W. Main St. 
Norristown, PA 

(215) 278-9646 



This "Bob's" For You! 

PHOTOS BY STEPHEN SUTTON 
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Marcus The Merciless 
The leather Community Exposed 

By Marcus Hernandez 

When I was afforded the opportunity to write 
a monthly column for this publication, I thought a 
lot about what should be included and/or covered. 
After discussions with my publisher, editor and 
various leather people around the country, it was 
agreed that profiling certain leather men and 
woman withoutleathertitles would be appropriate 
and innovative. After all , leather title holders, male 
or female , are only as effective as their leadership 
qualities inspire others in their own community and 
people they meet while traveling to other areas of 
the country and sometimes overseas. 
San Francisco's The people who do all 
Jerry Roberts is the shit work, cleaning up after 
a leatherman, parties and events, art work, 
biker, fundraiser 
and much pouring beer, licking envelopes 
respected in the or planning stage events and 
leather whatever expertise they 
communities of contribute to any successful 
Norther• 
California. event or fundraiser, hardly, if 
Photo by Marcus Hernandez ever I getthe credit they deserve. 
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While many of these people are content with 
the knowledge that they helped make an event a 
success, in my opinion , a list of names and 
acknowledgments in a program just doesn't do it. 

Lining up personalities for future issues, I was 
amazed to find the ones worthy of a profile more 
reluctantthan eager to be lauded or recognized for 
their efforts. 

Furthermore, I would like to think that the 
leather titleholders get a lot of publicity and photo 
coverage if they 're lucky enough to live in a city with 
local publications that realize the leather/SM 
community deserves photo and news coverage 
for all the fund raising they do. Unfortunately, this is 
not always the case. Major and minor leather title 
holders and personalities will never be relegated to 
any position not befitting their situation in this 
publication. 

W ith those thoughts in mind, and realizing 
that a lot of leather S/M events are of major interest 
to many people, I'll try to include major events of 
interest coming your way; and lastly, considering 
that sometimes too much intensity/anxiety prevails 

when dealing with major and minor issues 
and personalities in our community and its 
people , a little levity in the form of humorous 
anecdotes is in order. It is imperative that 
we laugh with each other rather than at 
each other. Let me know how I'm doing . 

Jerry Roberts 
Fortunately for San Francisco's 
leather community, when Bay Area 
native Jerry Roberts made his first 
foray into a leather bar some 11 

years ago, the first two people he met 
before he even got in the door were Doug 
Deal and Zach Long . Doug was the 
manager of a Mexican restaurant in San 
Francisco's leather zone, South of Market, 
and later became the owner of Mister S 
Leather Company; Zach was actively 
involved with establishing a gay youth 
center and later became Leather Daddy 
of San Francisco. Their encounter would 
change his life forever. 

Jerry later met his first leather lover, 
Duke Armstrong, himself a political and 

(oontinuerJ on next page) 

A NOTE 
FROM 
OUR 
EDITOR: 
In our ever
increasing 
efforts to 
bring you 
the most 
accurate "poop" 
occurring in 
and around 
our Leather 
Community, 
we would like 
to expose to 
you, our loyal 
readers out 
there, to our 
latest addiliolL 
For many 
years he has 
been familiar 
to a multitude 
of Leatherfolk 
from his 
byline in San 
Francisco's 
Bay Area 
Reporter, ... 

"Mr." Marcus. 
Well, you won't 
see a ''Mister" 
anywhere near 
this column! 
However, you 
will see details 
on what is 
happening and 
who's making 
it happen all 
around the 
nation and even 
the world. We 
say WELCOME 
and beware ... 

HE CAN BE 
MERCILESS!!! 
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fundraising activist. The combination of 
these three men and their involvement 
in leather pride, activism and fundraising 
produced this month's profile man about 
whom the major opinion in San 
Francisco's leather community is 
resoundingly positive . 

He's always there ; he's always 
helping execute the plans, big and little, 
for fundraising , biking events, doing leg 
work and finding time to support and 
advise men and women aspiring to 
leather titles. 

Jerry says one of the proudest 
moments of his activism came when , 
he harassed, cajoled, encouraged and 
helped a leather man reach the pin
nacle of the leather community when 
he was chosen ln-

pride was at an apex. His efforts did not 
end with helping create the concept, 
but pouring the beer and working with 
other fundraisers to pay for it, getting 
the leather people to ride on it and 
arranging a 30-member motorcycle 
contingent to escort the float. The 
applause , admiration and love that 
greets the contingent each year by the 
thousands who see it--to Jerry Roberts
-is better than winning the million dollar 
lotteries. 

Was this th e kind of person the 
creative people at Desmodus, Inc. had 
in mind when they created the Leather 
Pride flag back in 1989? He certainly is 
entitled to wear that pin! 

Jerry Roberts will never seek a 

ternationa I Mr . 
Leather , that man 
was Lenny Broberg, 
a leather-oriented 
athlete and fund
raiser who , at the 
time , was more in
terested in who won 
the Gay World Se
ries pennant than 
who won Mr. What's
His-Name-Leather. 
Many title seeking 
people , too many to 
list here , have 
sought Jerry's ad
vice and accepted 

~~ ,,..e,,. .. ~ -~\!-*;_,~ ·~- ~-~~~-. ~ •• • , - - J ~ . ..- , .. 
\. . . . 
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his help. They have never been disap
pointed. 

But Jerry's involvement with the 
11 -year old Bare Chest Calendar 
annually produced by the San Francisco 
Eagle for the AIDS Emergency Fund is 
his forte . For at least the past four 
years, not only has he actively pursued 
and encouraged men to enter the 
competition , once all 12 are selected , 
he rides herd on "his" 12 winners to get 
out and sell it, travels to various locales 
with them to autograph and sell it and 
never lets up in promoting the product
-to the point of expending his own 
personal funds for travel, advertisement 
and late night appearances with them. 

There's more: like supporting bike 
clubs on one-day and weekend runs; 
working with other volunteers to 
complete a project, especially the 
creation of San Francisco's Leather 
Pride Float in the gay freedom day 
parade--another moment when his 

"" • ~· .. fr• · 
~ . ..., , 

leather title for 
himself, nor join a 
bike club or get 
elected to the 
presidency of a 
group. He will not 
volunteer to do 
anything unless he 
knows he will do an 
outstanding job . 
When I asked him 
if he tires of it all, 
had he picked a 
successor or some 
young leatherman 

Jerry Roberts 
was chosen to 
lead the 30 
motorcycles 
that escorted 
the Leather 
Pride Float in 
San Francisco's 
Gay Freedom 
Day Parade in 
1993, a project 
which he 
worked very 
hard to make a 
reality. 
Photo by Marcus 
Hernandez 

not worthy of grooming to carry on all 
the good things he does, his response 
was : "No. I don't intend to ever stop 
doing any of this until I am just not able 
to do it." 

His dedication , caring and 
sensitivity to everyone he meets, not to 
mention his pride in being a leather 
man, has inspired many people in San 
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Francisco to emulate him . The 
consensus, and while it may sound like 
a trite cliche, is that, "those are some 
big leather boots to fill", it is the absolute 
truth . No one can dispute that. Nor 
would they even try. 

Two biggies coming just in time 
to lift you out of the winter 
doldrums after the holidays and 
they're both on the weekend of 
January 14-17: one in Portland, 
Oregon ("Portland Uniform 
Weekend 2") and the other in 

Washington D.C. (10th Anniversary of 
the Centaur Motorcycle Club's Leather 
Weekend with the Mr. Mid-Atlantic 
Leather contest) . 

In Portland, cop, firefighter, military 
and assorted uniforms will inundate the 
City of Roses according to the American 
Uniform Associations's steering 
committee member, the indefatigable 
Andy Mangels. Almost a dozen events 
over the 4-day holiday weekend will 
afford you the delicious opportunity to 
interact with a lot of other uniform 
mavens: a meet and greet at the Dirty 
Duck on Friday. Shop 'til you drop at 

uniform venues with discounts and 
bargains (no sales tax in Oregon!) on 
Saturday, a paintball game at Mean 
Streets in the afternoon and a uniform 
dinner at The House of Louie that night. 

Sunday, the Cascade Bears host 
a champagne uniform brunch at C.C. 
Slaughters and a uniform/bear beer 
bust at the POX Eagle in the afternoon; 
No Host dinner at Lotsa Pasta that 
night and on Monday (Martin Luther 
King Day), tour the Portland Police 
Museum affording an opportunity to 
buy police memorabilia . Info on 
accommodations and the package is 
obtainable by calling Andy Mangels at 
(503) 228-6935. 

The Centaur Leather Weekend 
package in the nation's capital will cost 
you a total of $30 and is considered the 
best bargain and one of the biggest and 
best leather events right up there with 
IML in Chicago and Intl. Mr. Drummer 
in San Francisco . 

Here's a club that has got its act 
together with leather, cocktails, contest 
pin , the contest itself (usually over two 
dozen contestants) , comp drink tickets 
all over all weekend , a lunch, a brunch, 

MR. S LEATHER CO. 
& 

Jttte.,~o-0 
We have a bigger and 

better store to serve your 
leather, latex, SM, and fetish needs! 

COME, SEE FOR YOURSELFI 

MR 
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We're now located just a few 
steps south of Folsom Street 
at 

31 O Seventh Street 
San Francisco, CA 
94103 
Our phone number is unchanged 

( 415) 863-7764 

Southwest 

/ 

door prize drawings and shuttle buses. 
The brochure says: "and a lot more we 
don't dare print". Registration must be 
received by Dec. 27 , so send your $30 
to Centaur MC, P.O. Box 34193, 
Washington, DC 20043-4193 or call 
(301) 735-5568. (Read "Off The Top" 
by Frank Nowicki on Page 5) 

Straight Harley Owners aren't the 
only ones having fun cruising the 
highways and byways. Comes now what 
could quite possibly be the first gay 
chapter formed this past June during 
the Harley Davidson anniversary. 
Members in the midwest and on both 
coasts already. If you're interested, 
contact Great Lakes Harley Riders, 
P.O. Box 341611, Milwaukee, WI 
53234-1611. Tell 'em Marcus the 
Merciless referred you . 

Who's winning male 
and female leather titles enroute 
to International Ms. Leather 
(March 1994) and International 
Mr. Leather (May 1994)? 
Names, photos 
and the usual suspects! 
Live, laugh, love and whistle 
while you lurk ... 
just do it in leather. 

The Merciless 

Mr. Drummer 
Contest 

Coming 
Soon ... 
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LEATHER CALENDAR 
J ---------------------------------------
A 
N 
u 
A 
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JANUARY 

- HAPPY NEW YEAR!!! 
Buffalo Fetish-Leather Bar Night/ New Years / Buffalo, NY 
Connecticut MC Bar Night/ The Brook/ Westport, CT 
New Years Continues!/ FFA-FGC /Ft.Lauderdale, FL 
Utica Tri's MC Bar Night/ That Place/ Utica, NY 
Vikings MC Bar Night/ Boston Eagle/ Boston, MA 
Workshop: Playing on the Edge/ QSM / SF, CA 
FFA-FGC Bar Night/ The Eagle/ Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Shipmates MC Bar Night/ Baltimore, MD 
Twelfth Night Party I Celestial Krewe de Cuir / SF, CA 
Stars MC Bar Night/ Waterworks / Albany, NY 
Bears Nite Out & Play Party I Cascade Bears / Portland, OR 
Anniversary Run ill/ NLA: Houston I Houston, TX 
DC Leather Weekend / Mid Atlantic Leather Contest I Was hington DC 
Southwest Leather Affair/ Southwest Mr/Ms Leather Contest / Phoenix, AZ 
Portland Uniform Weekend 2 / American Uniform Associatio n / Portland, OR 
C.O.M.M.A.N.D. Bar Night/ Baltimore Eagle/ Baltimore, MD 
Hartford Colts MC Bar Night/ The Quarry/ Springfield, 1A 
Seminar: Novices/ GMSMA / NY, NY 
FFA-FGC Bar Night/ The Eagle/ Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Griffins MC Bar Night/ The Ren/ Wilmington, DE 
Journeymen Bar Night/ Ryan's Someplace Else/ Syracuse, Y 

WJ S.M.C. Bar Night/ My Bar/ Syracuse, NY 

FEBRUARY 

VASM Workshop: Rope Work/ Dufferin Hotel/ Vancouver, BC 
17TH Aspen Gay Ski Week/ Aspen, CO 
Cascade Bear's Bear Blast/ PDX Eagle/ Portland, OR 
Centaur MC Bar Night/ D.C. Eagle/ Washington DC 
Cigar Night at the Lone Star/ Hot Ash/ SF, CA 

• FFA-FGC Bar Night/ The Eagle/ Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Shipmates MC Bar Night/ Baltimore, MD 

W Connecticut MC Bar Night/ The Brook/ Westport, CT 
Fetish Night/ Buffalo Fetish-Leather Organization/ Buffalo, Y 
Utica Tri's MC Bar Night/ That Place/ Utica, NY 
Vikings MC Bar Night/ Boston Eagle/ Boston, MA 
Workshop: Genitorture / GMSMA / NY, NY 
Leatherfcst X / Copperstate Leathermen / Phoenix, AZ 
Stars MC Bar Night/ Watenvorks / Albany, NY 
FFA-FGC Bar Night/ The Eagle/ Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Griffins MC Bar Night/ The Ren/ Wilmington, DE 

Mf:W31M Black Frost 1994 "All American Run"/ The Black Guards / Minneapolis, MN 
Let Us Entertain You '94 Run/ Houston Council of Clubs / Houston, TX 

MP C.O.M.M.A.N.D. Bar Night/ Baltimore Eagle/ Baltimore, MD 
Hartford Colts MC Bar Night/ The Quarry/ Springfield, MA 
Centaur MC Bar Night/ D.C. Eagle/ Washington DC 
Journeymen Bar Night/ Ryan's Someplace Else/ Syracuse, NY 
Seminar: Fantasies/ GMSMA / NY, NY 
S.M.C. Bar Night/ My Bar/ Syracuse, NY 
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Balls! They've always fascinated me. A cock gets hard, 
pisses or cums ... not much variety there. Large or small, cocks 
have never been as interesting to me as balls. They dangle in 
the heat, hug the base ~~)~;< ~;,:/;,,'?~\ of cocksinthecold,swirl 
and move all on their i1;f1~i{ , own for sometimes no 

.t ' . -.. 

reason.I used to watch tt .. :r ,ft,~/i c- my first lover's balls 
• I • • ~-'. ·:-:\· / ' .. :,{ ·::·.. • I 

while wed lie m bed )s -<·, :;, :::··: watching TV. Theyd 
rise up, turn, droop, swell and deflate with seeming disregard 
for his mood or interest. At times I've even fantasized there is 
an independent- minded little creature in there, a mind of its 
own. Some sacks are deeply furrowed and some are as smooth 
as plums. Some have thick veins squiggling down each side of 
the ballsack. Some are covered in fur, some are peach-down 
coated, some have no fur at all, shiny-smooth as a baby's butt. 
I hate shaved balls. Stubble irritates my lips and tongue. If a man 
has shaved balls, I I I won't go near 
them. I eat ass, I_ 1111111111111111111_ fuck him, and 
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him on his way. I hate men who tamper with nature's best body 

decoration ... hair. 
Some balls have long shaggy fur at the bottom of the 

sack .. . perfect for nursing on while you roll his balls around in 
your mouth. I love the kind of ballsacks that lengthen when 
sucked on, 
letting you get his balls way inside your mouth. I love gently 
rubbing them in my palm while I suck his cock. I love groping 
a man through his pants and cupping his balls while thumbling 
his cock. It's almost as if working on his cock is just an ex cu for 
playing with his balls. 

Danglers are my favorite sort of balls. The ones that droop 
down his thigh when naked, and press out on the seam of his 
crotch when he wears clothes. The kind of balls that, when he's 
hard, get swollen and hug his cockbase. Donkey balls..Jong fat 
dangling eggs of flesh ... my favorite. Hairy or not, those kind of 
balls make my mouth water at the thought of kissing them, 
rubbing them, swallowing them. Seems to me that the lower they 
dangle and rub the groin, the riper and richer the ballsweat that 
gathers behind and around the balls. The hairs that fringe balls 

like wreaths sop up the juicy moisture and save it for my tongue and 
nose. Even if his balls have no hair on the actual ballsack, I crave the , 
fur that fringes around bis balls, and the wafts that the hair gives off. . 
Do cockssweat,I wonder?Whocares?Balls generously spread their 
sweaty nectar to the shaft above them. 

I love it when a guy's bare-assed, sitting facing me with 
bis legs spread, and even when he leans back, his long ball-bag 
still droops low enough to rest his balls on the seat under him. 
That is one long skin-bag! When a guy with a heavy-banging 
sack like this lays back, his balls cover bis asshole and sop up 
the smells there, adding to the pungent bouquet. I love lifting 
bis ball-satchel to find his asshole, rubbing my nose in his hairy 
plums wbilel snort my tongue uphishole .. dol sound obsessed? 
You bet! 

Subways in summertime are a great source of snatched 
glimpses of balls. Shorts abound on Manhattan subway cars and 
most shorts are loose enough to allow the eye a quick shot of a 
flopping ball-bag. Some balls are bold enough and BIG enough 

T hen I rub them close lo my 

nose while he cum<;, luxur

iating in the musk of his cum-balls. 

to pop out the 
sideof the guy's 
underwear or 
jock .. .nowthat's 
big gorilla 
balls! His face 
lets you know 
how good it 
feels when that 

plum escapes the confines of cotton, Then, he11 quickly realize 
someone (like me) might catch a look at it and he either crosses 
his thighs or pops it back in. If you're real lucky, he won't give 
a damn, and ju st let the swinging orb air itself! Even when I have 
a guy in my bedroom, I like him to keep his jockeys on for a 
while. That way I can pull his cock out the fly of his shorts. 
Then I scoop up his balls and let them flop down to my chin 
while I suck him off in his drawers. I fill my mouth with his 
cock, while his balls fill my palm. I gently jiggle them in my 
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hands like giant hairy dice, while I suck him off. Then I rub 
them close to my nose while he cums, luxuriating in the 
musk of his cum-balls. 

When a guy's nearcumming, sometimes his balls swell 
up so hard and red it looks like they're about to explode with 
blood and cum. Other guys' balls turn a bright shiny pink, 
showing every vein, just before he blows his load. Some 
ball-satchels tighten so hard with thick skin around the 
balls that it looks like a furrowed ball of brown armour 

around his nuts. 
Best of all I love just cupping and kissing a guy's balls 

in my hands ... the seat of so much of his power and yet so 
sensitive to touch, so easily inflicted with pain. Crossing a 
leg the wrong way, too-tight pants, or rolling the wrong way 
in bed can wrench tears from the toughest stud. 

I guess it's not for nothing that a bad-assed tough guy is 
called "Ballsy". Big bulls'ballstakesa real man to handle. They 
can dangle and hurt. The bigger they are the more pain they can 
invite. It also takes a real man to let them be played with, the 
aching down there being tl1e most agonizing male pain there 

IS. 

Maybe it's just because I'm an artist that the visual treat 
of a beautiful pair of balls gets me so excited . The artist in 
me also looks for those things of beauty that often go 
unnoticed by the layman ... no pun intended. However, and 
sadly so, many of the great masters of male erotic art too 
often treat balls as merely spheres, overlooking their myriad 
folds, veins, furrows, and fur. Heroes of mine such as Tom 
ofFinland, Harry Bush,andBill Ward ("Drum") forsake the 
detailing of the complex beauty in ball-bags and concentrate 
on big cocks. Balls in their artwork are treated over 
simplistically, as minor globes supporting the much-desired 
and sought-after hard-on. I give a fuller, more finely and 
richly detailed picture of the glories in intricately-wrought 
testicles and the satchel that encases them . I will 
painstakingly re-create the particulars of the variations in 
size, shape and texture that a man's nuts can assume, 
depending on his state of arousal, his state of mind and the 
amount of heat being generated between the thighs of a stud 
displaying a big set of danglers. Balls vary a much as cocks, 
and can all too often be overlooked ... but never by this man's 
eyes! 

I was in the gym last week and my eyes were given a 
delicious treat of a low-slung pair of plums, covered with 
platinum fur. The guy was corning out of the showers. It's.a 
basically straight gym so he covered his hard wet body with 
a towel. Six feet tall, a nordic powerhouse body, and no hair 
above the waist, only on his downy-coated legs. And those 
balls! He walked towards me, eyes downcast, feeling my 
own eyes on him. His nuts swung at least two or three inches 
below the towel. He probably thought they were covered, 
but they were heated and hanging low. I never saw his 
cock ... who cared? Those balls had me beating off for days. 

The most amazing pair of balls I ever saw or played 
with were on a guy named, impossibly, "Paulie". His real 
name: Paul DeMarco, Brooklyn Italian. They love giving 
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each other nick-names that are uniquely and sometimes 
comically descriptive like Fat Johnny, Louie the Log, or 
Bingo Bang. Paulie was the least appropriate name for this 
spitfire Ginzo, but he later told me they gave him that name 
because he had girl's eyelashes and a woman's full mouth. 

Paulie is pouty-lipped trash. Five-seven or so. Thick, 
hairy Ginzo legs. A bowlegged strut bending forward at the 
waist. Coffee-colored skin, shiny and flawless as his toothy 
grin. Coiled black curls frame his irresistibly arrogant 
handsome face. A natural athletic body, hairy only form the 
waist down. Like a centaur. His nipples were in perpetual 
erections. Hard brown pellets free of any hair. Only a "lovetrail" 
of black tufts coiled from his navel to his cock. His long armpit 
hairs were more like beards. The only flaws were his 
fingernails ... short, stubby and never very clean. Who gives a 
fuck when the rest is so goddarnned edible? 

Paulie visits my neighbor Gary across the street. My 
living room and studio windows face Gary's bedroom and 
kitchen. Through the leaves of a dying sycamore tree, I've 
seen my neighbor Gary drag home scores of pretty street trash. 
Gary seems partial to quasi-straight looking Italians: Paulie 
to a "T". I saw Paulie sitting on the entrance steps to Gary's 
building. Six stone steps leading to a long stone walkway into 
the foyer. Paulie had cut-off denims on that were so short they 
barely came below his balls. Your typically arrogant, cock
sure piece of Ginzo flesh . 

I have almost equally obsessive love of legs as I do of 
balls. Paulie had the pleasant power and beauty ofltaly in his 
hairy limbs. I got my binoculars. I placed myself carefully so 
as not to be seen. I zeroed in on Paulie's legs. His parted thighs 
let a slash of white shorts show under his cut-offs. I couldn't 
believe that he hadn't padded them ... with oranges! 

Paulie was airinghis balls in the slowly cooling July night 
air. The streetlight was just to the right, above him, lit his balls 
beautifully. His danglers pressed his cock forward, like a pillow 
under a royal scepter. He smoked. He slowly scissored his 
thighs open and closed, letting the breeze air his nuts. I switched 
off my living room lights and leaned closer to the window. 
Every inch closer meant a better view. He wiped sweat off his 
brow. His armpits showed the thick whorls of black sweat
catching fur. I had to have it. Now. 

I took an icy cold beer from the fridge and went to the 
bedroom. I turned on the A.C. and set it on high so it'd be ready 
for us. I sat on my front steps, sipping the sweaty can, hoping 
for a sip of Paulie's sweaty can and balls: "Cannon balls", I 
thought and smiled. That's what they reminded me of...big, 
hard, round suckers. 

It took him all of two minutes to notice my stare. He 
nodded a half-grin. I toasted. No one on the street. Anyone 
with an air conditioner was asleep in front of it. We had the 
block to ourselves. He waived me over. I crossed the street. Sat 
next to him. His heated flesh smelled riper than week-old 
strawberries. And even more succulent. "Paulie", heextended 
his wide palm. I shook and told him my name. "Sip?" I asked 
him. "Man, could I ever use that, "He grinned and showed me 
that white slash of a smile. His long eyelashes were as black 
and shiny as the coils under his arms. He drank and I watched 
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the corded muscles of his neck flexing as he swallowed deep. 
"Great...what'd summer be without beer, right?" I heard the 
nervousness in my voice. "You know Gary ... upstairs?" he 
asked me. "For years .. I see him on the street and at the bar 
down the block ... that student bar. But we're not like close 
friends or anything .. .just neighbors." I was rambling. He 
smiled, and I handed him the beer again after taking a sip. "Zat 
mean you ain't gay .. .like us? he asked, warmth radiating in his 
face ... and Just. I thanked The God of Balls for making him 
available. " I wouldn't be sitting next to you ifl weren't, " 
I relaxed. "Good ... got more beer upstairs?" he stood up, 
adjusting those moose balls in his short drawers. "Yep .. . and 
the A.C. is on ." 

"Piss first," he said. My bathroom is right inside the hall 
of my apartment .. first door you see. I walked down the hall 
to the kitchen to get us beers. I had just opened them and set 
them on the slate-topped table by my sofa when Paulie was 
back. Fast pisser, I thought. Then I saw his briefs flopping out 
the back pocket of his shorts. Naked under there ... he'd seen 
my staring at his cotton covered balls. Fast worker this man. 
We exchanged more small talk and toasted to beer. Then he 
spread his legs and leaned back on the sofa. Jesus .. they 
flopped out, one ·on either side of the crotch-seam of his 
shorts! 

''I'm sorta famous for 'em ... ain't they somethin'?", he 
beamed down his huge low-slung gorilla balls. "I was jumpin' 
a mailbox when I was about fifteen, landed on my nuts. Worse 
fuckin' pain I ever fuckin' felt." He was scratching the ballsack 
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on the longer left one now. Making me drool. " They swelled 
up the size of oranges. Doctor said they'd heal OK and the 
swelling would go down ... no real damage, "cept they didn't 
deflate much and the weight of all that fluid in there while 
they was healing stretched the shit outa the sack .. .lookit this." 
He tugged and some more and pulled out a fist ofballskin! I 
was in testicle paradise! He tugged some more and both balls 
were hanging out the side of his shorts. And there was still a 
hefty bulge in there ... was his cock as "deformed" as his gorilla 
balls? 

I ran ecstatic hungry fingers over the shaggy hairs at the 
base of his ball bag. They churned, those big plums, at the 
mere touch of my fingertips. He leaned back on the sofa, 
proud and brazen, sighing as his balls flopped about in my 
hands. Then the seam of his shorts tented. His cock-head was 
slinking out of the foreskin on his fat dark meat. I softly 
stroked his balls. His cock was the perfect match to his low
slung hefty balls. Veined, dark, thick and dribbling nature's 
best lube at the piss-slit. "Mmmmm", he sighed, "yuh gut the 
touch, Rich ... magic fingers ... nice and gentle ... slow .. .I need a 
lover with a slow hand, "he softly sung the Pointer Sisters' 
song for me as his cock swelled to it's full pride. 

He tugged open his shorts and let my eyes feast on the 
black nest of curls that wreathed the base of his hard shaft. That 
he had no body hair on his torso made his wiry briar patch all 
the more provocative ... a bramble bush in the midst of an 

E 
vcn piss-soaked and 

swollen-purple they were 

the most beautiful pair of danglers 

I'd ever seen or sucked. My honer 

told him how much I loved them. 

empty field. A 
field with deep 
hard furrows of 
muscle ... cof 
fee-colored 
skin and with 
out a freckle or 
blemish. He 
knew he was 
choice. He 
whipped his 
cock upwards, 
out of the fly of 
his shorts, let 
ting his balls 

dangle out the leg, into my hands . I pressed my lips to the furry 
skin on his balls; more sighs, and his cock throbbed into the 
air in approval. I took both balls in my mouth, almost gagging 
on the oversized globes. I nursed back on the long sack and 
he groaned in delighted agony. His cock let out another 
stream of lube seep which seeped down tl1e shaft. I rolled his 
balls around in my moutl1. I was stunned at the size and weight 
of the fuckers. He grinned at my awe-struck eyes. "Big .. .I don't 
tell lies do I?" He lay back now, relishing the licking and 
sucking I was giving his balls. TI1en he said, "Let 'em go .. .I 
wanna showyuh sumpthin'." Heslippedoutofhisshorts, tl1en lay 
back on the sofa, legs spread into the air. He took both balls in one 
hand. With the other hand he parted his butt-cheeks and 
opened his shit-hole with one finger. Then he pressed his big 
balloon balls up into his asshole! I was amazed. He didn't even 
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wince with pain. That tight little hole must have been 
squeezing the shit out of those meaty danglers! His cock 
stood straight in the air, obviously delighted at the pressure 
on his balls. 

"Wild huh? Fuck.in' wild, ain't it?" he beamed at me. The 
sight of this hot Ginzo stud, cock hard, with his balls up his 
ass, made me crazed. "Now ... suck 'emout...easy though ... only 
so much pain I can take." I bent to his black hairy hole and 
pressed my lips to his pink pucker. I licked at first, gently 
opening the hole with my saliva. I then stared munching and 
nursing that hole. He sighed and bobbed on the sofa. Then 
suddenly out popped one ball, then the other and my mouth 
was filled with them again . This time the flavor was manhole
scented! Man,I almost shot my load in my shorts. I tugged off 
my clothes, never leaving the valley of his hairy thighs, never 
letting those bloated beauties fall from my mouth. 

He slappped his meat against my face while I sucked his 
balls. He was getting more excited by the minute. "Shove 'em 
up my ass again ... easy-like, "he whi pered. I pressed them, 
one at a time to his split-slimy slit. They went in as if his hole 
had sucked them up with a vacuum ho e." ow ... getchercock 
in my ass, too .. .fuck me wit' my balls up my ass .. .I fuckin' 
cream fuh that!" He was glistening with sweat. Smelled as 
great as only a Ginzo stud in summer can smell. I spit on my 
cock and aimed it at his tuft-coated fuck pipe. "Yeah ... can do 
a lotta damage wit' a piece like dat, " he was panting in 
anticipation of my cock in his asshole. Balls above and balls 
below, my cock was in a testicle hero sandwich! His balls 
rubbed the top of my shaft while my own swung below. The 
sack of skin around his balls stretched every time I plowed 
into his shit-chute. He winced and moaned but his hard-on 
never slacked. He watched me slam into him, his ball-sac 
against my cock hairs. The flapping around the base ofhi s cock 
made him even more excited. I pumped harder and deeper, 
causing his cock to be pulled even more rapidly by his ballsack. 
Suddenly the cum just shot spontaneously out of his piss
hole. His ass gripped my cock and his balls. He howled in 
excruciating agony-ecstacy. Gobs oftluckltalian cream splatted 
onto lus drum-taut tummy. I slid oul of him, nol wanting lo 
shoot my load inside !us ass. 
wanting to shoot my load inside his ass. 

"I kin cum again, y'know ... gimme that big porkero' yers, 
"He reached for my cock. It was sore to cum. He rubbed our 
two cocks together, the juices of his ass still coating mine. 
"Here ... shove these up yer ass, "he grinned as he pressed his 
swollen aching nuts against my asshole. I let him do it so I 
wouldn't hurt those hairy sugar-pears. I felt them roll up 
inside me. He lavished hand-held love all over my hard-on. 
He was still hard and throbbing, moaning at the feel of my ass
ring clutching his balls. I couldn't hold back any longer. I 
shot and the love-muscle in my ass squeezed tight around his 
balls. He shot again from the pressure on his gorilla balls. 
They flopped out as soon as I finished cumming. I felt drained, 
but I was still so turned on by this man that I was club-hard, 
still ready for more of him. 

I looked down at his balls and they were so swollen and 
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purple I was certain I had done severe damage to them when 
my ass clamped down on them. "Hell, no! That dark color 
means they had a damnnn good time ! ", he reassured me, "they 
jes' need coolin' off, piss on 'em babe." He stood on the floor, 
facing my still hard cock as I lay back on the sofa. His cum
balls swung in the air between his thick thighs. I spit on my 
piss-hole and rubbed it to tease piss out. In seconds I aimed 
my hard gusher at his balls and soaked them with piss. His 
grinning sighs told me how good it felt. I sure as hell knew how 
good they looked ! Even piss-soaked and swollen-purple 
they were the most beautiful pair of danglers I'd ever seen or 
sucked. My boner told him how much I loved them. 

"Got some ice water?" he asked. His hard-on stared at me 
and his balls swung as he angled his hips at me. "Arrogant 
fuck. "In a glass?" I asked, standing beside him. "With ice," 
he gripped and squeezed my bone. "Cumming up," I went to 
the kitchen. When I got back, he was squatting on the slate
topped table in the middle of the living room. His balls 
touched the cool surface of the slate. "Yeah .. .feels good, that 
cool stone. Slip the glass under my balls, babe." I gently lifted 
his nuts and let them float in the cold water. "Yeeeaahh ... much 
better...be as good as new in a few minutes." I stirred his balls 
slowly in a glass, soothing and cupping and caressing them. 
I went down on his hard-on. I stirred and slurped, and he 
sighed with delight. "Mmmm .. . coolest blow-job in town, 
huh?" he chuckled. The skin of his ball sack responded to the 
cold by folding in on itself, protecting those luscious Tootsie 
Pops from the icy water. Like a leathery tenni ball, the ack 
rolled into a fat hard sphere. His cock was fucking my mouth 
while I rubbed his balls . "Get it good an' hard ... time for our 
balls to get hitched together, babe." I nursed his mule meat, 
trying to figure out what he had in mind. "On yer knees ... on 
the sofa, babe." he whispered. I obeyed without thinking, but 
I was hoping. He took a shoelace from his Reebok and reached 
under my ass for my balls. He tied a tight knot around the top 
of my satchel and then lashed his balls to mine in another 
knot. His big bull's balls dangled much lower than mine. I 
could feel his long dong snacking across the crack of my butt. 
"Wit our nuts chained together like dey are, ev'ry time I pull 

ow ... suck'em out. .. easy 

though ... only so much 

pain I can take." 

back outa yer 
ass, yer balls 
will be pulled 
back and slap 
against mine ... 
sweetest tease 
in the world. 

His 
cock pried my 

butt open in one slow slide inside. Man, what a fuckin' hog 
on him! And those big danglers slapped against mine ... he was 
right. The intense pain of the slapping was La Dolce 
Morte ... "sweet death" . He slid his cock out slowly ... slowly, 
tugging on my balls as his sack wrenched mine backwards. 
God I wanted more ... that old hurt-so-bad feeling of raw lust. 
The~ deep into me ... ramming his cock and slapping his balls 
against mine. Ache. Gnawing pain. Tonnenting, piercing 
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hunger. He could bang my balls all night. I was past pain into 
a fierce pit of complete absorption into him. His balls were my 
balls. Cock-to-ass ... he was in me. He was me. The pain in my 
balls became so 
white-hot I was 

sure I was 
cumming, but 
that was only 

the illusion of 
aching rapture. 

Faster 
and deeper he 

plowed, and 
when he 

pulled back, 
completely out 

ofmy ass, my 
balls strained 
at the tether. 

Then he'd plow 
back in real 

fast, slamming 
our balls 

ff O n yer knces ... on the sofa. 

hahc." he whispered. I 

oheycd ... he took a shoelace from 

his Reehok and reached under 

my ct,s for my halls . He tied a 

tight knot around the top of my 

satchel and then ht,hed his halls 

to mine in another knot. 

together. Each time he pulled out , my cock bent back from 
being pulled by my ballsack. Just like his cock throbbed 
when I had his balls up my asshole. I was more him every 
second, filled with him in mind and body. Finally I felt him 
cumming, and he pulled out. 

His cumming flew onto my ass cheeks and gushed down 
onto our wedded balls. I shot and shot and shot...never even 
touching my cock. I was fueled by the man's balls pulling on 
mine, making my cock wave like a victory banner. My cum 
sprayed in all directions as my cock flapped and shot into the 
air. I collapsed on the sofa, soaked with our juices. He lay on 
top of me, his cock still erupting it's last drops onto the base 
of my spine. Our balls were still entwined, blazing with pain. 
I felt tears raging out of me ... relief, frenzy, and deep, deep 
satisfaction. He reached over the slate-topped table and took 
the remaining ice from the glass that had cooled his balls. He 
rubbed the ice between our thighs, cooling both satchels. His 
touch made me want more, even though I was certain I 
couldn't cum again. I felt his deft fingers untie us. Another 
ache went through me .. . the ache of parting from 
him ... becoming myself again . "Roll over babe," he patted my 
ass. I rolled onto my back. He lay next to me ... sixty-nine 
position. "Lemme soothe them bobbers," as he cupped my 
nuts. He rubbed gently, kissing, licking and reviving the 
sensation to my cum-drained, numb balls . The sack loosened 
in his hot hands, loving his fondling. We lay there for God
knows-how-long, each caressing the other's danglers. Never 
in my Ii fe, before or since have I eaten, kissed or been fucked 
by bigger, better balls. After many nights of Paulie and bell
ringing pains with our balls, I was certain mine had grown. 
Such is the delightful illusion a great pair of balls can create. 
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When a hot cop finds a 
horny-assed, biker beating 
off in the saddle, he takes 
things into. his own hands. 
The result is/32 pages of raunchy, 
sweaty, PQO!ography in B&W 
and color. $12 + $4 S&H. 
CA orders add 8.25% sales tax. 

Jakobstr. 19 
0-90402 Nu rn berg 

Ger many 
Tel.0911/225270 

• Clean, plain rooms 

• Warm and cold waler 

• WC and Shower al every floor 
• Hotelgarden 

• In Nurembergs Old City 

• Firstclass Breaklast-Bufett 
per person DM 10,·· 

Single room DM 50,-
Double room DM 90,-

ear open daily 17.00·1.00 o'clock 
Hotel closed between 11.30 and 16.30 

~ Home of the NLC Franken 
~ (Nuremberg Leather Club) 

ROCK 
NEW! Cigar-smoking 
muscleman ROCK in 
a 90 min . JO video. 
See thi s hunk in 3 
different 
Military 
Hot JO! 
832 90 min. $49.95 

SMOKE MY MUSCLE 
NEW! Cigar-smoking 
action packed w/five dif. 
sex scenes. SMOKE 
MY MUSCLE is an 
action story w/oral & 
ana l delights with plenty 
of cigar smokers. Wild! 
D92013 I 20 min. $59.95 

BIC PRODUCTIONS 
1043 University Ave 

Suite 222 
San Diego, CA 92103 

DROCK $49.95 
• SMOKE MY MUSCLE $59.95 
DBIC Review (90 min) $29.95 
• CIGAR SMOKE (60 min JO) $29.95 
I have checked the above tapes. Amt Enclosed$ __ 
UPS add $4.50 I st tape. USPS add $5.50 I st tape. 
$3.00 each tape thereafter. CHECK MO (pis circle) 

A realistic and 
practical book of 

How To Re• tore 
Foreskin 

Using the B.U.F.F. 
method of 

interpreput ial 
stretching with 

Foreskin 
Restoration Cones 

$14.95 plus $2.00 
shipping and 

handling 

Most reliable, proven method of non-surgical stretching. 
Made al non-allergenic,polyurethaneelastomers. Easy
to-use 1ns11uct1ons. Model# 100 Amber Non Weighted 
or Model • 101 Black Weighted. $48.95 (per set of 
three) plus S5.00 shipping and handling. 

Both available from SECOND SKIN, 

1335 Kentucky Street, Dept . 6-A 
New Orleans, LA 70117. 
VISAIMCIDiscovertArrEx accepted. Include name, 
address, zip, phone. credn card exp. date, and 
signature. (Allow 4-6 weeks delivery.) TX •LA• AR • 
MS• residents add 4% sales tax. 

TO HEAVEN SENT ME, INC. 
P.O. BOX 1000 

COMMACK, NY 11725 



Mercury 
Mail Order 
Just one of the items offered 
in our 32-page 

VALUE-PACKED CA TALOGUR! 

Send $4.00, Name, Address 

Mercury Mail Order 
4084 18th. St. 
Dept. X 
San Francisco, 
CA 94114 

iVE DELIVER! 
1992 Mercury Mail Order 

Author of the Leothermons Handbook 
Offers the most complete and dependable 
moil order service for the leather-SM· 
oriented man. 

MAGAZINES 
TOYS in leather 
latex, etc. 

OTHER SPECIALTIES 

For info and catalogues, send $2 (refundable 
on first order) and 21 statement to: 
LARRY TOWNSEND, P.O. Box 302, 
Beverly Hills, CA 90213 

City/State/Zip __________________________ _ 

Signature _______________________ _ A g e _ _ 

__ Boot Worship _ Slave For Sox 
Boot Slave __ Sweat Sox 
Boot Slave II __ Foot Worship 

_ Dirty Boots Barefoot Slave 
_ Combat Boots _ Bare Foot Lust 
_ Shoe Lust __ Bare Foot Dog 
_ Sneaker Pig _ Tickle Torture 
_ NFN Sampler _ Photo 'Zine ('15+'1s/h) 

Check or MO (NY add sales tax, no foreign checks ) to: 
NFN, PO Box 790, Brooklyn NY, 11215 

For more info send SASE or call (718) 832-39 52 

Large selection of superbly crajied 
FLOGGERS•CATS•FLAT BRAIDS 

from stock or custom made 
24 page CATALOG w/color photos $5 

412 N. Coast Hwy. #210, 
Laguna Beach, CA 92651 (714) 376-9558 

Silver Anchor 
Enterprises 

makers of 
Gxotic 'Body Jewelry 

Specializing in custom crafted 
16G (a,,64") to 00G (:VS") and Larger 

surgical stainless steel 
piercing jewelry 

Catalogue - $4.00 
Silver Anchor Enterprises 

P.O. Box 760, Dept D 
Crystal Springs, FL _3?~24-0760 

BUS: 813-788-0147 
TEL: 1-800-882-2778 
FAX: (813) 782-0180 

VISA, DISCOVER, AND 
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EST. 1980 



Butt Boy Takes First Place 
by Joseph W. Bean 

The lead item in this month's media 
is a cassette, not a video cassette, a 
musical recording. It comes from Thrust 
Recordings, and it is called Feel the 
Music by Butt Boy. I first ran into the 
tape at a friend's house in Los Angeles, 
although I had already heard of it earlier. 
In LA, I listened to a few minutes of the 
music, and it seemed to be everything I 
had heard it was: cool music for dungeon 
and playroom use. There are very few 
words in the tape-none that matter, 
which is good if you're playing while it's 
on--but there's about an hour of original 
music. Not being a trained critic of 
modern popular music, I won't try to 
categorize the Butt Boy music as to 
type, but I will tell you that I tested it as 
play scene music. I found it supportive 
and pleasant, my boy liked hearing it 
while he was tied up, lying on the bed 
(while I was writing) . The music didn't 
get in the way for either of us when I 
stopped writing and starting playing with 
him either. 

Final analysis: I like Feel the Music, 
and find only one fault with it. It isn't long 
enough. Even with the cassette player 
set to replay sides A and B alternately, 
one hour of music repeats too soon for 
my taste. The answer, of course, is for 
Butt Boy to get busy making more tapes 
that I can put in my 6-Cassette Pioneer 
deck to have six or even nine hours of 
uninterrupted Butt Boy sound to play in . 

If you ever need dungeon music, or 
would just like to listen to the kinds of 
musical sounds that feel masculine, 
erotic, and a touch dirty, you should get 
a copy of Butt Boy's Feel the Music. 
The address is Thrust Recordings, P. 0 . 
Box 29212, Dallas, TX 75229. Price and 
shipping charges were not available to 
me at press time. Sorry. 

Bondage Recruits. 
Outbound Press, the publishers of 

Bound & Gagged magazine have put 
out a very interesting series of special 
pubs. The series began, I believe, with 
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the Classic Bound 
Gagged volume 
which was com
posed of the 
contents of the 
earliest (out of 
print) issues of 
the magazine . 
After that, there 
were two 
numbered 
volumes 
under the 
t itle 
Pfedges& 
Paddles, 
both of 
which were 
very good for 
the specific 
category of 
bondage and 
fetish covered. 

Now, 
Outbound has 
produced a 
new--and 
I'd say 
much 
better-
special 
publication : 
Bondage 
Recruits. The stories -~- _,_ ,,. 
are all you would expect from B&G under 
this special title. They're hot, and they 
have just enough of a ring of authenticity 
to do the job such stories set out to do. 
Better than the military bondage and 
leathersex tales, however, is the art. 
Sean, Malex, and Leo are well 
represented here by good images that 
could easily stand alone and still get you 
up and off. In fact, some of the pictures 
are permitted to stand alone by being 
collected, along with some interesting 
(but less powerful) photos, in an "Art & 
Photo Scrapbook." But, for my money, 
the best of this good volume is the new 
work by R. A. Shultz. Four new Shultz 
pieces in one magazine makes the book 

worth the $11 .95 cover price. The 
remaining 60 pages or so are bonus 
material. 

Urban Slaves. 
The relatively new newsletter, 

Metropolitan Slave, arrived on the 
market around the time of International 
Mr. Leather in May. When I first saw it, 
I didn 't notice that the publisher was also 
already offering A Metropolitan Slave 
Anthology. Obviously, thesug-gestion 

of the titles 

of 

\\\\1 \'-/~ CIJtiffe 
i 

1
{ the magazine. Not 

' so. The book and the magazine 
(newsletter?) are the more or 

less simulta neous offspring of the 
publisher 's fe rtil e and perverted 
imagination . 

At first , A Metropolitan Slave 
Anthology was offered in a spiral bound 
format. Now, with new illustrations by 
"Beau ," the anthology has been 
reformatted into a standard paperback 
book form . Oddly , the price is 
unchanged: $14.95 

About the book's contents: First the 
stor ies are wildly fantastic , and 
admittedly so. You couldn 't do some of 
these things even if you were cruel 
enough and stupid enough to want to. 
All the same, you can fantasize about 
them, and you very likely do. Here's how 
author-publisher "jeb" puts it: "Though 
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the book is very 
unsafe in the des
criptions of totally 
fantasy S&M stories, 
I still consider this 
safe sex--you just 
jerk off reading it. 
What could be 
safer? Frankly, for 
those who equate 
S&M with a special 
love, this is not the 
book." (Couldn't be 

From A Metropolitan 
Sla11e Anthology. 
Illustration by Beau. 

put better!) As for · : · : · · · 
Beau's illustrations 
for the new edition, they're rude, crude, 
distorted, perverted, and perfect for the 
biases and styles of the text. 

By now, A Metropolitan Slave 
Anthology is probably available in many 
bookstores around the country. If it is 
not yet available in your neighborhood, 
write to the publisher: Selective 
Publishing, Inc., P. 0 . Box 4597, Oak 
Brook, IL 60522-4597 

One Million 
Weaknesses. 
As you have probably noticed over 

the years, my point of view about the 
space in this column boils down to this: 
If you can 't say something at least 
somewhat nice, don't waste space on 
the media in question . Once in a while, 
though, something not-good (or double
plus not-good) gets under my skin, and 
has to be mentioned. Here's an 
exception . 

One Million Strong, a book of the 
1993 March on Washington for lesbian, 
gay, and bi equal rights, with text by Lisa 
Pope and photos by Cece Cox and Lisa 
Means, is a pitiful thing! Despite all the 
reverse discrimination that is practically 
demanded by the rules of political 
correctness these 
days, and even 
allowing that there 
could be some 
corrective value in all 
that (which I don 't feel 
is true, anyway!), 
One Million Strong 
goes a million or 
more steps past the 
last reasonable 
boundaries . This 
book misses the point 
of diversity all 
together, giving the 
impression that the 
sexually different 
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From Members 
of The Tribe. 
Malcom Forbes 
Illustration 
by Michael 
Willhoite. 

populations of 
America are almost 
entirely female, with 
female leadership, 
striving only for 
weakly defined 
feminist goals . 
Wrong , ladies . 
There are gay men, 
there are bisexual 
men, there are gay 
fathers , there are 
male leaders and 
activists. What's 
more there are 

faeries and leather men and leather 
women, and plenty of other people who 
are not suburbanite replicas of 
heterosexuals. 

Action alert: Take this as an 
opportunity, and as a reminder to seek 
out other opportunities. Write to Alyson 
Publications , 40 Plympton Street, 
Boston, MA 02118, and tell them you 
don't want to see more books that brush 
leatherfolk and others into the margins 
(or completely out of sight) while 
pretending to represent "everyone. • Then 
keep your eyes open for other books, 
movies, videos, etc. whose producers 
need the same reminder. I'm libertarian 
enough to say anyone has a right to 
publish anything they like--even wrong
headed, After-the-Ball tripe--but I don't 
think they should be left to feel that they 
are being appreciated by their entire 
potential market while doing so . Enough 
said . 

And An Alyson 
Triumph 
Michael Wilhoite, caricaturist 

extraordinaire, has a new book , 
Members of the Tribe. Wonderful ! If 
the text is a bit mean-spirited at times, it 

is usually witty and 
interesting as well. 
And , after all , the 
caricatures are the 
· real thing" here. 
Many gay men and 
women who are not 
usually included in 
catalogs of gay 
people are featured 
in "Tribe." A 
couple of my 
personal friends 
made it, in fact, and 
I was able to take a 
very personal look 
at both the 
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caricature and the text. The former, it 
seems, is much better informed, the 
latter rather sketchy, and maybe off 
center. Nonetheless, this is one of those 
"small" art books that will provide large 
and repeated pleasures for a long time 
to come. Put it on your coffee table and 
watch your friends and guests cruise 
through the pages with enjoyment, and 
sharing that enjoyment with you. 

Members of the Tribe is published 
by Alyson, meaning it will be widely 
available wherever Jesse Helms and his 
friends are not censoring the bookstore 
stock. 127 pages, $24.95. 

Badboy Books 
Revisited. 
Badboy, that endless font of gay 

male and leatherman fiction publishing 
(largely reprints) is at it still. Among the 
recent Badboy titles worth investigating 
are Big Shots, Lewd Conduct, and the 
continuing "Alex Kane" series. 

In John Preston's Alex Kane books, 
the title character is a sort of gay super 
hero (no super powers) who is part 
Hercule Poirot, part Rambo, and part 
Phil Andros. The books are already 

classics, and the Badboy editions just 
give them a new lease on life. Say 
"thanks" to Badboy by picking up all the 
Kane books if that sort of thing interests 
you at all. You'll be glad to have Sweet 
Dreams, Golden Years, Deadly Lies, 
and Secret Danger. Somehow, I missed 
volume 4, Stolen Moments, but I'd be 
willing to bet it's as good as the rest. 
Number 6, Lethal Silence, should be 
out by the time this issue of Drummer 
hits the streets. 

Drummer readers, and leathermen 
everywhere, know and appreciate Aaron 
Travis. His Slaves of the Empire has 
been feeding leather sex fantasies for a 
decade (and has been available in a 
Badboybooksince 1992). More recently, 
Drummer published the author's "Beirut" 
(issues 121-124, 1988). The entirety of 
"Beirut" is now presented by Badboy as 
half of a new book called Big Shots. 
The · other half of Big Shots, also by 
Travis , is "Kip," originally serialized in 
Stroke. "Kip" is good reading, but having 
a lasting edition of "Beirut" is more than 
enough reason to own Big Shots 
(especially at just $4 . 95!) . 

Lewd Conduct, the last piece of 
Badboy publishing to be praised here 
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Check Out Some Of These 
Russo Performances! 

@]lose Up Productions 
VIOO Roughed Up In Boston ...... $79.95 
VIOi Roughed Up In L.A ............... 79.95 
VI 13 Slave Workshop Boston ...... .. 79.95 

[ID usso Production Videos 
VI 14 The Intruder ........................... 79.95 

[!lob Jones Videos 
V601 ·Boston Boot Bottom ...... .. .... .. 69.95 
V602 Whipping Master .......... ......... 69.95 
V603 Whipped and Creamed .......... 69.95 
V605 Thiefs Punishment... ............. 69.95 

@ eusVideo 
TR26 Tightropes 26 ......... .... ......... 69.95 

this month , is a collection o_f stories by 
John Rowberrry. Are you scratching 
your head a bit? Rowberry is no ordinary 
mortal; he is one of the original parents 
of gay male leathersex fiction . The 13 
stories in this book are mostly (if not all) 
reprints, many of them from early issues 
of Drummer and Mach. Take a look at 
leathersex past by reading John 
Rowberry's Lewd Conduct. At the very, 
very least, it's a refreshing dip into 
yerster-thinking . At most, it'll get your 
dick and brain in synch very pleasurably. 

First-
/ didn 't get the promised 

- Florida stories in this month. 
Sorry. 

Second-
Whats cumming up is Larry 
Townsend: A Celebration of 
The Maestro of Leather 
Publishing. (Hope I can get 
that together tor next 
month!!) 

Order Now! 
Just call the 
Rob Gallery afl 
(415)252-1198 , 

FAX:(415)252-9574 II'' Or write in order to: 
1 RoB Gallery . 

22 Shoewell SI. , , · , · 
San Francisco, CA 94103 .. 

1 
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An International Drummer XXXlusive! 

ON RUSSO! WHAT A PIECE OF WORK! Rock-hard, hand

some, hung, and always horny! He cruised into San 

Francisco airport like a SMART BOMB! He climbed into my red 

FordF-l00pick-uptruck. 11Hey,"besaid. 11Who-ah!"lthought. 

He tossed bis GYM BAG full of SWEATY JOCKS and MUSCLE-MOLDED LEATH

ERS between us. At 27,180 pounds, this YOUNG BROOKLYN

BORN 11GANGSTA" is the kind of WHITE-BOY BODYBUILDER 9iillW.Wiiillii6ij.i.iii• 
Inside info special 10 

DRUMMER whose SWEATY PITS and BULGING CROTCH make you want .... iiiilliiiiiiiilll .. 
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to shove your accelerator to the Ooor. 
"You ought -11 your jockey shol'ts," I said. "And 

your sock•, jocks, and toilet paper." 
"I do," he said. (Never kid a kidder.) 
BLOCKBUSTER DON stripped his tank top off hi• 

broad shoulders. TWEAKED TffS ON BIG SUCKABLE 
MEATY PECS. The left one TATTOOED! His neck is a 
column of muscle thick as an engorged cock. He 
tossed me his tank top, --•-tasting, I tell you, 
when I sniffed his warm summer 'Pff SWEAT. 

He laughed. 
I laughed. 
We both goddam laughed. 
Don Russo'• --• of humor puts a man at ease. 

HAT A FUCKING SEX BOMB! 
None of the 'Roicl/Growth-Hormone "atti• 
tude" that usually spoils the DROPDEAD 

GORGEOUS. This dude is human, friendly, playful, 
approachable. You could take him 
anywh•-· 

I drove him north, through San Francisco, up 
aero•• the Golden Gate Bridge to the Palm Drive 
VideoRanchfiftymilesupthe 101 Fre-ay.l'd-en 
hi• movies. In the Oesh, he was as hot as on screen. 
City-bred, now living in Boston, where he works as 
the very friendly "BOUNCER" at the PEARLY GATES of 
the--what else?••PARADISE BAR, Don tripped out on 
the Nol'thern California co-try-side spreading out 
In the summer •u-t. 

"Faster," he said. 
"Harder! Deeper!" I wished. 
We sped up behind an 18-WHEELER TRUCK. 
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I ruise alongside him," Don 
said. He had shot three vid
eos for CLOSE-UP CONCEPTS 

of L. A. in the preceding four days. 
Drug-free, he is, and always raring to 
go. HE POPPED HIS 501'•· HIS DICK 
BOINKED OUT HARD, THEN BOINKED 
HARDER. 

"It's SHOWTIME," he said. 
"You're a fucking exhibitionist," I 

said steading my pick-up alongside 
THE TRUCKER sitting high in his rig. 

The next 20 minutes was TEASE-4-2. 
Me AND the Trucker! No shit! This is 
true. That trucker suddenly got the 
POSE-AND EXPOSE TRIP of his life! Men 
who drive lbnerica •• highways see just 
about everything. This trucker trucked 
right with us. Trucking can be a fuck
ing bore, so he enjoyed the free show 
OGGLING DON'S PUMPED ABS, PECS, 
BIG-GUN ARMS, AND RAGING-BULL 
HARD-ON FISTED UP TO THE MAX. We 
drove parallel till I hit the gas. The 
trucker blew his horn three times in 
salute and probably went home and 
fucked his old lady silly. Good thing 
gals don't know what guys are think
ing! 

hat kind of SEX MAYHEM is 
Don Russo'• trademark. 
Too bad for me. A• a profes

sional video-maker, I never touch the 
talent. Keeping the sexual tension of 
NOT DOING THE C!:I':D makes the SEX 
END UP ON SCREEN! How we artists 
"suffer" for art. It's a tough job, but 
somebody'• got to do it. 

'"Russo," I said. "When I was editor 
of DRUMMER, I'd have PUNCHED YOU 
UP on the COVER and in the 
CENTERFOLD. In fact, because the 
movie option on my leather-muscle 
novel, SOME DANCE TO REMEMBER, is 
on, I'd re-write the part of the southern 
blond bodybuilder so you could play 
the part. It'• just too bad Robert 
Mapplethorpe never got you in front of 
his camera." 

"His photos are awesome." 
"We were lovers for three years. 

Something most people don't know: 

Russo 
his first ever magazine cover was 
DRUMMER." 

("The Mapplethorpe" talent I did 
fuck!) 

"I rounded up Robel't'• San Fran• 
cisco models. You'd have been great 
in those LEATHER-HOOD AND PISS PIC
TURES we shot out at the BUNKERS by 
the Golden Gate." 

"PISS is one of my main turn-ons. 
Can you shoot me pissing?" 



"Glad to. But we can't put 
ff in the final video." 

"Shit." 
"Yeah." 

t Palm Drive, we 
spent four days BURN
ING VP THE GYM, THE 

WOODS, and a COUPLE OF 
DON'S CO-STARS. PORN-STAR 
STEVE PARKER broke hi• toes 
in all the excitement, after 
having shot the PDV video 
LIGHTING RODZ where he 
shoves METAL SOUNDS AND 
CATHETERS down his ENOR
MOUS COCK. We had to find 
Don a replacement. 

One phone call. To a gay 
friend'• straight brother. 
Problem solved. STEVE 
THRASHER is, truly, straight: 
A TOUGH CEMENT CONSTRUC
TION WORKER who i• Califor• 
nia-progressive enough to be 
open to anything. "Just be
cause I made this video," 
Thrasher says, "doesn't mean 
I'm gay. It means I'm laid-off 
work." His wife said, "Honey, 
just as long as we pay the 
rent." What a couple! 

"Don," I said. "Thrasher'•• 
like, STRAIGHT." 

"Nobody'• perfect," he 
said. 

THRASHER ARRIVED 
SWEATY AND DUSTY from his 
summer softball league. The 
two had never met. I threw 
them in &ont of the camera. 
WHAT HORSEPLAY between 
TWO JOCKS: ONE WITH BODY• 
BUILDER MUSCLE; ONE WITH 
CONSTRUCTION BRAWN. They 
fucking tore into each other. 
Half-way through the shoot, 
with RUSSO BEATING 
THRASHER with HEAVY 
CHAINS, the GUT-PUNCHING 
shouting got so loud and 
rowdy, I had to quiet them 
down. Maybe for both of 
them, ONE HOMOMASCULINE, 
ONE STRAIGHT, something 
unspoken was on the line. 
(Don't ask me. I'm only the 
director.) What went on in 
their heads when DON FORC
IBLY SAT HIS BUTTHOLE DOWN 
ON THRASHER'S FACE and or
dered this YOUNG MAN, SOME 
WOMAN'S HUSBAND,totongue 
out hi• ass! All I know is that 
Thrasher shot his BIG UNCUT 
COCKLOAD! 

"What a trip!" Don said. 
"I've never been on screen 
with a straight guy before." 



.. I'm not s..-. wlaat "straight' means any. 
mo-," I said. 

Don slept in o- guest room. Showe-d. 
Clean. Fresh. Muscles glistening with sweet 
summer sweat. 

ext up was LEGENDARY EROTIC SU• 
PERSTAR, BRUTUS, who, 
besides appearing on 

DRUMMER'S COVER mo-than any 
other man, Is a CHAMPIONSHIP 
BODYBUILDER contestant with a 
MASSIVE DICK measuring close to 
TEN INCHES, and a VOICE that could 
do .. Shakespeare In the Park." 
Brutus also lives with a woman. 
(Go fig..-.!) He's never befo- ap• 
peared on•c-enwlthanotherman 
ACTUALLY having sex. When Brutus 
amved, I Introduced him to Don. THE BRUTE• 
STER took one look ('"J-t o- look! That's all 
It took!"), grasped the laandslaake, and pulled 
DONNY RUSSO TO HIM PECS TO PECS. 

DON RUSSO HAS THE BIND OF FACE & BODY 
& DICK& MUSCLE THAT MABE STRAIGHT MEN 
FORGET THEY'RE MARRIED! 

Think of what he does to gay men! 
My Hprofesslonal piety" of abstinence 
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from SEX WITH MODELS made me a candidate 
for one of those LEATHER STRAIGHT-JACKETS 
that HROB" offers for sale out of Amsterdam, 
London, and San Francisco! 

Shit! Shoot! 
The Palm Drive set literally STEAMED. The 

mirrors clouded up. The still camera 
lens fogged up. Sweat beaded up on 
the lens of the Panasonic video cam• 
era. BRUTUS AND RUSSO WENT AT EACH 
OTHER LIKE TERRITORIAL LIONS! I'm 
not sure It was acting. I think I was 
dlrec:tlng a MUSCLE TUSSLE, nGHT• 
FOR-THE-TOP docu-MEN-tary. The 
title was Inevitable: WHEN BODY• 
BUILDERS COLLmE! 

on Russo Is quite a gentleman. 

He speaks only good about his 
many co-stars and dl-ctors, 

especially JOHN STEVENS of CLOSE-UP CON
CEPTS, MlllllL BALES of ZEUS, and the lnfa• 
mo- legend LARRY TOWNSEND for whom be 
has posed for a PHOTOBOOK OF BONDAGE. 
Russo would make a perfect INTERNATIONAL 
MR DRUMMER. He has the COMMUNITY CON
CERN, the POISE, the LOOKS, the COMMAND 
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PRESENCE, the articulate VOICE that fairly 
drips with Brooklynese when he ass1Unes 
what he calls hi• "Guido, the Mafia Gang
ster" persona. He'• dedicated to sex. And•• 
sony, fellas--to his lover. B-U-T ••• that doesn't 
mean be can't date when be'• on location. 
lfyousayyourprayersto HERCULES, APOLLO, 
and DIONYSJUS every night, you might catch 
him! 

INQUIRING MINDS NEED TO KNOW: 
Russo causes traffic accidents. Men 
(and women) fall up stairs. 
Restaurants go quiet when be en
ters and all bead• tum. But be is 
unaffected. He i• so -cure in his 
BOUYANT MASCULINITY he can make 
fun of the usual HANDSOME MUSCLE• 
GOD conceits. He'• quicktotell funny 
stories about him-If, like, when he 
and bis lover were shopping in a 
Boston mall for dishes, and a woman 
shopper said, "Young man, yourwlfe 
is a very lucky woman." Don grabbed hi• 
Jover'• arm, and replied, "Darlin', this man 
is my "wife!'" 

fter four days, after three 
veryVeryVERY -parate videos, and 
after more than 500 gorgeous color 

photographs, I was exhausted, and DON 
WAS STILL READY FOR MORE when the time 
came for hi• Oight back to New York. 

So, hey, Bud, you go buy a video camera! 
FUCK! It's really HARD to edit Don Russo'• 

videos. My dick is raw from watching the 
footage!We entertainers who wrap the meat 
for you in videos and in DRUMMER have to 
get off too! So I DO IT in the EDITING which 

stoke• the temp up for you, because I can't DO IT 
on the -t. I mean: You try to direct and shoot and 
design a HOT, COHERENT, IN-FOCUS, MULTI• 
ANGLED video, with LIVE-ACTION SOUND, while 
your dick is crawling hard down your leg and you 
are too professional to toss the camera into the 
corner, and say, "Fuck video! COME HERE, 
STUD NUTS!" 

OH YEAH! DON'S PERSONAL TURN-ONS, besides 
PISS, are HEAVY BALL PLAY, MUSCLE 
WORSHIP, COCK-SUCKING, SWEATY GYM 
WORKOUTS, TICKLE -TORTURE, WHIP
PING, 'PIT SNORTING, GUT-PUNCHING, 
SPITTING, ASS-LICKING, TIT-PLAY, con• 
stant JERK-OFF, and HE'S TOTALLY 
PERVERSATILE! 

HUM-BABY! 
/ Plus! DON JS A TWIN! Can you stand 

it?HIS BROTHER is aSTRJUGHT PROFES
SIONAL BODYBUILDER living in Europe! 
(And, NO, sorry! Here'• THE SCOOP: they 
never had S-E-X!) Let's hear It for THOSE 

GENES, gay and straight! © Jack Fritscher (Text 
and photographs) 

-
DITOR'S NOTE: Don Russo'• PALM DRIVE 
VIDEOS are: 1) ROUGH NIGHT AT THE JOCK 
STRAP GYM with THRASHER; 2) WHEN 

BODYBUILDERS COLLIDE with BRUTUS; and 
HOMME ALONE (GONNA FUCK YOU UP!). Jack 
Fritscher'• classic 90'• novel about the Golden 
Age of the 1970'•• SOME DANCE TO REMEMBER, is 
available at bookstores, from Palm Drive, as well 
as directly from INTERNATIONAL DRUMMER'S 
DESMODUS, INC. 562 pages, $11. 
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Having gone to the "old, family doc" for a 
lingering cold, Asa found himself almost naked 
and very vulnerable in front of an extremely 
handsome stud of a physician. Soon the not-so
innocent examination turned into submission, 
bondage and hot medical-style sex. Yet the 
young man's ordeal is far from over, for he has 
more to experience from the masterful Doctor 
MacGregor ... 

and faded jeans. He carried Asa's hiking boots 
in one hand and a topcoat draped over the other 
forearm. He wiggled the boots onto Asa's bare 
feet and laced them tightly. 

"The coat is mine, so it should just 
about cover you from neck to ankles," the 
doctor said. He held it up by the collar. 

Naked, Asa slipped his arms into the 
sleeves. The silk lining cooled his burning skin. 

The hem of the coat 
Gingerly pressing 

Asa's throbbing rod 
against his belly, 
MacGregor whipped a 
row ofloose stitches on 
either side of the fat 
member. Asafultabove 
all the pleasure of the 
MD's warm, gloved 
fingers on the underside 
of his cock. 

THE GOOD 
DO:: :R 
PARTlWO 

brushed the toes of 
his boots. 

"Good " 
' 

MacGregor said. 
Kneeling, he button
ed the coat. 

In the full
length mirror on the 
back of the door, Asa 
barely recognized 
himself. The out
rageously oversized 
top-coat made his 
head look small. His 
brown hair stood 
straight up. His 
hands, with their 

When 
MacGregor finished 
and removed his hand, 
the pressure remained. 
Asa peeked at his 
crotch. Twenty zigzag 
stitches stretched the 
loose skin on either side of his cock and tacked 
it to the skin of his belly. The pressure of 
MacGregor's fingers had been replaced by the 
pressure of his own skin. 

MacGregor dabbed away the trickles of 
blood that had collected in Asa's pubic hair. The 
doctor tested his work. It was strong; it would 
hold. 

MacGregor left the room. When he 
came back he wore a plain, dark green sweatshirt 

frippery ofblack silk, 
were no longer human. He opened the coat as 
a girl would raise her skirts, and nearly fainted 
at the sight of his proud pole. Even in its prison 
of thread it throbbed hungrily. His aching balls 
crowded at the base of it as though they were 
ready to fire. 

A creaky elevator took Asa and the 
doctor to the subterranean parking garage. The 
lukewarm air smelled strongly of mildew and 
more vaguely of new paint. 

By Mald1ew INalkerlllustration By R.A. Shultz 
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The doctor's Trooper was alone in the garage. As Asa climbed 
into the passenger's seat, the coat fell open. He closed it, but 
MacGregor reached over and spread it apart, pulling the heavy cloth 
back along the younger man's hairy thighs until his cock and balls 
were exposed. 

"I like to see my handiwork," the doctor said. 
Asa nodded. His cock, still hard, leaked pearls of precome 

and lubricant on the placket of the overcoat. 
A wet snow had come and gone while they'd been in the 

office. Scraps of it lingered in the shelter of the curbs, butthe streets 
were merely wet. MacGregor kept to the frontage road, waiting 
patiently for lights that seemed to be timed backwards. 

Just after they passed Snelling Avenue, MacGregor glanced 
at Asa's bare legs and bound cock. He said, "Close thvcoat now." 
With a grudging, last-minute flick of his tum signal, he drove into 
the parking lot of the Roundtree Medical Center. He waved to the 
slack-jawed attendant at the guard stand. 

"Keep your hands in your pockets," MacGregor said, "but 
make sure you don't pull the coat open." He parked near the 

boots. With a smile and a pat on Asa's shoulder, he left the office. 
Asa shrugged off the coat and hung itoveroneofthe visitor's chairs . 

In the bathroom, Asa raised the toilet seat and squatted over 
the porcelain. He reached for the buttplug but, remembering the 

• doctor's warning about infection , pulled his hand away. Crouching 
lower over the bowl, he pushed against the wide smooth plug and shat 
it out with a burning jab of pain and a loud pop. 

The tepid water passed from him in a violent spray, wetting 
his hairy ass and thighs. When he had nothing left, he was ashamed 
to realize how little fluid there had been inside him-not more than 
a quart, surely. He forced out the dregs. 

After a few minutes, MacGregor returned. 
doorway with his body. "Done?" 

"Yes, Doctor," Asa whispered . 

He filled the 

"Hop in the shower. Make the water good and hot." 
Asa obeyed, closing the flimsy white curtain behind him. 

Using both his paws, he turned the hot water tap on full and 
added a little cold to it. The first icy spray chilled him, and he 
crouched against the far wall. As it warmed he melted into the 

scalding stream. building, in a space with his name on it, and 
switched off the ignition . Tenderly, with an 
almost fatherly smile, he smoothed Asa's hair. 
"Trust me. This'll be great." 

Asa returned the smile. "It's been 
great so far, Doctor, Sir." 

THE GOOD DOCTOR 

WAS NAKED 
Just as Asa reached for the soap, 

MacGregor called from the other side of the 
curtain . "Don't touch anything," he said, and a 
moment later he brushed the curtain aside. 

AGAIN EXEPI FOR He was naked and hard. Against his 
pale skin the red fur on his chest and arms and legs 
seemed lucent. His body was broad and rippled 
and perfect. At its root his cock was nearly as 
broad as his wrist, and it tapered only slightly 
before swelling into the plum-sized unhooded 
glans . 

As Asa stepped gingerly to the 
pavement, a chilly gust parted the coat and 
ruffled the hair on his legs. His balls shrank 
against him for comfort. Keeping his hands in the 
deep pockets of the overcoat, Asa hugged his 
arms to his side. He rushed to MacGregor's side. 

RUBBER 
GLOVES ANDA 
CONDOM. 

They entered through the emergency 
room. The duty nurse-Jill, according to her 
identification badge-was a young beauty with 
long straight hair. She gave MacGregor a big 
countrygirl smile. "Evening, Joel," she said . 
"What brings you here so late?" 

MacGregor put his arm on Asa's 
shoulder. "This is my cousin . He's in town for the week, and I 
thought I'd give him a tour of the facilities." 

Simpering, Asa hung back to avoid shaking hands. Even 
in the heavy overcoat, he felt naked . The constant itch in his fingers 
reminded him that he would never again be an ordinary person . 

"Sure," she said, politely ignoring Asa's aloofness. 
"Go ahead. It's a slow night. For once." 

The doctor led Asa to the nearest elevator, which they rode 
to a dark hallway on the top floor. At the end of the hallway was a 
door with a nameplate that said, "DR. JOEL MAC GREGOR, 
M .D." MacGregor unlocked the door and switched on the light. 

The office was barely large enough for the desk and two 
visitor's chairs, but it had a private bathroom; through the open door 
Asa could see a sink, a toilet, and a narrow shower stall: Three walls 
were painted a cool shade of blue and hung with small, framed 
impressionist posters. Bookshelves covering the fourth wall sagged 
under volumes of medical lore. 

"All the offices on this floor used to be patient rooms," said 
MacGregor. "They remodeled them when they added the new 
wing." Pointing toward the bathroom, he said, "You can shit outthat 
water in there. Put up the seat first. When you're done, don't wipe
I don't want infections . Stay put and wait for me." 

Asa nodded. "Yes, Doctor." He showed MacGregor his 
useless hands . "Would you unbutton me?" 

MacGregor stooped to open the coat and unlace Asa's 
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"Mind if I join you?" 
Asa felt like a rabbit blinded by 

headlights; hecouldn 't stop staring. "Please," he 
squeaked. 

MacGregor stepped in behind Asa and 
drew the curtain. 

Asa pressed himself against the doctor's 
furry chest, feeling the rippled muscle of his hairy belly, the 
monstrous length of his cock, the comforting strength of his arms. 

Straddling Asa's legs and drawing close so that the boy's 
cheeks grasped his hard cock, MacGregor reached for the soap. 
With lathered hands he caressed the flat expanse of the younger 
man's chest. Asa sank deeper into the doctor's arms and turned his 
head . Mouth open, he sought some part-any part-ofMacGregor's 
body. 

The doctor gently soaped Asa's cock and the stitching that 
held it in place. The soap burned . MacGregor rinsed his hands and 
cupped them over the purple head of Asa's cock, letting clear water 
sluice away the suds . He washed the boy's balls , handling them 
delicately . Softly he bathed Asa's fingers, again diverting the strong 
spray with his own hands. 

Finally, Asa felt the whole bar of soap slip between his ass 
cheeks. He humped against it. Impatient, he turned and, standing 
on his toes, pressed his lips againstthedoctor's. MacGregor returned 
the kiss, slipping his tongue deep into Asa's mouth. 

Feeling blunt fingers on his nipples, Asa moaned and 
sucked MacGregor's tongue deeper into him. Careless of his 
stitches, he moved against the doctor's body. With aching hands he 
stroked the firm mounds ofthedoctor's ass. He poked tender fingers 
into the deep cleft. 

"Don't touch." 
"Sorry, Doctor." 
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Asa sank to his knees and came eye to eye with the doctor's 
thick member. It was beautiful. Pink from the heat of the water. 
Plump and pulsing. A snarled vein rising in high relief near the base 
and snaking to the underside. 

Asa spared it nothing. He opened wide and stuffed himself 
with it. It split his throat and gagged him with inches still to go. He 
worked on what he had of it, slobbering over the head and the so ft, 
yielding underbelly, squeezing the fat head with his throat. 

MacGregor moaned. "Relax," he said. "I'm coming in." 
Cradling Asa's head in his hands , he entered slowly. Asa 

made himself go limp. The shaft slid smoothly into him, choking 
him, blocking his air. As soon as he had it all, MacGregor pulled 
out and slammed back in . 

Breathless, Asa reached again for the doctor's butt and dug 
his fingers into the hard muscle. The movement spurred the MD to 
a gallop, and Asa greedily slurped the fat pole through its rough 
progress. 

Suddenly, MacGregor pulled out. He turned off the water. 
"Not just yet. There's more." 

Again wearing the boots and overcoat, Asa followed 
MacGregor through the labyrinthine hallways of a 

"Once more." 
This time, Asa lay on his back with his legs spread and 

waited for an eternity while MacGregor made some final preparations 
in the next room. The water ran clear. 

MacGregor led him by the hand into the adjacent room. 
At its center stood a surgical table with a glittering chrome base 

and a black pad on top. The brilliant pool of light in which it sat 
washed the rest of the room into obscurity . 

The table was low; Asa climbed aboard without help. 
MacGregor scooted him down so that his ass was even with 

the end of the table and his legs were hanging uncomfortably in air. 
The good doctor stretched Asa's hands high above his head and, 
using cloth bandages , bound them to the side rails. As before, the 
layers of bandages were gentle but inescapable. 

MacGregor kissed Asa. "This will be uncomfortable," he 
said, "but since there are no stirrups, this is the only way. I'm sorry." 

Then, incredibly, Asa felt himself being bent in half. 
His legs flipped over his head so that MacGregor could bind 

them to the side rails just below his hands. As his feeling of 
helplessness grew sharper, his dick grew stiffer, lurching hard 

enough to strain the stitches. 
lower floor. The walls and floor were trendy 
shades of rose and teal, but the old passageways 
seemed as cramped and stuffy as an old attic. The 
acoustic ceilings were yellowed and ancient. 

ASA SANK TO HIS KNEES MacGregor stepped away, and a 
moment later the lights came up, so harsh and 
full that there were no shadows anywhere in the 
room. The ceiling was high , and on three walls 
glass panels marked where galleries would be. 
A video moniter was mounted in the center of 
each wall, just beneath the windows . 

AND CAME 
At last they came to a door marked 

"SUITE 6." Looking both ways to make sure the 
hall was clear, MacGregor unlocked the door and 
ushered Asa inside. The doctor locked the door 
behind them and switched on the lights . 

EYE TO EYE WITH 
THE DOCTOR'S THICK 

MEMBER. Lower, banks of instruments and rows 
of cabinets stood against the walls in 
arrangements that seemed familiar to Asa from 
old television programs. A video camera on a 
hefty tripod stood to one side, pointed directly 
at his ass. A white trolley with an 
incomprehensible jumble of equipment sat near 
the table, and just barely within his line of sight 
was the cable that connected it to a fifth monitor 
at the head of the table. 

They passed through a reception area the 
size of a closet and into a small square room with 
a bed, a toilet, and a small screened--0ff changing 
area. An enema room. 

IT WAS BEAUTIFUL 

MacGregor helped Asa out of the overcoat 
and onto the high bed. Squatting, he unlaced the 
boots and set them aside. He held Asa's foot in his 
lap, stroking it. "I imagine you know how this 
works, a queer like you." 

Asa blushed. "Yes, Doctor." 
"This isn't for pleasure or sport. I need you clean as a 

whistle for what I have in mind." 
On the doctor's orders, Asa lay on his left side with his right 

knee pulled forward slightly. He kept his eyes on the wall and listened 
to MacGregor's preparations: the crackle of cellophane, the gush 
of running water, the smack of wet latex. 

Closing his eyes, Asa felt MacGregor's shadow fall over 
him . A moment later the small nozzle entered him and the flow 
began. The water was warm, so warm that he felt with perfect 
sharpness and clarity how deep it went and how full it made him. 

The nozzle slipped out. MacGregor said, "You need to 
keep it for five minutes. Can you?" 

"Yes, Doctor," Asa said. "For you I can." 
"Good boy." 
MacGregor stroked Asa's hair and the back of his neck, 

and his .touch made the time pass . After what seemed an hour, the 
doctor helped Asa ~o the toilet. 

"Twice more." 
They repeated the process, this time with Asa on his right 

side, facing the doctor. Leaning over from a stool beside the bed, 
MacGregor kissed Asa's mouth, licked his chin and ears, nipped his 
tits with his teeth, stroked his bloated belly. The five minutes seemed 
to end in the blink of an eye. 
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From the distant rush of water, Asa 
knew tl1at MacGregor was scrubbing in an 

adjacent room. He watched the entrance to the enema room, on his 
left, and it startled him when MacGregor approached from the 
opposite side. 

The good doctor was naked again, except for rubber gloves 
and a condom. His fat cock looked fatter in iL5 prison of latex . Asa 
licked his lips. 

"Ready?" 
"Yes, Doctor." 
"Good boy." 

With his little finger, MacGregor flipped a switch on a piece 
of equipment. The wall-mounted video monitors leapt to life, all four 
showing a Technicolor closeup of Asa's clenching hole. Its gape did 
not look nearly as obscene as it felt. 

From the trolley at the foot of the table MacGregor took a 
long black tube and a packet of lubricant. He greased the slim end 
of the tube. 

"This is an endoscope," he said. "It's meant to go down 
your throat and peek inside your belly, but I'm using it for a different 
purpose." 

Two slick fingers entered Asa 's ass, and the boy grabbed 
at them with his hole. MacGregor spread the opening and slipped 
the tube through. He reached to the trolley and flipped a switch. 

"Look at me," he said. "Look atmy face and nothing else." 
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Asa obeyed, staring into the doctor's emerald eyes, though 
MacGregor's eyes were trained on something above the boy's head. 
Asa resisted the impulse to follow the MD's gaze. 

Vaguely, at the edge of his vision, he saw MacGregor stuff 
the slim tube up him . He could feel clasping fingers inside him, 
adjusting and shifting the instrument. They moved in a careless, bluff 
way . 

"Now. Look at the screen above you." 
Asa twisted his head , looking over his shoulder. In a 

dancing circle of light in the center of the monitor, he saw the pink, 
veined interior of his own ass. The slick and moist and smooth walls 
made for a strange landscape. 

The tunnel narrowed to a clenched black star. MacGregor 
poked his finger in, and Asa saw the digit, fauer than real life, 
advance toward the tiny camera. Three spread fingers coaxed the 
hole to admit a minute spot of light. Four, and Asa dimly perceived 
the breadth of MacGregor's palm on the other 

and stretching Asa's hole in every direction. Asa mustered all his 
strength to clench his asshole around the hard, driving shaft. He 
begged like a cheap fuckflick whore: "Harder, faster, fuck me, fuck 
me, please." 

With a pair of scissors from the trolley, MacGregor freed 
Asa's cock. Bearing the freakish frillofblack silk, the thick pole leapt 
up and fell back under its own weight. The wounds seemed to beat 
with a separate pulse and, for a panicked second, Asa thought he felt 
them gush blood . The head thumped against the foreskin stitches. 

MacGregor lowered the table another inch, so that his cock 
thrust downward into Asa's hole. The solid head smacked the 
prostate on every inward thrust. Bolts of cocklube spat from Asa's 
piss slit. Asa groaned and closed his eyes. 

The doctor slapped his thigh. "Open 'em. Keep watching 
the monitors." 

Breathless, Asa obeyed, choosing the monitor over 
MacGregor's head so that he cou ld also watch his 

side. 
Dizzied by the outrageous view and 

the strain on his neck, Asa closed his eyes. 
Then, glancing from monitor to monitor, he 
watched the progress of the doctor's fingers 
from inside and out. 

ASA MUSTERED ALL 
HIS STRENGTH 

beautiful Master. The doctor's head dropped 
back, and the sweat in his beard rolled down his 
neck. In their nests of damp red curls, his nipples 
were hard and as big as the tip of Asa's little finger . 

TO CLENCH HIS Without warning , MacGregor stopped 
balls-deep. His face twisted and he whispered , 
"Fuck." A second later, from nowhere, Asa felt 
himself coming. The feeling raged through his 
whole body like a lightning strike. His brain and 
balls and cock exploded all at once. 

Soon Asa had MacGregor 's whole 
hand . The good doctor grasped the scope-a 
sudden fade to black-and pushed it deeper. 
When the hand moved away, the view of Asa's 
tunnel seemed vertiginously long, though it 
comprised only a few inches. 

IWSHOLE 
AROUND THE HARD, 

DRIVING What seemed like years later, Asa woke 
to find MacGregor freeing his fingers. His cock 
was, at last, soft. He sat up slowly, rubbing the 
back of his head with sore fingers. His hands and 
cock were darkened with bruises. His ass ached 
from its stretching, and he thought he could hear 
air whistle in and out of his hole. 

Without warning, MacGregor 
lowered the table, and Asa's view of all the 
monitors suddenly improved. In the monitor to 
his left, he watched the doctor plump his dick, 
unroll the condom another centimeter, and take 
aim. The slick fat pole slid smoothly into Asa's 
hungry, prestretched bum, and the scope 
showed it speeding forward like the engine of 
a bullet train. 

SHAR. 

Rubber and skin alike stretched taut 
from the friction of the inward thrust. MacGregor's piss slit opened 
as though to swallow the tiny camera through the condom. 

Wiping sweat from his cheek, MacGregor said, "I hope 
you don't expect me to believe this the first cock you 'vehad up your 
sweet twat." 

"No, Doctor. But if I'd known ... " 
MacGregor grinned. "You little slut." 

The doctor withdrew slowly so that he would not bring the 
cable with him. Even so, it shifted slightly against Asa's prostate. 
The pressure fed the boy's own cock with precome. In the monitor 
over MacGregor's head, his cock grew millimeter by millimeter as 
he pulled out. 

MacGregor entered with a patience that merited sainthood, 
but to the endoscope he was the picture of haste. At the end of the 
thrust he bumped the scope. The image on the screen shook and went 
black, but when he pulled away Asa sawthatthescopehad not shifted 
much . 

The doctor managed about a dozen strokes without 
dislodging the scope. But soon he began to pick up the pace, and the 
tube snaked willy-nilly around MacGregor's cock. Asa gasped from 
the unexpected pleasure of it, growing woozy as he watched the 
careening outward progress of the camera. 

At last the tube slipped free. MacGregor let it fall and 
slammed into Asa in celebration. He rode hard, swinging his hips 
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MacGregor-dressed again in his 
sweatshirt and jeans-kissed him. "How's your 
cold?" 

"What cold?" 
On the way out, MacGregor asked Jill, 

who was still on duty in the emergency room, to sendajanilorto Suite 
6. 

She gave him a knowing smile. ''I'll bet you spilled some 
coffee in there again ." 

"In the enema room too." 
"You're just too careless, Joel." 
"There's where you're wrong." He winked al her. 

It was late and a fresh snowfall had begun; traffic was light. 
Hypnotized by the buildings and lights sliding by , Asa thought of his 
airless apartment with its view of the dumpsters. In the hope of 
making it his home he had filled it with things he didn't need: a VCR 
and stacks of fuck-films, cookbooks he couldn't follow, the king-size 
bed in his queen-size bedroom, plants that witl1ered with depressing 
haste. He never wanted to see any of it again. 

In ten minutes they were back at the building where 
MacGregor had his office hours. Asa's Rabbit was alone at the far 
end of the parking lot. The doctor parked beside it, facing the same 
way so that Asa could slip from door to door without walking around 
the car. 

"I'll trade you your clothes for my overcoat tomorrow," 
MacGregor said. "I don't feel like hassling with the guard right 

now. 
Asa felt a tear slide down his cheek. He looked at 

MacGregor, at the strong line of his jaw and the brilliance of his 
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CLOSE-UP VIDEO 
PRESENTS 

THREE STEVE JOHNSON VIDEOS 
HOT HORNY STUDS IN B/D, S/M ACTION 

AU "PAL" CUSTOMERS SEND REQUESTS 
FOR ORDER/NS INFORMATION TO ROB GALLERY, 

253 WETERINSSCHANS, 1017 XJ AMSTERDAM, HOUAND 

ROUGHED UP 
IN BOSTON 

Sex driven, hung and horny, DON 
RUSSO is one of the hottest hunks to hit 
the video screen. Don meets up with 
three different studs in this video and 
puts them into real submission. WHIPS, 

. CHAINS, six CUM shots and lots of hard 
DICK. THIS IS A THREE-PIECE 
LEATHER OUTFIT CUSTOM-FITTED 
TO SUIT YOUR HORNIEST DREAMS! 
75 minutes. 

ROUGHED UP IN L.A. 
Majestic and powerful DON RUSSO 
plays the masterful villain, with ERICK 
JOHANSEN, they put RANDY STORM 
and TRENTON COMEAUX through 
their B/D, S/M trip. WHIPS, BOOT 
WORSHIP, CLOTHES PINS, PUNISH
MENT, SUCKING, RIMMING, BALL 
PLAY AND LOTS OF CUM make this 
video a rough, hard hitting, sultry time. 
Pure SEXUAL energy. 75 minutes. 

HELL WEEKEND 
FIVE FRAT PLEDGES are ordered to ap
pear for a weekend of brotherhood bon
ding. Shaking in their sneakers, the pled
ges are ushered into the play den of 
pledgemasters RICK BOLTON and 
DYLAN FOX. BONDAGE/SUCKING/ 
FUCKING/ABUSIVE WORKOUT/SEE 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE REAL 
HAZING ENDS. Pledges RANDY 
STORM, PHIL BRADLEY, TONY BEL
MONTE, JAY COREY, TED MATTHEWS. 
75minutes. 

VIDEO 
ORDER 
COUPON 

Roughed Up in Boston $69.00 
Roughed Up in L.A. $69.00 

Hell Weekend $69.00 
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VHS Ca Residents add 8.25% tx. 
_ $4 plh void in: TN, AZ, NC, FL, UT, NE, PA, TX, MS 

NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY/STATE/ZIP _____________ _ 
SIGNATURE ______________ _ 

must be 21 years or older 

CLOSE-UP/BOX 691658/W. HOLLYWOOD, CA 90069 

"MYBALLS 
SIILL 
HURi 
I CAN STILL 
FEEL YOU INSIDE ME." 

beard. The sweatshirt he wore concealed nothing of his perfection. 
The bulge and curve of his shoulders and chest were plain . 

"What's wrong?" MacGregor coaxed the tear onto his 
finger. 

"My balls still hurt. I can still feel you inside me." 
He opened his hands . "I can still feel the holes in my fingers 

and my cock. I can-" 
Leaning over the gearshift, MacGregor silenced him with 

a wet kiss . Even after he broke the kiss , he did not pull away . He 
spoke with his lips almost touching Asa 's. "You think we're going 
our separate ways, don't you? That you '11 never hear from me again? 
Or that next time you come into the office I ' 11 pretend nothing ever 
happened?" 

Asa turned his head; his vision clouded with fresh, hot 
tears. "That nurse said ..... I figured you must have all kinds of guys 
like me drooling after you." 

MacGregor grasped his chin and pulled him back for 
another kiss. Again, the doctor did not pull away. 

"You're dead fucking wrong. I've used that room and that 
equipment before, sure, but only by myself. I've brought guys in for 
a little fun on the examination table"-he squinted through the 
windshield, looking vaguely toward the upper floor where his office 
was-"but you're the first who 's come in as a patient, the first I've 
taken to the medical center, and the first I've made into a pin 
cushion." 

Drawing closer again, he reached into the gap between 
buttons and tweaked Asa's nipple. "Now. You're going to get in 
that car, and you 're going to follow me home, and tomorrow you 're 
going to call in sick, and we're going to play hide the sausage all day 
long. And then, when I can't get it up any more, I'll take you with 
my hand and we'll start allover. And after thirty-five or forty years, 
when I'm so arthritic I can't make a fist, then we'll think about 
stopping. 

"Now get going. The faster you move your ass, the faster 
I can use it. It's too late to be fucking around in this neighborhood ." 

Breathless , Asa said, "Yes, Doctor. Thank you , Sir." 
He opened his mouth , begging another kiss. MacGregor 

obliged him, then lightly smacked his sore cock. "Get going. 
Doctor's orders ." 

Driving slowly and keeping Asa in his rearview mirror , 
MacGregor took the frontage road to Ham line Avenue, then doubled 
back and drove east on University Avenue, toward the Capitol. The 
way home took him by it daily , and he rarely looked at it. 

But tonight it was flooded with pure white light, and the 
gathering snow glittered in the comers ofthedarkwindows. Framed 
in a whiff of mist, the white marble dome rose like a promise of 
heaven . 

END OF STORY 
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Each Video is 60 
Minutes of Hot Male 
Action with Ori~inal 

Scores Recorded m Full 
Digital Stereo 

ONLY $49.95 Each Plus $4.50 S&H Ealh esidents Please A % Sales Tax 
Send Check or Mone'i Order To: DADDY L, 117441 reet;-Dept:-DR--H'O, co, CA 94103 

Credit Card# 41 S/241-2450 •Fax# 41 S/241-2455 • Include Over 21 Statement 

'Ll\.11 Ql LIVI: 



DRUMMER C L A S S I F I E D S 
D E S M O D U S, I N C. 

PO Box 410390, San Francisco, CA 94141-0390 
(415) 252-1195 

NAME ----------------------
ADDRESS _____________ __ _ 

CITY ________ _________ _ 

STATE _________ ZIP ______ _ 
I declare that I am 21 years of age or older and that the data in my ad is true 
and correct. I understand that no proofs of my ad will be supplied to me for 
approval and I waive all claims regarding accurate reproduction due to 
mistakes or technical failure. I understand that Desmodus, Inc., is in noway 
responsible for any transactions that occur between myself and any 
persons I contact through their publications. Desmodus, Inc., has the right 
to publish my advertisement and photo {if sent) in the classified section of 
Drummer Magazine or in Tough Customers Magazine. 

SIGNATURE 
(REQUIRED) _____________ _ 

IN THIS CATEGORY: 

D Personal D Models/Escort • Commercial 
See price index below 

UNDER THIS HEADING: 

• Home State • Commercial 

COST OF AD: 
Read across to the amount in the right 

margin of the last line you have used: .... .. .. ...... .......... .... .... . $ ___ _ 

Number of times ad will run :..................... .. .. ............ ........... x. ___ _ 

Subtotal 

For 4 or more insertions, deduct 10% from subtotal : ........ . 

Box Number (One-time charge of $5.00) ................... ........ .. + ___ _ 

Telephone Number in ad (Add $2.00)... .......... .... .. ..... ... ........ + ___ _ 

Include my photo 
(Models/Escort add $35.00, Commercial add $50.00) ..... + ___ _ 

Total:.. ..... .................................... ....... .... ....... ................. .. ...... $ ___ _ 

OR: Sign me up for the Leather Fraternity! This 
includes a Drummer subscription, a per

sonal ad (maximum 10 line ad), and free 

forwarding as described on the facing 
page, all for only $185 .00 ($240.00 out-

side the U.S.) . . . . .. ... . . .. .. $ 

Method of Payment: __ Check (Payable to Desmodus, Inc.) 

Money Order 

Visa Mastercard 

American Express 

--------- Card #: _________________ Exp. ___ _ 

D Nationwide Write in Heading-Video, Mail Order, etc ... Your signature is required here for credit card authorization: 

DI nternational • Other ------------(If you do not select a heading, we will place the ad in your home state.) Allow at least 60 days for your ad to be published . 

BOLD HEADING 
(25 letters and spaces maximum) 

0 CHECK HERE IF YOU DO NOT WISH 
TO BE CONNECTED TO THE PHONE 
SERVICE 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
AD COPY: (One letter or character per box) 

Dear Sir 
MIN. 
AD 
COST 
$12.50 

$16.00 

$19.50 

$23.00 

$26.50 

$30.00 

$33.50 

$37.00 

$40.50 

$44.00 

$47.50 

$51.00 

~eath
1
~ ~odels/ Com-

ratern scorts mercial 

FREE $18.75 $25.00 

FREE $24.00 $32.00 

FREE $29.25 $39.50 

FREE $34.50 $46.00 

FREE $39.75 $53.00 

FREE $45.00 $60.00 

FREE $50.25 $67.00 

FREE $55.50 $74.00 

$37.80 $60.75 $81.00 

$75.60 $66.00 $88.00 

$112.40 $71 .25 $95.00 

$150.20 $76.50 $102.00 
Need more space? Print or type the rest on a separate sheet, and for every 25 characters/spaces you use, ad : $3.50 for Dear Sir Personals; $42 .00 
($3 .50 x12 issues) for Leather Fraternity Personals; $5.50 for Models/Escorts; $4 7 .00 for Commercial. 
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HOW TO PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD: 
• Fill in order form and grid. 
• Enclose check, money order or credit card information. 
• Mail to: Desmodus, Inc., PO Box 410390 San Francisco, CA 94141-

0390, Fax: (415) 252-9574 (Credit Card Orders Only). 
BOX NUMBERS: Use a Drummer mail box to have your mail forwarded 

even after your ad expires (let us know if you move) - cost is $5. 
PHONE NUMBERS: You can get an immediate response to your ad by 

using a phone number - cost is $2. You MUST verify your phone number by 
calling us at (415) 252-1195, about two weeks after you mail your ad. Be at 
the phone number in your ad so we can call you back to verify the number. 
Business hours are 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time, Monday through 
Friday. If you have not verified your ad within three months, we will publish the 
ad with a box number only. 

We verify phone numbers one time. If you renew your ad at a later time 
and use the same phone number, just attach a copy of the printed ad to your 
new ad. We will NOT publish voice-mail service numbers in personal ads. 
Please include your area code. 

PHONELINES: In addition to our mail box forwarding, you may call us 
at 415-252-1195 and receive a voice mail passcode. You can then leave your 
ad or any message to another ad on our phoneline. 

All current boxholders and Leather Fraternity members may call us to 
receive a voice mailbox number and passcode for their current ad. Your voice 
box will be active in the next available issue of Drummer magazine. 

CHANGING OR CANCELLING YOUR AD: Changes must be in writing 
along with your payment of $10. We will not refund money if you cancel your 
ad. 

PHOTO ADS: A photo with your personal ad can only be considered for 
Tough Customers (see page 80 for details). Models/escorts and commercial 
advertisers can have a 1 1 /4" photo printed with ad - models/escorts pay $35 
and commercial advertisers pay $50. Enclose a 3" x 5" black and white photo 
along with a signed statement saying you are at least 21 years of age. 

SELECT A CATEGORY: Prices vary, see grid for details. Personals/ 
Leather Fraternity• Models/Escorts• Commercial. 

EXCEPTIONS: We reserve the right to edit or to refuse any ad for any 
reason. We will not publish references to minors, animals, prostitution or 
drugs. 

DEADLINES: Your classified ad will go into the next available issue. 
Allow 60 days to see your ad in a future issue. Remember it takes time for 
people to respond to your ad as well. 

HOW TO RESPOND TO A CLASSIFIED AD: 
For ads with l>ll symbol: 

• Seal your reply in an envelope on which you have written the box number 
on the back flap . 

• Use correct postage - domestic (US) costs 29 cents for the first ounce, 
23 cents for each additional ounce; Canada and Mexico cost 40 cents for the 
first ounce, 23 cents for each additional ounce; foreign overseas is 50 cents 
for the first half-ounce, 45 cents for the second half-ounce, 39 cents for each 
additional half-ounce. Foreign overseas vouchers or money cannot be used. 
Foreign country responses: If US Postage is not available, we will provide 
postage. For 1-5 letters, send an additional $2. For 5-10 letters, send an 
additional $5. Postal rates are subject to change without notice. 

• Put the sealed letter(s) and a $1 forwarding fee (include a note if you are 
a LF member) per reply in another envelope and mail it to: DESMODUS, INC., 
PO Box 4109390 San Francisco, CA 94141-0390 

• Letters not properly prepared will be returned to sender . 
• Desmodus will forward responses to ads in back issues. However we 

cannot guarantee that old addresses will be valid . 
For ads with C symbol: 

• Using a touch-tone phone dial 1-800-959-8684 ($1 .98 per minute billed 
to your credit card) or 1-900-468-6844 ($3 first minute , $2 each additional 
minute billed to your phone number) . 

• Follow the voice directions from the phoneline. For 1-800 calls have your 
credit card number and expiration date ready. Also have ready the four-digit 
number appearing at the end of the ad you want to contact. 

NATIONWIDE 
"LEATHER BOY" 

Exhibitionistic, smooth, tight and hard wanted 
for wild, hot, bound, dungeon sex; then bound 
cuddling or at my feet Live in leather, spandex 
and rubber, shackles and collar, in public and 
private. Me 20's, 150#. smooth and tight. I may 
look like an innocent boy, but I ride my boys 
hard. Photo/phone to Box 8852LF 

ACHTUNG SS KOMMONDANT 
Sadistic. No limits. Jocks, cops, guards, mili
tarytype fo,heavy bondage, suspension, whip
ping, flogging, medical & electric trips. No 
mercy. Heavy pain . Total control to an ultimate 
execution. All answered. Photo/phone optional. 
Can travel extensively. MRC, Box 340529, 
Tampa, FL 33694 9278LF 

ALL AMERICAN TITBOY 

5'5", 128#. Seeks Buffed DAds. Colt Men, 
American Gladiators for healthy body/mind/ 
spirit develop. sexual adventure, mutual body 
wo,ship, buddies, poss. relationship. See Tough 
customer 163-2142. Letter/nude photo gets 
mine & quick reply. 2142LF 

ANGONY AND HEAVY PAIN 
Your terror, my turn on. Absolutely no limits 
except SS/perm. damage. Min 12hr contract. If 
it's painful, brutal and extreme, it happens. 
Sadist: 6', 170#, blond. You: 100% maso, -45, 
Gd bid. Novice ok; no allowances made. Body 
photo required wlbegging letter. 9093LF 

ASIAN MASTER WANTED 
WM , 5'6", 160#, into verbal abuse & humilia
tion from Dominant Asian. Make me grovel and 
worship your cock and balls, tits. feet & arm
pits. PO Box 426655, SF. CA 94142 

ASIAN MASTER 
44, handsome, S'T' 150# muscular, tan, hung. 
prof., likes finer thmgs in life But also hot 
leather sex. Would like to meet my raunchy 
equal or hung , muscular slaves. Photo and 
letter to POB 37901 , Honolulu , Hawaii 96837 
I travel to Calif. often. 3562LF ( l>ll 

ASSTIGHT SLAVE WANNABE 
Seeks right introductions into best Top society. 
8"" cut, beard . 5"10". 165#. goodlooking , late 
40s, Neg., always traveling US/Can Will sub
mit totally to tnm , endowed mentors likewise 
hungering for their meaning in sex. Ass worr., 
dogslave, worship. Photo to 9203LF 

AT YOUR SERVICE, SIR 

NW FLA, on the beach, no bull bottom, 37. 6, 
170#, 8112", good shape, sound mind, desires 
to serve a dedicated full leather or uniformed 
top: A man who knows who he is, what he 
wants, and how to get 1t. Sir, allow me to serve 
and expand my abilities for your pleasure . No 
pain for the sake of pain , but please write box 
9130LF 

B&D FAMILY NEEDS FUCKBOYS 
Hold your brother while I whip, fuck him Then 
it's your turn. Well-off muse hung Dad/Top, 50 
sks 2-3 lean healthysubm1ss HIV+ boys worthy 
of a rigidly structured. totally ma le "famil y'" in 

private rural setting. Obed ient service earns rm 
& brd , much more. 8940LF 

BASEBALL 
WM , 5'9", 150#, 37yo, seeks strict Major or 
Minor League Player, coach , or MGR. I am very 

discreet and sincere. You and baseball are 
everything. (201) 691-5752. 3657LF 

BIG MILWAUKEE DADDY BEAR 
Needs cub. Me: 45, 6-2, 260#, HIV-. Into BD, U 
L, TT, Fr/P, Gr/A. You: compatable, in-shape to 
husky. Must be obedient, submissive, drug/ 
alcohol and smoke free. Cub will become jr. 
partner in life. Relocation required. Write to: 
Box8687LF 

BIG BLACK WRESTLER 
6' 3" , 225#, 39yo, HIV+. healthy, husky, 
weightlifter w/ flat top & beard. Likes hot sex. 
3671 

BIKER 
Heavy into boots, leather, tats, tits, piercing, 
cigars, wls, mansmells, safe kink, HIV-. 9166LF 

BLACK ARM-REST 
Have I got a place for you to rest your arm - up 
my hot black asshole. This is for studs who are 
into assholes, not dicks, balls, - my asshole -
B.E.C., POB 240, Jamaica, NYC, NY 11431 
9236 

BLUE COLLAR DICK WANTED: 
We're 28/42, hairy and horny, like to fuck and 
get fucked . Also into VA. Lite SMIBD. Daddy/ 
boy looking for Masc. men to visit us or corre
spond. Fascial hair a must & no smokers. 
REM , PO Box 774, Buffalo, NY 142133683LF 

BONDAGE SM SLAVE 
28, 6". 170#. masc. ISO 100%. Top/Master. 
heavy prolonged bondage, thick, gags, sa
dism, rape , total control. Letter, phone, NYC 
area, can travel. 3698 

BOXER WANTS KO VICTIMS 
For real only. Tota l KO. I'm hot, experienced. 
You are su bmissive meat & not afraid of fists to 
your gu~ face. & getting knocked out. You're 
HIV-. as I am. due to blood If you can 't take it, 
don·t write NYC 3679 

BOXER/CHAMP WANTED 
Boxerbotto,n,5'8"', 170#, WM lookmgforchamp. 
Lets put the gloves and gearon and swap some 
real leather Looking for man/boxer to give me 
serious pounding. Send a photo and letter to: 
Jake. 6201 Sunset Blvd , Box 202, Hollywood. 
CA 90028 9225LF 

BOY/SLAVE 1-416-603-9830 
Hot boy/slave, 36, 5'6'". 130#, long hair, beard. 
moustache, seeks handsome, masculine, ex
perienced hung Master/Daddy with 9"' plus, 
uncut and hairy a plus. WS, VA, all bodily fluids. 
Stretch my limits, wreck my holes. Travel/ 
relocation , 1-416-603-9830 3500LF ( l>ll 

CANADIAN LEATHER PIG 40 
Wants Top/versatile studs into leather. heavy 
ass play, verba l, boots, rimming, WS, raunch , 
cigars, tattoos, toys. Also, love to fist other hot 
pigs. Sample this hot Canadian! Will travel or 
entertain in Toronto. Punks, leathermen, ma
rines. cowboys, boytoys. 3701 LF 

CASTRATION I 
The thought get you hard? what about kidnap, 
heavy bondage, rape, torture? Cum-piss into 
mouth & ass then removal of both cock and 
balls? See you self victim or top? If your cock is 
hard & your Jism is flowing Let's talk! 3597LF 
( (>ll 

THE LEATHER FRATERNITY 12-issue subscription to Drummer 

10-line personal ad in Dear Sir for 12 issues 

no fee for a box number 

($70 Value) 

($399 Value) 

($5 Value) 

($2 Value) 
Compare the cost: 

Non-Members$470 - $51 O* 
Members$185 ($240 outside the U.S.) 

• no phone verification charge 

• no forwarding fees when responding to other ads (per ad - $1 Value) 

• change ad copy up to three times (per change - $10 Value) 

SAVE MORE THAN 60% -- JOIN THE LEATHER FRATERNITY TODAY HURRY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL OFFER BEFORE PRICES GO UP! 
(·These are for personal ads only, no models or commercial ads accepted.) 
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For the leather & fetish lifestyles 
• One-on-one 

• Group Scenes 
• Backroom Action 

•Voice Mail by Region 
• Gay Owned & Operated 

FREE TO CALL* 

011-592-1901 
·Regular long distance applies 

CENTRAL CALIFORNIA COAST 
Dog/pig/slave craves humiliating existence. 
Service & worship boots on or off your hot feet 
with accomplished mouth, tongue and hands. 
Want to be trained by arrogant, demanding , 
whipmaster in the ultimate of foot worship & 
service. Dig oiled loggers, construction, com
bat boots, raunchy socks & sweaty feet for 
down-to-it, no-nonsense, mental & physical 
discipline & humiliation & degredation. Box 
3663LF 

CHICAGO-ULTIMATE SLAVE 
Hot, fit, muscleboy, 34, 6', 180, juicy butt, 
handsome face, nice headlites, Smooth, Non
smoker Looking fornonbalding, clean-shaven, 
dommant, Counterpart. For potential serious 
lasting bond Photo available for inspection. 
Please include your Sir. 9228LF 

CORRECTION NEEDED 
by officers. Goodlooking Italian seMceswh1te, 
black, hispanics in work clothes, uniforms, 
wrestlers, boxers, rubber, 3 piece suits, gut 
punch, enemas, cock & ball, HIV-, can be Top 
for Master. (718) SM-80-408. Michael P., POB 
150-834, Brooklyn, NY 11215-9997. No JO. 
7823LF 

DAD SEEKS SON FROM HELL 
Who will torture, taunt, use/abuse, expand 
limits. Into leather, dirty jocks, rubber, spandex. 
Dad exists for son's sadistic, lustful, depraved 
pleasure and desires to totally worship, serve 
and obey him. Drag dad into hell, son! Write: 
AL, Box 1356, Mad. Sq. Sta., NY, NY 10159 
3629LF C 181 

DAD SEEKS LOYAL SON 

Dad (48, 5 ' 10", 175#) seeks affectionate, cud
dly, playful son 18+, needing his ass paddled 
In bed, son should be passionate, adventure
some, butch, kinky Topman. Permanent rela
tionship for caring, loyal son. Photo and letter 
to 7400 Abercorn St. #705-311 , Savanah, Ga 
31406 LF 

DEPRAVED TOUGH STUDS 
Evil , cigar smoking , raunch Master with good 
body, rounded butt and attitude needed by 6', 
160#, scumbag slave in 40's into tats, shaving, 
fists , BO, ball sac infusions, WS, piercing and 
anything sleazy. Box 28556, Washington DC 
20038 or write Box 9227LF 

DOMINANT ITALIAN TOP 

seeks butch/masculine bottom. Big, brawny, 
rugged a plus. Leather/Levi as routine asa suit. 
Intense total relationship, but our own rules. 
Phone/phototoOcc,POBox,91181 Henderson 
NV 89009 7 466LF , 

DUMP DOWN MY THROAT 
Need to suck shit, cum, piss from clean, hairy, 
HIV-, GWM. Prefer bearded, stocky. I'm GWM, 
34, 5'9", 180#, attractive. Like to feed straight 
from yourasshole. Phone/photogets response. 
3567LF ( 181 

E. COAST HARLEY BIKER SEEKS TOP 
for live-in biker lifestyle, must be straight look
ing/acting to fit into straight bike clubs. Long 
haired , bearded, tattooed types preferred. Dad 
heavy into FF, dildoes, piercing, burning, ci
gars, whipping, C&B torture, electricity. Long , 
all night scenes preferred. Please Sir, no call 
after 1 Opm eastern time. HIV+ OK (703) 802-
0404. 8466LF 

ENEMA WS, CBT MEDICAL 
Shaved, uncut, tattoo, pierced, outdoor, nudist, 
phototrade. Young men/women. Like all races 
rubber and to hear your first experiences with 
any of above. Prefer Audio Tapes to letters. 
(714) 272-527 4. Mark. 1640 Via Pacifica F-
105, Corona, CA 91720 9207LF ' 

ENGLISH DISCIPLINE 
Former English Boarding School Dir., perfect, 
seeks cotonral butts (experienced or novices). 
43yo, 5'11", 175#. In excellent physical shape; 
swim, run, and Nautilus. Reasonable limita
tions considered - training sessions neither 
extreme or brutat. Nonetheless, expect a firm, 

no-nonsense administration of strap, paddle(s) 
tawse, cane, belt. Orreceivestropfullyclothed 
through sparkling white Jockeys, to the bare 
ass. Applicants should have a semblence of 
self-worth, cockiness, and resistance which 
will be the basis of conversion to respect and 
obedience. PO Box 14056, Cleveland, OH 
44114 3658LF 

EROTIC ASIAN MAN 
I am hot, healthy, handsome, muse. & tan & 
ea~y 40's. I want to meet men who can enjoy 
domination and raunchy sex with an Asian 
man. tt you are hung & in good shape, send 
photo and letter to PO Box 37901 , Honolulu , HI 
96837 LF 

EUNUCH 
Me: Castrated, hairless, athletic body. You: 
Castrated or genital modification/amputation 
Photo gets mine. 3529LF C 181 

FART-FACE SOUTHERN BOY 
Handsome, masculine, boyish, BLND/BL, 34, 
5-7, 140#, needs masculine, athletic, muscu
lar, creative Daddy, 25-55, for long, verbal, toilet 
raunch scenes, stinking feet, farts, cigarettes, 
snot, spit, tit-play. Boy needs to smell Daddy's 
long , slow dump. No FEMS, W/5. Phone# 
preferred 
9085 LF 

FF ANO WS TOP WANTED 
GWM, 30,6'2'' , 210#, w/t7"wants yourdick, 8+ 
and your arm, big and hairy to fill my body's 
needs. You: 30-50, hairy, stache a must, beard 
a plus, tattoos a big+. I am F/A/P, GIP, FF, WS, 
man, tattooed. Contact Wolf, 112 Woodward 
#3, Ypsilanti , Ml48197. No bullshitters! 9191LF 

FF AND WS TOP WANTED 
GWM, 30, 6'2'', 210#, w/7", wants yourdick, 8+ 
and your arm, big and hairy, to fill my body's 
needs. You: 30-50, hairy, stash a must - beard 
a+ - Tattoos a big+! I am F/A/p, Gip, FF, WS, 
tattooed Contact Wolf, 112 Woodward #3, 
Ypsilanti, Ml 48197. No Bullshitters! 9191Lf 

FIGHT YOUR DAO 
Good looking Dad, 51 , 6' 1 ", 240#, enjoys rough 
play with tough son any size. Wrestle, fight, TT. 
foot play, domination, humiliation. Am a natural 
Top but also turns on to son who can handle 
me. Healthy, safe. Letter and photo to: ED 
3667LF 

FIRM HAND NEEDED 

by "Y es-Sir" boy , 35yo, 6', 160#, Nordic looks, 
uncut, right attitude and much to offer to mas
culine, dark, Dominant Dad. Into BO, SM, toys, 
shaving , spanking, smoke, hot talk. Need to 
give pleasure, expand experience. Healthy 
HIV+, live in D.C. but can travel. Box 3650LF 

GERMAN MASTER VISITS USA 
Top bear, 47yo, 6'5", 218#, beard, non-smoker, 
demanding, k>ok.ing formashocists/slaves o.,er 
35, 'stache/beard, for TT. C&BT, dildoes, bond
age, Allnationailites. Will visit Tampa , Atlanta, 
D.C., Baltimore, NY, Boston, SF, LA, Arizona. 
Offer to 3648 

GOLDEN SHOWER BOY WANTED 
You be cut, WM, 19-32. With full bladders, let's 
get so fuckin' perverted. I' m dirty Dad. Be my 
pervert..dson. Anything goes as long asit gives 
us pleasure. Shy? OK, I'll teach. I'm WM , 38, 
5'10", 176#. Vernon,919RaceSt. , WDells, WI 
53965. Beg for it!! 9247LF 

GOOD COCKSUCKER 
wants firm Top to make my hungry holes his. 
Hot bottom is 5'8", 155#, HIV-, goodlooking 
late 40's, in-shape, and wants dick up tight butt 
and down deep throat I hke rough fucks but 
also TLC. Groups OK Your rules, Sirl I live in 
Oklahoma but fly USA on job. 3711 LF 

GUT PUNCHING IN NYC 
GWM, 29, 6', 200#, 88, handsome, seeks 
other hot, muscular men into gut punch/kicks, 
stomach scissors & other ab feats of strength. 
Boxers, wrestlers, Karate buffs, esp. welcome. 
I'm tough enuf, are U? Photo/phone to TOM, 
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150-30 Village RD, Jamaica, NY 11432 or 
(71 8) 591-2891 . 8581LF 

HAIRCUTS & SPITSHINES 
GWM, 6'1 ", 165#, free sharp USMC haircut 
regulation whitewalls, high ' n' tight, bootcamp, 
clipper-cuts. Also boot-duty training for in
spection spitshines on military/police boots & 
low quarters. Learn to serve. PO Box 2144, Ft 
Lauderdale, FL 33303-2144 3607LF 

HlURY LITTLE LEATHER CUB 
SM novice M/Future S! Can you gr<Nfl Cop, 
USMC and Dad fantasies? Of course you do! 
Increase my training •· TT, CBT, restraints, 
WTS. I'm young, 40, smart, HIV-, love hairy 
studs & travel often. Letter/pie to Cub, Box 
9070LF 

HARLEY RIDING COUNTRYBOY 
GWM, 39yo, cleancut, fit, seeks others for MC 
runs in MN/\NI. Enjoy bondage, leather, Pa
ganism. PO Box 6273, Mils, MN 55406 

HNDSM X-USN DADDY HUNTING 
6' 1 ", 170#, fit, built, young 60yo. HIV+/healthy, 
stache, hairy & pierced. Aggressive.affection• 
ate. Dominant-loving. ISO 30+ , stable/secure, 
to share; explore; expand; commit; relocate. 
Play OK. P/Pto: Cap, PO Box 989, Pine Valley, 
CA 91962. (800) 769-8418. I own my own 
place: San Diego Mins. 3684LF 

HOT TRUCKERS WANTED 
or other Hot men who like the big riggs. Lets 
show them what we have as we drive down the 
highway where are the Hot spots & men POB 
3576 Pompano Beach FL, 33062. Midwest 
also let's ride the riggs and better yet lets ride 
the truckers, 

GET TOUGH 
CONNECT WITH CLASSIFIEDS SHOWING THIS 

SYMBOL ( ,SEE PAGE 81 FOR HOW-TO INFO. 

HOT AND VERSATILE 
Well built GWM, 6-2, 175# working man into 
hot, intense sex: CBT, TT, Leather, Levi, SM, 
heavy ass-beating, ass-play and all the extras. 
If discipline is your desire, submit your needs 
and expand your curiosities. Serious minded. 
Let's explore. Detailed letter with photo/phone 
to PO Box 683, Ogden, UT 84402 8491 LF 

HOT LEATHER BOY 
42, 5-7, 140# into wearing leather all the time, 
seeks hot, sadistic, jack-booted, leather Mas
ter to train me for duty as his obedient sexdog, 
torture boy, piss slave. Travel OK. Booze, 
smoke, etc ok. For info & phone write to ED, 
POB 22481 , St Pete. FL 337 42 3599LF ( 19 

HOT DADDY 
GWM, 6'2'', 180#, 47, HIV-, Dominant, loving , 
masculine, successful and professional seeks 
younger, in-shape, healthy and stable, submis
sive boy willing to relocate. SM & romance, 
compassion and caring, can you handle it all? 
PO Box 3838, Arlington , Va 22203 8333LF 

HOT SLAVEBOY 
Will service one Master or group in Alabama, 
Georgia, or Tennessee area. Available most 
weekends; will do anything to please. The 
choice is up to you. i am small with a nice ass 
for fucking. i am a good cocksucker. i am ready, 
willing and available, You will be satisfied! 
3695LF 

HOUSEBOY/SON WANTED 
(18-26) for permanent, live-in position with 
Dad, 34, 5'9", 190#, brn/blu, clnshvn, small 
endow. Boy should be smooth, submissive, 
HIV- and into pleasing Dad and his leathers. 
Photo/ltr to Boxholder, POB 9126, Newport 
Beach, CA 92658 9195LF 

7 - B00- 443- 384.7 
Billed To \I 
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HUNG BLONDE SLUTBOY 
GWM, 6'1", 187#, tan, hung 9ldl boycock. 
Insatiable hole, craves RAPE, GANG-RAPE, 
B&D, VA, public humiliation and nudity. Boy 
into studboy worship, rimming, trucker rape, 
cops, party-boy rape, wrestling/gym scenes. 
Boy travels (LA, STL, KCMO, NY) POB 88789, 
LA, CA 00009 3643LF 

HUNGRY FF PIG BOTTOM 
Has wide, hungry hole that needs to be kept 
stretched. Me: BR/BL, trimmed beard, good 
looks and build, HIV-. You: 30's to SO's, beefy, 
very manly, aggressive, big fisted, beer belly 
OK, WM. Use me for your toilet Call Doug 
(215) 543-6811 . 3652LF 

INDECENT PUBLIC EXPOSURE 
Seek men who like to flash, streak, parade 
nude and JO in very public, risky scenes. 
Daylight, street scenes A+. Also want videos, 
photos of same. I can also doit David, 110-64 
Queens Blvd. #239, Forest Hills, NY 11375. 
Serious, very public enthusiasts only. 9267LF 

INSATIABLE FF TOP 
Hot, Italian Leatherman, 44yo, 6', 180#, stache, 
hairy, big cock and talented hands, seeks 
expert bottoms with loose, hungry holes for 
gloved marathon fisting. Love depth and width. 
Also TT, CBT, VA, WS, cigar smoking, pierced, 
tattooed men a special turn on. Can host 
downtown Florence and travel extensively, No 
pie, no response. Nondo Brugion, via G. 
Capponi, 20, 50121 , Florence (Italy). Phone 
(055) 24-22-86 3670LF 

IT'LL BE HARD TO SERVE ME 
I'm looking fir big macho studs who know their 
only purpose is to be used and abused by a 
man who likes cutting them down to size. I' m 
FR/A, GRIP, I give orders & train so-called 
superior men to obey. Use your cock to please 
me or I'll have to punish you.Box 3534LF ( 19 

JOCK NEEDS CORRECTION 
Hot muscular boytoy, 29, always fucking up. 
Needs top who gets off on strict/heavy whip
ping/cane, VA, humiliation, raunch. NY, Phily, 
WDC tops ready for action write w/interests. 
Box 9200LF 

KINKY SAFE BONDAGE SEX 
WM, 6', 165#, 36. I seek others into kinky sex. 
Would love to have a bondage slave to sleep 
with , not into SM, but love breath control. You 
should be very open minded. Would love to 
make love with a funeral director. Call 24 hours 
(516) 239-3321 , late nite AOK. 9281LF 

KNEELING AT YOUR FEET 
29, 5-7, 155#, Blond, smooth, muscular, pro
fessional but unfufilled without demanding , 
uncompromising Master. Intense attitude ad
Juslment (BD, WS, Whips, brainwashing, more) 
breeds enduring servitude and worship. Dark 
hair, hairy A+. Permanent devotion sought. 
9232LF 

LARGE DRUMMER COLLECTION 
Prefer to sell entire collection. Many rare is
sues; may consider offers on single copies. All 
in excellent condition; over 120available. Write 
for is&ues nos. and make best offer. 3628 

LASHMATES 

National Whipping/Spanking Club, info: RS 
496A, Hudson #H-24, NYC, NY 10014 

LEATHER BUDDY 
GWM, 49, 5-8, 150#, br/bl, stache, looking for 
younger bro/son into leather. From affection to 
kink, must want to wear it all the time. Prefer 
sl im, dark hair with beard & stache, but w ill 
respond to all. Photo please. Write: E.M., PO 
Box 463, Lahaska, PA 18931 
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MUSCLEBONDAGEVIDEOSFORTOUGHCUSTOMERS 

STEEL DUNGEON (Zeus Studios) 
Our #1 best selling 1992 video sets 
new standards in production val
ues and imagination for B&D ac
tion videos. Starring 1992 Zeus 
Model of the Year Trenton Co
meaux, Brian Dawson, John Hare, 
& Jeff Burnam. HOT! 
ORDER: ZV-1045/STEEL 

DUNGEON $79.00 

BONDAGE REUNION TWO 
(Zeus Studios) Our #2 best selling 
1992 video delivers your favorite 
Zeusboys Serge Caravaggio, Mat 
Gunther, Steve Landess, Danny 
Sommers, & Michael White in a 12 
scene, cum-shot splattered bon
dage actioner starring 5 of porno's 
hottest studslut superstars. 
ORDER: ZV-1043/BONDAGE 

REUNION 2 $79.00 

ANAL OBSESSION (Zeus Studios) 
The undisputed dicks-up winner of 
the sexiest Zeus video for 1992. 
Breathtakingly handsome lovers 
Russ Johannsen & Dil lon Tate make 
high-velocity butt fucking an art 
form. Explosive mansex NOT for the 
faint of heart. Awesome! 
ORDER: ZV-1042/ 

OBSESSION $69.00 

PLUS 100 muscle bondage fotosets (8 5X7 B&W/ 
$10.00 ea). Join the thousands of men on the 
confidential Zeus Stud ios brochure mailing list/ 
$5.00. 

------------------------------------------ZEUS V.IDEO ORDER COUPON 
0 STEEL DUNGEON /ZV-1045/$79.00 
D BONDAGE REUNION 2/ZV-1043/$79.00 
D ANAL OBSESSION /ZV-1042/$69.00 

TAPES IN VHS FORMAT ONLY 
• ZEUS VIDEO/ MAG/ FOTOSET BROCH URES/$5.00 
$3.00 S/ H 1st TAPE/$2.00 EA ADD TAPE 
CALIFORN IA RESIDENTS ADD 8.25% SALES TAX 
VOID IN FL, GA, NC, SC, TN, TX, OK, UT, VA, MS, AZ, NE 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
CITY __________________ _ 

STATE ________ ZIP 

SIGNATURE _______________ _ 

CH ARGE TO MY 
(YOU MUST BE OVER 21 ) 

(MIN. CHG.: $10.00) 

• VISA • MASTERCARD • DIN ERS CLU B • CARTE BLANCHE 

# ________ _ EXP DATE __ / _ _ 

ZEUS/BOX 64250/LOS ANGELES CA 90064 
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LEATHER SEEKS BIG MUSCLES 
GWM, 43, new to the leather fraternity, but into 
leather and all it entails, BR/BR, 5'11", 190#, 
Balding. Into muscle bound , GWM, 35-50 yrs, 
more muscle the better. Would worship in any 
way desired. Tattooed , pierced, PA, BD, light 
SM, CBT. I adore only you alone. Both ofus HIV-

9275LF 

LEATHER MATE 
Aggressive, 5'8", 170#, BB, bottom soon to be 
Top, wants to learn the ropes, chains, and 
leather lifestyle from the bottom up. Serious, 
secure teachers/partners only. Will consider 
all leathersexpossibil~ies. Short, in-shape men 
are a turn on. Replies with photo answered 
first. Box 8600LF 

LEATHER PIG BOTTOM/SLAVE 
GWM, 35, 5'3", 140#, seeks to serve one (or 
more) hairy sadistic Leather Master/Top(s) into 
SM, BO, TT, whips, wax, rimming, maybe more! 
Biker(s) , tattoos, uniforms, A+ . Sir, tie me up 
spread eagle, I'm yours to use and abuse. 
Thank you, Sir. Massachusetts 9264LF 

LEATHER BREECHED CYCLECOP 
totall y dedicated to leather, M/C's, SM, bond
age, cop uniforms and gea r, guns, Nazi, satan, 
am bottom or mutual. Moderate to very heavy 
scenes C1gar smoker. Smell , taste, fee l creak 
of black leather. Toys from Fetters A+ ! Phone 
JO ok (504) 282-0729. Box 57161 , New Or
leans, LA 70157 3579LF ( 181 

LEATHER MASTER DEMANDS 
Slave not lover, be open to physical, mental , 
sexual & spiritual growth. BO, TT, CST, wax, 
piercing, FF, WS, cages, total domination and 
ownership. Send photo, letter & phone to Mas
ter A.J., 1202 E. Pike St #956 Seattle, WA 
98122-3934 8861LF 

LEVIS/WRESTLING/LEATHER 
WM, 41 , 6' 4", BR/BR, clean shaven, levineather 
stud into streetlights, SM, BO, ball work (knee
ing, punching, etc) . Rough, no-holds-barred 
action. You: 18-35, jock, punk, skinhead, BB, 
into same. 501 's, boots, smoke, aroma, Tops, 
bottoms, groups, write to 7000 Boulevard E. , 
Apt. #15-A, Guttenburg , NJ 070933580LF ( 181 

LITE TO HEAVY BALLPLAY 
Mature, caring , experienced guy into mutual 
ballplay-stretching, squeezing, fondling , gentle 
to heavy, cuddling to kinky, including caths., 
sounds, enemas, prostrate massage, TT. Safe, 
mutual Top/bottom contact: POB 6069 JFK 
STN., Boston, MA 02114 3549LF ( 181 

LIVE-IN SLAVE WANTED 
by cowboy Master with well-equipped play
room. Master is 47, 6-3, 220#, blond, hazel , 
hung & experienced. Complete surrender re
quired. Serving your Master will be your life. 
slave should be under 40. If you are not serious 
and ready to relocate to New England immedi
ately, don't waste my time. Include photo and 
phone. Box 9279LF 

LIVE-IN AUSSIE HOUSEBOY 
28yo, 5'8", slimwithmoe. Temp/perm for house 
duties, TCBT, bondage, lite SM. Serious boy for 
Daddy. 3686 

LOVER WANTED 
Looking for young, submissive bottom, under 
25, into light SM, BO, spanking , nonsmoker, 
inexperience OK, cock size not important. Me: 
37, 6'5", 230#, hairy, BU BR, masculine, dis
ease free , and financialy secure, 12 mi from 
UW Oshkosh. W rite with photo to P.O. Box 
152, Ripon, WI 54971 9124LF 

MANRIDER WANTS HORSE 
6'-11/2", 205#, youthful 63, GW M, Daddy, Top, 
manriderwants any age big, strong, heavyset, 
son , bottom to horseplay, mutually workout, 
swim, watch videos, safe sex, etc. with me. 
J.L. , PCB 1395, Melrose Park, IL601603565LF 
( 181 

MAN-SLAVE SEEKS MASTER 
Strong, aggressive, btm sks Sadistic Lthr Top. 
I'm ltal/Hispan 5-6, 160#, strong, masc, BU 
Brn, flat-top, 44" chest, 32"waist, 30's. Into SM, 
CBT, TT, BO, Gags, Hoods. Looking for a 
strong , tough Top to train me hard, abuse me. 
Over 6, hung, strong, stocky A+ plus. HIV-. 
Perm relationship wanted. Are you man enough 
to break and train me? Photo & Phone to Box 
9226LF 

MAN-WORSHIP 
Powerful, attractive, successful man, 47 , blk/ 
brn/moustache, hairy, seeks hot-looking and 
attractive, young, man/boy to use and nurture. 
Intense dominance/submission. Bob, PO Box 
7291 , Phoenix, Al. 85011 -7291 . 3819LF C 181 

MARYLAND BONDAGE SLAVE 
WM, construction worker, 36, 6', 190#, hairy& 
muscular seeks demanding Master/fop into 
leather, boots, uniforms, M/S scenes. Bottom 
into VA, CBT, TT, toys, BO, domination. Master: 
muscular, into cock & boot service, safe fucking 
& total control. Box 8914 

MASTER SEEKS SLAVEBOY/SON 
Must be young , obedient, intodiscipJine, spank
ing w/hand/strap/paddle, wearing leather. No 
experience OK. Possible live-in. I am WM, 
5'11 ", 49yo, 195#, beard, very masculine, strict, 
caring, affectionate. Letter w/photo to J. Spen
cer, Box 1455, Rocky Point, NY 11778 3638LF 

MASTER OF BONDAGE! 
Whips & chains, ropes & gain, pleasure & pain. 
St. Louis, late 50's Master with mid 30's (9'1 
son. Seeks trim, young slaves. Cum visit & 
scale great heights of erotica. Safe , Sane, 
experienced. Send ltr with to box 9080LF 

MASTER SEEKS BOY/SLAVE 
for weekend or occasional use. Safe, sane, 
clean and can travel some. Boy must be under 
35. Prefer smooth swimmer's build. I'm 44 , 5-
11 , 165#, br/br, professional. Am an experi 
enced Top willing to train a slave. Send picture/ 
phone to Sir, PO Box 21093, Chattanooga, TN 
37 424 8528LF 

MASTER OF DISPLAY 
Straight-type redneck, 34yo, muscular & hot, 
seeks exhibitionist slave, any race, as perma
nent property. Heavy humiliation, exhibition , 
display, public exposure, BO, CBT, strict train
ing , and control. Serious only. 3700LF 

MAT TOUGH MEN WANTED 
If you are in or coming to New England and 
think you can handle no-holds-barred battles 
for top, then I want your ass on the mats. 6' , 
210#, 40 year old wrestler wi ll fuck you up and 
make you crawt. Join the list of losers. Rope 
match , jeans, boots. Name your game, Punkl 
I'm waiting. Box 8407LF 

MATURE, INTELLIGENT BOY 
needs playful Dad/Big Brother. W M, 33yo, 5'7", 
142#, beard , handsome, loving, submissive. 
BO, TT, hoods, ass play, enemas, spanking, 
cuddling, companionship. Will try catheters, 
slings, straitjackets, more. You are masculine, 
mature, Dominant, attractive, hairy, caring, HIV
. Safe, drug free only. Letter, photo, and phone 
to PO Box 1102, Royal Oak, Ml 48068 371 4LF 

MATURE BODY SLAVE WANTED 
over 40, for monogamous relationship. You 
must need to serve, be into total submission, 
crave humiliation, and into licking my feet, 
sucking my cock, drinking my piss. I'm 60, 5'8", 
145#, HIV-. Letter/photo to Box 1329, Sunset, 
CA 907 42 7728LF 

MEAN AND NASTY NOVICE 
W M, 45, 5'8", 170#, bm/grn,good shape, above 
average looks, HIV-, wants eperienced buddy 
to show me the ropes(and more) I've got an 
intense extremely vivid imagination ans a sa
distic streak a mile wide. Gut-punching , rape 
w restl ing and boxing scenes, verbal abuse, 
weapons-anything aggresive makes me hot 
limited resume, but really eager to learn more l 
Chicago and surrounds. Photo a must. 3546LF 

DRUMMER/170 
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ELECTRICAL 
CAUTION: NO 
CONTACTS 
ABOVE THE 
WAIST! 

P.E.S. Electro 
Stimulation Box
THE ORIGINAL 
INNOVATOR 

Our unit offers 
several improve
ments over any previous; stronger and more pleasant frequencies, can 
be used with up to four attachments. L.E.D. indicator lights so you can 
see the pulse of the unit.Can be used with 9 Volt alkaline battery. Two 
intensity controls allow you to fine tune the sensations. 
-M401 P.E.S. BOX W/AC ADAPTOR AND TWO SETS OF LEADS $299.95 

Aquasonic 100 
Ultra Sound Transmission Gel. Water soluble, non greasy and will not 
irritate tissue. Solution will add to electrical signal strength. 8 fl oz. 
-M503 AQUASONIC GEL $7.95 

Electric Butt Plugs 
An ACRYLIC butt plug with two electrodes that stimulate the anal 

sphincters when attatched to a P.E.S. Box. 
-M554 6" x 1 3/4" BUTTPLUG (LARGE) $169.95 
-M555 6" x 1 1/2" BUTTPLUG (MED) $169.95 
-M556 5" x 11/2" BUTTPLUG (SMALL) $169.95 
-M559 VAGINAL PLUG (ONE SIZE) $169.95 

ElectroPlate 
This is a concave oval of LEXAN with two electrode strips. 
-M558 ELECTRO PLATE $59.95 

Sparkler-Cock Head Stimulator 
This is a short length of conductive rubber that, when used anally, for 
urethral insertion, or looped through the acrylic platform, becomes a 
mystical cock-head stimulator in conjunction with a single cockring at 
the base of the cock. If used with single electrode cockring, the current will 
pass from the front on the body through the prostrate into the ass. Can be 
used in any moist opening below the waist including the urethra, but if used 
for urethral insertion must be a one person toy. Caution this one delivers 
quite a jolt. -M557 SPARKLER $49.95 

Cockrings 
Lexan cockrings are available in four inside diameters: 1 1 /4", 1 1 /2", 1 3/ 
4" and 2". Each size is available with a single electrode, or with two. 
-M551 SINGLE ELECTRODE COCKRING $49.95 
-M552 DOUBLE ELECTRODE COCKRING $49.95 
-M553 SET OF TWO COCKRINGS $79.95 

R8B 
Quant. Item II Description 

All Electrical comes with a 30 day warranty 

Name -----------------
Address _______________ _ 

City _______ State Zip ____ _ 

Size Price 

Total Order 

CA , _ d ..-,111, edd 

8 .6 ~ M i ff IU 

Amount 

Free 2nd. Day Ai Delivery .IUPS 

otal enclosed 

Charge my: Visa Mast .. C.,d _ Ameticen Elq:,.ess _ 

C.d I : ________________ ...._.....__ 

S,.,...,....: 
R ·,ect on all o,dat s. I ca,ti I em of I I• 

60 

Order by phone: 
415/252-1198 , 

Fu: 415/252-9574. 

MIDWEST DOG SLAVE - SPIKE 
40 yo mutt, owned by 31 yo Daddy, used as 
urinal, cigar ashtray and total slave. Daddy 
wants to watch my bitch-hole mounted for real . 
Pain, degrading , kickassand scenes sought to 
amuse Daddy, abuse me. Travel possible, ci
gars A+ . Spike POB 2965, Ann Arbor, Ml 
48106 3600LF ( 181 

MIDWEST BONDAGE BOTTOM 
Butch boy, 28, sometimescre1MCu~ beard needs 
firm punishment and discipline from hot, hairy, 
muscular Daddy/Master. Hoods, SM, BO, VA, 
TT, spanking , wet jocks, safesex. Train me as 
yourfuckhole slave. Photo/phone. I await your 
orders, SIR! box 9140LF 

MILITARY AND POLICE CLUB 
6TH year and worldwide. Very discreet contact 
club for Police, Firefighters, Military, E.M.T. , 
Paramedics, Correction Officers, & Licensed 
Security Officers. Proof of service is required 
to join. SASE & 2.00 credited to MPC - D, POB 
22806 Houston, TX 77227 9109LF 

MORE HOT CUM - OH YEAHI 
GWM, cocksucker/fucker, 38, 5'9", br/br/, 
stache & hairy chest, HIV-, seeking hot jocks, 
hard hats, cops, truckers, bikers, & leather 
studs into mutual oral seMce, steamy WS & 
JO. Call Tom (908) 832-6121 . 9199LF 

MUSCULAR BD LEATHERMASTER 
Seeks boy as houseboy/helper, lover to train in 
hot safe/sane BO, Lt SM, & gym. Me: gdlkg, 
GWM, 38, 6-0, 190#, cleancutbuilt/big. You: in 
20's, GWM, HIV-, gdlkg/boyish/submissive, 
need firm Top to serve. Good opp/home 4 
bright, sincere boy. Good letter/photo a must. 
9153LF 

MUSCULAR STUDS & JOCKS 
Muscular, 26, flattop, wants horny studs for 
intense gym workouts followed by leather, 
rubber, spandex, using TT, CBT, cuffs, shack
les, hoods, gags, dildos, etc within full view of 
camera. Safe sex only! More muscles the 
better. Let's pump it up, then get off! Box 
8869LF 

NAME THE GAME ALL SCENES 
WM, 46yo, 5'9", 150#, Brown hair, beard, big 
nips, cut, low hangers, Kinky/bizarre. Top, bot
tom , mutual tits, hole stretching, pa in, raunch, 
tattoos, piercings, uncuts, pumpers, weapons, 
shaving, satan, sloppy sex. Any race. Karl , 836 
Wheeler, Woodstock, IL 60098. (815) 338-
9137 AM's & Fri-Sat-Holidays. 3707LF 

NEW FISH 
Impudent biker-type wants to be broken of his 
bad habits in strict penal correctional environ
ment. Looking for a Master with the facilities, 
equipment, and interest to get into a prison 
boot camp or brig program. Rules, cell or cage, 
shaving, etc. Subject is healthy, 43, 6-12, 180#, 
blond, looking for serious stuff. Box 9159LF 

NO GAMES REALITY 
Permanent live-in slave position . Must have 
nonquestion ing attitude; my pleasure/your 
desire. Into SM, BD, CBT, TT, WS, VA, toys, 
mind body control & more. Me: 42, 6', 185#, 
BR/GR, beard, total Top & hung. You: 21-50, 
bottom. Send photo, phone & experiences to 
Box 8950LF 

NOOSE/COWBOYS/BOOTS/SOX 
Hungstud top seeks guys into hanging fanta 
sies, SM, BD, and torture, autoerotica. Hot for 
cowboy boots, sweat socks and nee bare feet 
Want execution and foot videos/photos. Re
ward for scource info. Buy good cowboy boots 
91/2 "B". I'm GWM, 5-10, 165#, 47, BR/BR. 
Write Jay, PO Box 951365, Lake Mary, FL 
32795-1365 LF 

OBEDIENT M WANTED 25-50 
by east coast 41yo, 5'10", 170#, brown hair/ 
blues eyes, bearded , hairy, balding, financially 
secure. Will relocate, train or retrain man who 
wants to serve. TT, CBT, WS. 3708 

Baseball player wanted by WM, 39yo, hot, reg 
or 1st-time. Play it safe, stay cool, no strings, no 
hassles. Prefer NYS minor leagues, but wrn 
answer all . 3690 

ON MY KNEES 
Exceptional man, masc., successful and at
tractive, 45, blk/br, moustache, 5'10", 180#, 
begs to be used by exceptional, younger guy 
with good looks, body and mind. Intense wor
ship and submission. Mitch , POB36231 , Phoe
nix, AZ. 85067-6231 3634LF 

PADDLING$ AND STRAPPINGS 
needed by GWM, leather bottom. Woodshed 
and school-type discipline and outdoor whip
pings desired. WIS and BD. Strong fetish for 
watches and SpeidelTwist-0-Flexwatchbands. 
Write Jim, PO Box 66201 , Houston, TX 77266-
6201 3513LF C 181 

PAIN BONDAGE LOVER WANTED 
GWM, 53, IS300#, 6'. You must be obedient& 
submissive, with boney or thin build, to use & 
abuse during SS at night with few limits. Just 
lay down & be quiet so I can enjoy. Send 
inspection photos of body. PO Box 33336, 
Coon Rapids, MN 55433 3632LF 

PAINFUL PUNISHMENT NEEDED 
Upper midwest, 41 yo, 5' 1 O", 185#, 6" cut. 
need to have my naked body restrained and my 
bare butt painfully beaten. Then I need to have 
my dick mercilessly punished by a strong man 
who does not shy away from inflicting man-to
man pain. 9271 LF 

PERMANENT SLAVE WANTED 
Handsome Master seeks second boy who truly 
needs to serve and has 'N'Orked hard to make 
his body a prize for a great Master who under
stands the responsibility of owning a slave. 
Letter of application and photo required. 87721.F 

PERSONAL TRAINER 
Sissy, man-faggot needs bully/buddy, 35-50, to 
toughen him up physically & mentally. Slap 
fights, wrestling , 01/MP, rigid bondage, POW 
endurance train ing , head trips. Me: 6'3", 185#, 
42, masc., smart, fit, upfront, no bull-shit guy. 
You: safe, in-shape, skilled, exp. & need to 
unleash some serious energy w/ man who 
understands. Trust=terror=truth. (212) 627-
GUTS. 

PISS DADDY SEEKS 2ND MOUTH 
Ex-coach, Dominant Daddy, 56, and his hot 
young toi let slave, 30, seek second boy to 
share Oaddys's cock, big chest, hairy armpits, 
sweaty feet, recycled beer and ?? No fats/ 
fems, but attitude more important than looks. 
Be thirsty, imaginative and raunchy. Do not call 
unless you are willing to give your phone num
ber also. (505) 989-7654. 8552LF 

PLEASE KICK MY ASS 
29, muse, deep throated, body/ass licking, 
punch/kick bag needs mean, abusive Top into 
humil. , beatings, control. Can be public buddy/ 
private queer. Write with interests. Box 9200LF 

POLICEMAN REQUIRES SLAVE 
Cop, 34yo, needs man of extreme power, po
sition, or wealth as my part time slave. Must 
need same discretion as I do. No sugar dad
dies or fems. Photo and submissive letter to: 
3669 

POSITION WANTED/NEEDED 
Please allow me to be your live-in or out, naked 
(as you wish) , slaveboy/houseboy. i am ready 
for all you say this entails, except for my 
reloactaion at this time .... so if you are any race, 
any age and anywhere near Pensacola, FL, 
please write. i am GWM, 39yo, 5'8", 158#, hairy 
(unless) , red head and ready to commit. 3649 

PRELATE NEEDED 
Deeply religious GWM, seeks to serve stern 
clergyman. Good looking, 56yo, 141 #, clean 
shaven, reverent. obedient, selfsufficient, 5'8". 
3693 

DRUMMER/170 
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PRISONERS OF WAR 

Young, bare-ass prisoner, soldiers apply wires 
to his pink scrotum, swollen cock head and 
clenched anus. He cries, screams; they laugh. 
Interested in accounts (fictional & true) , draw
ings of military, police and othertorture, castra
tion and executions. Write to 3560LF C 181 

PROVE YOURSELF, SLAVEBOY 
Dominant, experienced leather Master, 41yo, 
5'6", demands intelligent, subm. boyslavewho 
will give complete body, mind and soul to 
sadistic Teacherthru permanent use and train
ing. All SM practiced. Strong hand - punishes/ 
rewards/bonds. This is for real and for keeps. 
Ownership-PO Box 14643, SF, CA94114 3636 

RAUNCHY LEATHER TOPMAN 
wants horny, hungry bottoms into WS, CBT, FF, 
scat, pain, and more. Me: 40, 5'11", 170#, 
muscular, hairy, 4Z'ch, 33''waist, 16" arms. 
You: 25-45, in great shape and ready to serve. 
Photo and phone a must Boxholder, 2215-R 
Market St. #462, San Francisco, Ca 94114 

REDNECK COCK MASTER 
33, muscular, long-haired, foul-mouthed , me
chanic seeks slave. BO, intense CBT, alter
ations, forced multiple orgasms & dry milking, 
exhibition & se~ sexual display, WS, VA, mind 
luck. Permanentonly, ownership required. PJH, 
PO Box 4376, Su rte 502, Houston, TX 7721 0 

REFORM SCHOOL 
Correction and discipline. Strip search exam, 
enema, cathater, restra int and shaving as 
needed. Punishment with institutional strap on 
bared buttocks. Strict, formal and serious. Call 
(201) 635-9196. Box 9049LF 

REMOTE RAINFOREST REDNECK 
Seeks radical , masochist cub to share non
leatherlarm life with an affectionate but rowdy 
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I ·800•959•T0UGH 
8684 
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BEING 
TOUGH IS 
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bruiser, 36, 5'10'', 250#, beard. Into C&W mu
sic, whiskey, smoke, guns. You: fuck-face, 
punch/kick-bag, teddy bear, 30-40, beard, HIV
. Call "Bud" (206) 37 4-9441 . "NO BULLSHIT!" 
3545LF C 181 

RITUALS/M 
Tall , slender, in shape male seeks buddy into 
mutual scenes-outdoors a plus, nudity, shav
ing, cactus bondage, stake outs, crucifixion, 
piercing, ritual SIM and kink. Please be imagi
natrve and love to expirement, can travel any
where photos welcome. 
3657 LF 

ROMAN EMPIRE TYPE SLAVE 
Under 30 required by academic, 50, no-non
sense Master in SW Ontario, Canada. This is 
for real! Live-in , serious only. (visiting slaves 
also considered) Agreed-upon period of ser
vice enforced. A year or a lifetime! Write Box 
9129LF 

ROUGH TEXAS COWBOY 
36, 5-10, 160#, muscles, stache, hairy chest, 
9'' cock, pierced tit, hunky cowboy with black 
hat, boots and spurs, into3R's-Riding, Roping 
and Raping! Seeks musclemen and yuppies 
who want to be worked over by a real man! 
9193LF 

RUBBER DADDY 
50, 5'9", 170#, into heavy industrial rubber 
gear, w/s and muck. Seeks buddies 35+ with 
similar interests; East Coast-Mid West (also 
travels frequently to Germany and Switzer
land). Roll. PO Box 669, Brooklyn , New York 
11202 6502LF 

GET TOUGH 
CO,,,,,ECT WITH CLASSIFIEDS SHOWING THIS 

SYMBOL ( .SEE P"GE 81 FOR HOW-TO INFO. 

~,, S&M/Leather /fetish Convention 
Southern Californias Largest 1 

~- LEATHERFEST VI 
• Radisson Hotel.Mission Valley 9 

Se11r1 i:>iczge>.Ce11life>rr1ie11 
Workshops and Demonstrations 

9 Lead by Experts in the Field 

can 1-800-598-1859 for 
free Information/registration packet 
or writer to Nl.fi/SD,P.O. Box 3092, San Dicrgo. Ca. 92163 USfi 
Discounts for Nlfi Members and Early Registration Before Feb. 1st 

Ce>rpor<1te Spe>nse>rs 

A 
LeatherTip Square Dance, Logo T·Shirt 
Erotic Lv<1thvr F<1shion Show 
B<1r Events, Awards Banquet 

' 
Dungeon Parties, Leather Bazaar 
ASL Interpreting, 12 • Step Program 
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The 
Leather 
Journal 

America's Leather 
Community News 

Magazine 
and 

CUIR 
For Leatherman 
by Leatherman 

The Leather Journal 
features coverage of leather events, in 
terviews, a thorough events calendar, 
political coverage, reviews and more. 

CU/R 
is packed with sizzling SM/leather /fetish sto
ries, photos and illustrations of the men you 

dream of! 

Subscribe Today 
and get a 

FREE PERSONAL AD 
for the length of 

yoursubscription ! 
·$19 gets you four issues of CUIR 
*$63 gets twelve issues of TLJ 
*$33 gets six issues of TLJ 
•cuJR subscription in the U.S. is $19, $23 in Canada, $33 in 
other countries . 12 issue subscription to TLJ is $63 in 
U.S./Canada, $90 in other countries. 6 issue subscription to 
Tbe Leather .Jouraal is $33 in U.S. and Canada, $45 in 
other countries. 

Send check, money order, or credit card order to: The 
Leather Journal, 7985 Santa Monica Blvd., #109-368, W. 
Hollywood, CA 90046. You must state that you are at least 
21 years of age. For credit car orders include card number, 
expiration date, and phone number. Discover/MC/VISA 

62 

Phone orders 
(213) 656-5073 

FAX 
(213) 656-3120 

SADISTIC BONDAGE MASTER 
seeks masochists for hours of strict bondage 
and erotic pain. Bound , spread eagle, you will 
beg through your gag as I torture your ass and 
tits. Your balls will be slapped and squeezed 
while you struggle and beg in vain. I'm 34, 5'9", 
185#, GWM. You: trim & under 40. Chicago 
area A+ . Safe only. Send photo and needs to 
Box 3569LF ( l9l 

SAILOR SEEKS PISS MATE 
CAPT. with sailboat, 5'11", 160#, BR/BL, hung , 
trim beard, in-shape, 44yo, versatile, seeks 
mate to explore islands & each other. Mate is 
in-shape, hung , HIV-, NS, 20-50, versatile & 
crave adventure in & out of bed. Relationship 
oriented. Let's be wild. Dietrich, t-m FLORIDA. 
3702LF 

SEEKING MASOCHIST FOR TOTAL 

OWNERSHIP 
Every form of torture, use/abuse, physical & 
mental anguish, and permanent marks. You 
existonlyforwantsof extreme Sadist. Sadist is 
WM, 40's, 6', 165#, with a gym body, educated 
prof. You: total masochist, 40+ , in-shape, 
healthy. Your looks 2nd; the right attitude is 
most important. Relocation to CA. Serious 
only. NO J/0, NO BULL SHIT! Send Letter/ 
phone/photo to Box 3590LF ( l8l 

SHAVE BELOW THE NECK! 
Chest, crotch Men, ass, legs • your call. Hot 
lather, straight razor expert. Us alone or small 
groups or big parties in Phila., DC & NYC. Love 
all shave stories. For a great shave or to chat, 
contact Ed Johnson , POB 1219, 
Southhampton , PA 18966 or call (215) 784-
7140. 

SIR! 
Bootlicker begs to serve hot verbal 
Leathermaster. Versatile WM, 44, 5-6, 132#, 
muscular, nice body. Needs humiliation , bond
age, piss, shaving , TT, spanking, mind control , 
obediance, dog training . Slave will worship 
cock, ass, feet, body and submit to your control 
and abuse, Sirl 3-ways, travel OK. 8346LF 

SLAVE FACILITY 
Well-built, masculine, full leather Masters of 
totaly equipped, slave facility are accepting 
applications from slaves for no-l imit confine
ment. Total submission to abuse, intense pain 
and torture, FF. CBT, elec., etc Applicants. 
muse, 30-55, full letter & photo, no limits 
9274LF ( l8l 

SLAVE WANTED BY 
WM, experienced Master, 40's, good body, 8", 
cock, dungeon, stable life, warm climate. Seek
ing GWM, serious, permanent slave, good 
body, hair on head and brain inside. Sumbit, 
work, naked domestic chores, SM, TT, CBT, no 
drugs. Pie and phone to box, 9018LF 

SLAVEBOY NEEDS MASTER/DAD 
Hotvgl , GWM, 36, 6', 190#, HIV-, clean shaven , 
br/br, 8" uc, Fr/a , Grip, needs Dominant Top, 
45+ , for SM, BO, TT, CBT. Eager for new, safe 
scenes. I'm in S. CA. Photo/Phone, please, to 
Box 3596LF C l9l 

SMOKING SCENES 

WM, 43, moustache, seeking men into cIga• 
rette smoking scenes. Forced and/or chain 
smoking, uniforms , leather, hoods, gloves are 
tum-ans. Versatile and into many scenes. Hot 
smokers send serious letter & photo, if pas• 
sible, to Box 3589LF ( l9l 

SOCKED FOOT FETISH 
WM , 45, 5'10", 175#, BR/BR, would hke to 
meet a Guy who would hke a foot massage and 
a guy who would enjoy making a guy smell his 
socked feet and J/0. Jeff, POB 103, St Peters, 
MO 63376. A suburb of Sl Louis. 9248LF 

SON KNOWS BEST 
Dad needs non-sexual training in obedience 
and submission, possiblythru male maid ser• 
vice, with same kind of discipline he gave son. 
Dad, 5'6", 145#, 5CYs. PO Box 1042, Oceanside, 
CA 92051 

SON/SLAVE SKS MASTER/LOVER 
Smooth, defined, prof. boy, 30, 160#, 5'9", 
bottom. Needs Master/Dad, experienced & 
graying with pride, hung , hairy, Top. Naked, 
collared, pierced & branded at home. Friends 
& spouse in public. BO, SM, FF, WS, balanced 
with love for quality; will move. Photo, phone, 
letter. Complete me! 9196LF 

SPANK MY ASS, SLAP MY COCK 
GWM, wants Daddy, uncle, Doc or Coach to 
punish me or just be hot and strip me, spank my 
ass, slap my cock and make me suck you. 
Please write and tell me what I did and what you 
are going to do about it. I will reply to all 
answers. 3677 

TEXAS TOP, HOT AND WILD 
Attractive, Dominant, Top, 5'1 0", 185#, beard , 
moustache, believes in safe, sane, consentual 
sex. Creative, intelligent, intense, and focused, 
seeks submissive partners or lifemate to 55. 
Jack Davis, RT. 2, Box 116-5, Cisco, TX 76437. 
(817) 442-3401 before 10 PM CST. NO JO. 
3653LF 

THE DOCTOR IS INI 
Visit me, take off all your clothes and I'll exam
me you from head to toe. Submit and experi
ence true humiliation. WM, 30yo, looking for 
hot patients. 3699 

THROATFUCKNACUMM TORTURE 
Hlthy/hoVlean queer, 40, HIV+ , has fuckface 
(slackJaws ouVlubncated milker 's throat) for 
huge penis and/or dildo plungers, frozen 
scumbags, exhib ., hum. (Please Mister, 
vacuum-bloat my 9" and tits while you plug 
me!) You never felt suction like this. 3601 LF C 
19) 

TIGHT ASS SKS BONDAGE TOP 
GWM, 29yo, brn/grn, seeks Dad or big brother 
to show him the ropes. Boy is 5'11", 160#, 
dancer's build , kidnap/hostage scenes, forced 
sex, lite SM, masks, hoods, GLOVES! You are 
older & taller (facial hair a plus). Photo and 
descriptive letter, please. All ansv-1ered. 3668LF 

TOILET 
Novice toilet slave seeks long feeding ses
sions at an experienced tiolet Master's hole. 
Toilet ,s 42yo, 6' , 175#. Seeks similar age/ 
shape toilet Master for training in eating , wor• 
ship, bondage/whipping . Possible relationship. 
Slave ready for piercing and tattooing. 3655LF 

TOPS SEEKS SUBMISSIVE GUY 
25-45, non fem , who has a desire to please. 
Housboypossible. Scene includes shaving, Lt. 
SM, spanking , TT, Gr/a, Fr/p, No drugs or 
smokes. We are both HIV neg., 49yo & 32yo, 
live on LI , but travel U.S. extensively. Serious 
replies only. Photo, phone to PO Box 1027, 
Valley Stream, NY 11582 3633LF 

TOPS AND SLAVES 
Slaves needed as ranch hand for assimilation 
on Dallas ranch. Dominant, well hung Tops 
needed tor ranch slavedriver. Live-in bunk• 
house. Dungeon SIM, BO, TT, WS, Aroma, 
smoke and more. Both must be HIV-. 21 to 40, 
any race, cuUuncut, Send photo, stats to 
Ranchmaster. 91 g4LF 

SHOW US YOUR DICK. 
SHOW US YOUR CHEST. 
SHOW US EVERYTHING. 

Send in any photo you want of your
self and we'll publish it in our Tough 
Customer Section. Turn to page 80 
for details . 

TORTURE STORIES 
You show me yours and I'll show you mine! 
Truth or Fiction about men being tortured, not 
play, real torture. I'm not interested in castration 
or death , though if they happen at the end of 
heavy torture, they happen. I have lots of stories 
waiting to be copied. Send me sample of what 
you'd like to trade. 9293 
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DRUMMER C L A S S I F I E D S 
ARE YOU TOUGH 

ENOUGH FOR DRUMMER 
MAGAZINE? 

Then prove it by sending in a photo 
of yourself so we can print it in our 
Tough Customers Section. It's 
simple, qucik and the results will 
amaze you. Details on page 80. 

TOUGH MAN, SIR 
Leathered, booted, experienced bottom ready 
for leathered and booted tough MAN who will 
apply force through expected rough, tough 
process. Immediate and unrelenting with wide 
collar, heavy hood , gag, TCBT, suspended 
whippings, broken, publicly enslaved in full 
leather gear for an evening. Just do it and 
meant it!! Also into same on cycle. 5'11", 190, 
bearded, regular meeting, not permanent, have 
gear. NY/DC corridor but travel, SS, negative 
and healthy, photo supplied. 3612LF ( 1!31 

TOURING GERMANY OR EUROPE 
Combine pleasure and tour! Topman, 45, 6-5, 
218#, accommodates masochists & bottoms 
over 35 with beard, stache. Must be into heavy 
torture/pain trips. All nationalities. Artistic incli
nations appreciated. Write letter with photo to: 
Box 8917LF 

TRAVEL TOP COP 
37 year old stud, 6' , 170#, hot hairy body, great 
look, big fat prick, low hangers, true Dominant! 
Looking for true submissive boy for my per
sonal use/abuse. Boy is th in and good looking 
and will suck dick and dirty ass wh ile tied. Let 
me plow your boy cunt. Send appl ication w / 
photo. 9108LF 

TRUE SLAVERY 
Are you ready and able to take on the demands 
and obligations of a life of REAL slavery? This 
is not for beginners. Bottoms need not apply. 
Only slaves with correct attitude will be se• 
lected for ownership. (612) 559-1062. 9216LF 

UNCUT 9" DOMINANT DADDY 

Bi, white, married male, wife unaware, 55, 6' 1 ", 
195#. Previously Top only, 9" uncut. Now wish 
to provide complete trench to clean, healthy 
guys in Richmond area only. WS, rimming also 
available. Race & age unimportant. Call Doc 
(804) 257-9599 & leave message or write Box 
3598LF ( ,a, 

UNCUT DOMINANT WM TOP 
Seeks white fuckboy. You: 20-33, HIV-, slim, 
masculine, loyal and not into booze, drugs, or 
smoking. You need spanking, heavyass, mouth , 
and nipple abuse. Me: very short hair, mous. 
tache, 6' , 175#, hard body, tough nipples, HIV
. LTR/Foto to POB 3834, San Diego, CA 92163. is:) 297-3044, 6-11 pm. No JO calls. 3566LF 

VERY HANDSOME MAN W/ STACHE 
Sks same. Top/bottom 4 very hot times. lnexp. 
a big+ ! To: POB 571503, Tarzana , CA 91356 

VOYEUR/WRITER WANNABE 
needs encouragement and?. Correspond and 
possibly meet others or those who want to be 
watched. HIV-, some touchy feel but mostly 
watch. Will ing to assist limited participation in 
your fantasies. Limited travel - western NC 
area. 
3599 LF C ,a, 

WANTED: TOUGH LEATHERMAN 
and d1sc1plmanan to tram my very handsome 
25, year old boy to follow his Master's orders 
and commands without question. I will hand 

him over to you for non-sexual training; you 
deliver him back obedient and submissive. You 
must have trained before, respect limits I im
pose and provide references. Send very de
tailed letter to Training Center, POB 5840, 
Wash . DC 20016 9156LF 

WANTED: MASTER OF COLOR 
WM, BB, 30, BR/BL, handsome, seeks con
trolling, "no BS" mentor . Born to serve as you 
were meant to be served. You set limits (if any). 
Will travel anywhere and am employable. Seek 
fulltime only, somewhere. Please write to Box 
3626LF C ,a, 

WE'VE GOT WHAT YOU NEEDI 
Seeking submissives who can take it! Erotic 
scenes, CST, TT, VA, ropes, leather, restraints, 
in our equipped dungeon. Permanent position 
available. US: goodlooking , dominanVsubmis
sive duo in early 30's. Letter/photo required. 
REG , Box 671256, Marietta GA 30066-0138 
3704LF 

WEALTH HAS ITS PRIVILEDGES 
GWM, executive, 6'3", 242#, good build , HIV
' travels the world. New to scene, seeks some
one I can trustto enjoy my lifestyle with . Me: I'm 
48. You? Send photo and phone , a must to Box 
572, Gwynedd Valley, PA 19437 -outside Philly. 
Tell me about yourself. 3526LF C 1!31 

WELL-BUILT BONDAGE BOTTOM 
Handsome and well-built bottom, 25, looking 
for friendship with strong minded & bodied 
man. Need Dominance, Control, & security at 
home, while by your side in publ ic. Main focus 
is bondage and confinement. Interests include 
TT, CST, safe sex, shaving , enemas, and cath
eters. Photo/phone to Jeff Taylor, POB 19288, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 3576LF ( 1!31 

WRESTLERS/FIGHTERS 
27yo, 6'3", 195#, ripped muscleboy, looking for 
Dominant powerman for wrestling and beat
ings. You must be big , buffed, strong as a bull 
and hung. Open to all scenes/can fly free. 
Reply to box 3673 

YOU ARE MY BROTHER 
and will live with me under my supervision . But 
Master owns you , body, mind & soul, as He 
owns me. We truly exist only to serve Him in 
total obedience. Master, 39, is utterly sadistic, 
extremely wise, & very caring. He derives great 
pleasure from inflicting pain on His slave, 42. i 
am branded, my right ball will be destroyed & 
removed when He chooses, as an offering of 
submission. This is not a game. Faith , devo
tion, & complete obedience are required. you 
will respond describing your understandings of 
your path to present & how you discovered your 
slave nature. Include the strengths you will 
bring to serve him. Los Angeles area; slave 
does not live with Master. Reply to Box 9081 
9081LF 

YOU'LL NEVER ESCAPE, PUNK 
Uniformed, BM Sadist, 40's, whollygung-hoto 
mantrap, capture white jock, badboy with a 
growl in his groin for sadistically inspired physi
cal interrogation. Butthead prisoner will be 
cruelly mindfucked to beg for release thru 
enforced multiple orgasms and dry milkings; 
VA, TT, CST and foot bastinadoltorture. No 
bullshit jocks, 21-39. Box 8529LF 

YOUNGER BROTHER/BOY FRIDAY 

soulmatefor life ; yes Sir, can-do attitude for use 
in Cabinet business. Boy who can swap en
gines or handy with spray gun is on second 
base fo r 6'4", 40yr Dad . A tease, experinced 
w,th results: likes whips, restraints, VA , and 
athletic uniform. Boy will work hard and play 
hard 8838LF 

• • • • • • • • 1.A1,11~ ,1101~0 I.r re~. • • • • • • • • 
Jack Stone's 

HOG 
WIID 
Three hot dick pumpers pump 
it up huge. Two real-life 
lovers in an intense bondage 
and discipline trip. Lots of 

Shot on location in Chicago; 
Six "meat-packing" mid
western studs come togeth
er in a bootlicking, ass-kick
ing, suck and fuck fest. A 

Scott Taylors' 

CUTTING 
EDGE 
Scott Taylor's solo freak 
show. Subincision. 
Catheterization. Urethral 
sounding. Amazing feats 
from the master of autowater sports, big dildoes, intense sucking and ri m

ming, V/A. Stars superhunk Geoffrey Spears ..... $54 journey into the world of sexual obsession ..... $54 eroticism. Only, Qlli¥ for the initiated!!. .... $54 

NOW AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM LIVE VIDEO .. . 
THE MARATHON FILMS COLLECTION 

BORN TO RAISE HELL 
FF. B D TT. WS cutts. clamps uniforms. CBT. d1ldoes. head body shave 

PICTURES FROM THE BLACK DANCE 
Heavy B,D. CBl whips TT nmmmg. b111ng 

FLYING SANDWICH 
Fl. SM gear TT. CST nmmmg lhree-way 

KLISTIERSPIELE ("Enema Play"! 
TT slapping. assplay. nmm1ng 

NIGHT OF SUBMISSION 
B D. orgy wh1pp1ng. nmm1ng 

UNCUT 
Foreskin lanlasy ol J 0 sucking and lucking 

FIT TO BE TIED 
BO Tl dick clamps. clolhesp1ns paddles whips. crotch shave. orgy 

PIERCING BOYS 
Slapping. strapping SM gear mirrors. clamps cha,ns d1ldoes 

Selected Chnstopher Rage 1ideos are sold ,n Europe by 
Euro-MEN Postbus 10923. NL-1001 EX Amsterdam. Holland 
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NOT SURE WHICH TAPES TO ORDER? 
CHECK OUT LIVE VIDEO'S PREVIEW TAPES! 

48 PREVIEW TAPE #6 
Sleaziest scenes from Wet, Brute, Trash, Born to Serve, Hog Wild 

PREVIEW TAPES #1, #2, #3, #4, #5 Hot scenes from over 25 videos 
Any Preview Tape $29 - Order Two or More, $25 Each! r--------------------------------------, 

Mail to : QUANTITY TITLE PRICE : 

LIVE VIDEO, INC 
P.O. Box 1016, Dept D 

Cooper Station, NY 
10276-1016 

More inlormal1on $3 ( Free v.ilh order) 

NY residents ~d~n~I~?, ~ ::i~r:~~ 
Checks take 15 days to clear. TOT AL 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

MC, V isa # ___________ EXP. Date _ ____ 1 
Name ___ ____________________ : 

Address _____________________ 1 
City, State, Z ip __________________ I 

I Signature _________________ _ ( lam over21 ) : L ______________________________________ J 
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GOOD BUDDY 
Me: 37, 6', 160#, lean, (LESSTHAN7% BODY 
FAT),muscular, masculine. You: well-muscled, 
athletic. Object: hot sex, man-to-man action 
(Mild or rough-- I've got lots of equipment). 
Send photo and description to Mike, POB 
681521, San Diego, CA 92168 8442LF 

HORNY LEATHERMAN WANTED 
Expert cocksucker wants to service mascu
line, hung men on a regular basis. (1 on 1/ 
group). I am masculine WM, 46yo, 5'11 ", 195#. 
If you want to repeatedly cum down my throat, 
please call Mike in Long Beach before 9 P.M. 
or anytime on Monday at (310) 590-7919. 
3713LF 

ORANGE COUNTY DADDY 
WM, 5-11, 175#, 54, young looking, average 
build and looks, 6" uncut, shaved balls. This 
Leather Daddy is Topor bottom. Experienced to 
satisfy your every need. HIV+. Any race answer 
with picture to: V. Starr, 3410 Meadow Brook, 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 3552LF ( ia, 

OUTLAW MUSCLEBOY 
I'm turned on by aggressive men in black 
leather or cycle cop uniform who would like to 
capture and use a goodlooking, fantasy-ori
ented, bodybuilder, 36. Muscles are very big 
and defined, my skin is smooth and tanned. 
Big,juicypecsandnips. lntoB&D. Tellmewhat 
to wear for capture, what to bring for games, 
Sir. Dark hair and moustache a big plus. Box 
8985LF 

PISS BOTTOM (THIRSTY) 
I'm a GWM, 33yo, brn hair, grn eyes, w/8" cock. 
You be Bi or SWM between 30-SOyo, good 
shape with a hairy chest, & uncut cock a plus, 
loaded with piss. Let me completely service 
your cock. No fats or fems. I like real Men. Call 
Jeff at (714) 449-8113; Fullerton, CA. 3543 C ia, 

TRAINING FOR COMPETITION? 
Feeling underchallenged & unimpressed? I'm 
looking for an impressive, raw, uninhibited 
male who needs controlled use - abuse, struc
ture, leadership and experienced management. 
Send stats, bio, & goals to M.I., PO Box 26335, 
San Diego, CA 92196-0335 3696LF 

USE/BRUISE/ABUSE ME 
WM, 39, 6-2, 190#, seeks Tops into WS, BD, 
TT, CBT, VA, buttabuse, body punching, humili
ation, exhibitionism. Age/race unimportant; 
imagination, kinky mind are. Turn ons: leather, 
facial hair, cigar,; . Photo gets same. 12190 11 
2 Ventura Blvd. #161 , Studio City, Ca 91604 
9149LF 

WANTED: MUSCLE SLAVE 
Muscular, masculine, leather Daddy/Top seeks 
men in nipple work, BID, C/Bwhogetdown and 
take order,;. Call (213) 461-3277. 9251LF 

WANTS SERVICE 
Ver., masculine, dominant, straignt-acting, WM, 
6'1'', 250#, 51 seeks masculine guy who has 
an internal need to serve a Master/Dad/Bear 
type guy both in and out of the bedroom. Letter 
photo/phone to: Thom , 312 West 6th Street 
#194, Corona , CA 91720. (909) 277-3010. No 
jackofflsex calls. Serious only! 9106LF 

WHITE TOP/MASTER/DADDY 
by WM, bottom/slave. I'm 42, 5-11, 2101bs. 
Husky, hairy, brlhzl , beard and stache. Husky, 
hairy, hot tits, mouth & hairy tight butthole. 
Looking for Master to serve. Am FRAIP (front & 
rear) , GrP, TT, WS, Lite BD, anal play, toys , 
boots, leather, levis, hairy body A+ . Looking for 
friend/playmate, Poss. relationship AM HIV
and no drugs, LA, CA area, serious Pis Jay 
POB 67E06, LA, CA 90067 8386LF 

PALM DRIVE VIDEO! FREE 800/736-6823 
FREE HOT P/CS CATAWGS! 
LEA THERJSM/FETISH VIDEO 
FOR MEN WHO LIKE MEN 
MASCULINE! 
CREATED FOR YOU 
BY JACK FRITSCHER, 
DRUMMER 
FOUNDING EDITOR 
EMERITUS, SFO. 
YOU LIKE DRUMMER! 
YOU LIKE PALM DRIVE: 

BIG DICKS CUT/UNCUT, 
LEA TIIER, MUSCLE, ROPE, B&D, 
CIGARS, C&W, RUBBER, BOOTS, 

PECS, TITS, VA, CHAINS, MUD, 
COPS, GLORYHOLE 

AXXXTION = TOUGH 
CUSTOMERS! 

FREE BROCHURES 
PLUS $10 COUPON. 24 HOURS! 
PHONE: 800/736-6823. 
FAX: 707/829-1568. 

PALM DRIVE VJDE-OH-OH! 
PO BOX 193653 SF CA 94119 

PALM DRIVE THIS - > 
AWESOME DON RUSSO! 

THE DON RUSSO TRILOGY! 
1. DON RUSSO VS. BRUTUS: 
WHEN BODYBUILDERS 
COUIDE!, 60 min, $59.95. 
2. ROUGH NIGHT AT THE 
JOCKSTRAP GYM (DUO)!, 60 
min, 59.95. 
3. BIG DON RUSSO: HOMME 
ALONE (GONNA FUCK YOU 
UP!), 60 min, $59.95. 

PALM DRIVE VIDEOS: 
THE REPEATABLE BEAT
YOUR MEAT-ABLE DA TES! 

DON RUSSO DOES PDV! 

,, ... ,2~.Y,£~R FANTASY! PDV DOES DON RUSSO! 
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WORK MY TITS IN MY SLING 
Masculine, muscular, leather Daddy, Top, 36yo, 
6' , 185#, seeks muscular leather slave, novice 
OK. If you are hot for BD, CBT, ass work, lots of 
leather & heavy nipple play. Call : (213) 461-
3277. 

COLORADO 
MATURE SLAVE AVAILABLE 

Ready & willing to serve Master. Right attitude. 
Need direction in BD, SM, TT, WS, ass work 
and more. Have collar. Can entertain & travel to 
receive proper training. 6', 2QO#., clean shaven, 
hairy. Don, Box 9151 , Colorado Springs, CO 
80932. 

CONNECTICUT 
ARE YOU A BOTTOM OR SLAVE? 

Undecided or don't knOYI? Experienced, versa
tile, demanding Master (44, 5-8, WM) will help 
you find out while you learn the difference 
between discipline & being disciplined . Have 
usual equipment& interests. Hazing , VA, POW. 
Seeking well -built WM's under 35 with right 
attitude. Box 8964LF 

MAN TO MAN 
GWM, 50, 6' , 185#, BR/BR, clean shaven, 
pierced nipples, good shape. Enjoys titwork, 
bondage and expansion of limits with the right 
partner. Reside in Conn . 1 hour from NYC. 
Respond with photo and phone, plus personal 
description . 3609LF C ia, 

DC METRO 
2 FF BEARS, EXPERTS & VERSATILE 

Lovers, mtd 30's, pierced, masc, FFA mem
bers lookmg for kmky, 1mag 1nat1ve men Inter
ests include FF, WS, sounds, enemas, tats, TT, 
piercing , BD, Lt. SM, leather, hoods, & ?. w,11 
teach beg inners. Limits honored/expanded on 
request. Must play safe. 9220LF 

HIV+ FIGHTERS 
WM, 42, 5' 10", 160#, trim, beard, HIV+ seeks 
rough , erotic combat with like-sized men. 
Equals locked in bare-handed sexfight - rip, 
spit, piss, TT, CBT, got the Balls? Send photo 
and phone and challenge. 9167LF 

SLAVE WANTED 
Black Master, 45, 165#, 1 0" uncut. Needs 
second slave, any race. Must be seriously into 
FF, TT, ass beating , shaving , raunch, piss, ball 
work. Serious only, no punks. Safe sex. Visitors 
welcome. Call (703) 780-5990 or write Box 
8580LF 

WM BODYBUILDER MASOCHIST 
Lean, muscular, 45, 5-11, 175#, 45"chest, 31" 
wst, x-Navy seal, Fr/A, Gr/P, seeks lean, non
smoking Master. Whatever rites, attire, use/ 
abuse, whipping req. Relate to Story of 0 , 911 
2 Weeks, Beauty's Punishment. JW, PO Box 
44029, Ft Washington, MD 207 49 9163LF 

FLORIDA 
DAYTONA BEACH 

2GWM , bodybuilders, 30's, into post work-out, 
B&D, bare ass whip'n with other tra ining part
ners for slacking , and/or lean, mean buck who 
needs his sweats taken down and his bare butt 
blistered with the strap. POB 2652, Daytona 
Beach, FL 32115-2652. 3620LF ( ia, 

DRUMMER COLLECTION 
For sale , Drummer #1 to #149, in mint condi
tion; $1800 or best offer. Also, lots of old Kake 
& 60's porn. Call Tr;,cy McKenzie at (305) 583-
9020. 

GET TOUGH 
C()f"..NECT WITH CLASSIFIEDS SHOWING TI·ilS 

SYMBOL ( ,SEE PAGE 81 FOR HOW-TO INFO. 

BEAR 
M A IJ A l I N E 

.. ,. . . .. .. ' . . . .. ' 

Signature: I om o/J enough to vole 

BEAR 
221 SR Market St. #148 

San Francisco, CA 94114 

What is the American man not 
seeing in today's erotica? The 
American man! Blue-collar 
workers ... hairy chests .. . bodics 
sculpted by honest work and not by 
Nautilus. 

Six times a year, BEAR brings you 
naked, hairy men. Contemporary 
fiction which stimulates the brain as 
well as other parts of the body. l00's 
of personal ads, some with pictures. 
Art by some of our best erotic 
illustrators. Sexual entertainment 
for the men-loving man. 

Send $28 for a &-issue U.S. 
subscription ($34 for first class 
mail) . Outside U.S. : $52.00. Or use 
your credit card and call us at 
1-800-234-3877 from 11am to 6pm, 
PST, and charge it. 

Give yourself a treat. Buy BEAR. 

CUDff CARD ORDERS TOLL fRIE 
1-800-234-3877 

Malfercanl and Vita 

NMi!: 

ADDRESS 

CITY /STATE/ZIP 
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HOT SUBMISSIVE 

Totally submissive bootlicker desires domina• 
tion. Fuck with my mind. I am ready to submit 
for your pleasure to long sessions of safe-sex; 
BD, VA, WS, shaving, spanking, and piercing. 
Please write expl icit letter and photo: all Mas
ters answered obediently. PO Box 4434, Mi
ami , Fl 33116 3543LF 

ITALIAN STUD MASTER 
Master Gino, 35, 5'7", 140#, 9", Black hair/Blue 
eyes. Tight body/hairy, hard chest. Seeks 
ownership of attractive Aryan Male, BB, 25-45 
for intense weekend sessions. BO, TT, En
emas, Dildoes, Body shaving. Non-smoking, 
self-assured , business man with wing-tipped 
shoes A+. Total servitude required. Alplications 
including photo, letter and contact info now 
considered. 9160LF 

JOCKS & LEATHERMEN WANTED 
33 year old, in-shape, hot, ex-college jock 
seeks real men for strict discipline, frat hazing, 
butt use, bondage, leather, humiliation and 
service. 5'11 ", 165#, travels US & Europe. 
Photo & phone to PO Box 16135, Tampa, FL 
33687. Box 8570LF 

MUTUAL RAUNCH 
GWM, goodlooking , bearded Daddy, 5-11, 
170#, youthful ,52. Healthybodywithdirtymind 
seeks same 35-55 for friendship & sessions in 
wet levis. Into turds, snot, & ripe mansmells. 
Sorry no cigars, bondage, hard drugs. Travel 
U.S. Photo gets reply. 9231 LF 

MY ORGASM IS COMPLETELY 
unimportant. my opnly joy is in knowing i am of 
use to YOU. gwm, 39, 5'8", red/brown. zealous 
to serve. You + or - near SE AUNW FL 3660 

GET TOUGH 
CONNECT WITH CLASSIFIEDS SHOWING THIS 

SYMBOL ( ,SEE PAGE 81 FOR HOW-TO INFO. 
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ORAL PLEASURE 
43yo, WM into sucking cock and kissing ass. 
Serious only. Seeking masculine men. Call 
Rick (305) 786-1749. 3551LF C i.;i 

PHI OMEGA Pl 
recruiting 12 sadists and 2 masochists, any 
age or race, to create a live-in commune for full 
time S/M in spiritual context. Hot gang-rapes, 
365 nights a year! Looks don't count, but must 
have means, good body, super health. Loca
t ion open. 3538LF 

PROFESSIONAL CARING TOP 
Wants All-American boy to be my equal by-day 
and sex toy by-night. Me: 9+, WM, 35, BR/GR, 
5'9", 160 lbs. You be 18-35 athletic, attractive, 
HIV-, w/good imagination into BD, Spanking, 
LT. SM. Write with photo: PO Box 7502, Ft. 
Lauderdale, FL 33338 

SLAVE SEEKS STRICT MASTER 
WM, 30, masculine, attractive, 5'7", 9", HIV+, 
healthy seeks blond , blue-collar, well -built 
Master, 21 -45, who commands total servitude/ 
ownership, BD, VA, WS, TT Your rules, Sir! 
Fort Lauderdale. Photo/Instructions to Box 
9160LF 

SOCKED FOOT FETISH 
GWM, 45, 5'10", 175#, would like to meet a guy 
who would enjoy a foot massage, J/O & mak
ing a guy sniff on his sexy, sweaty, smelly, 
socked feet. St Petersburg area. Jeff, PO Box 
1165, Elfers, FL 34680-1165 9110LF 

TIGHT ROPES IN CENTRAL FL 
Tightly bound and gagged. How about chains? 
Sw~ch pos~ions. Write Box 22324, Lake Buena 
Vista , Fl 32830 

UNINHIBITED FISTING 
GWM, 35, great shape, huge pierced nipples & 

cock with Master who works on them. Into FF, 
TT, dildoes, WS, shaving , CBT. Seeking others 
in good shape with huge, hungry holes into 
intense assplay. Full body photo gets mine. 
POB 0154, Coral Gable, FL 33114 9262LF 

GEORGIA 
DADDY SKS SON/SLAVE 

WM, 38, 6', 170#, good build, safe/sane, HIV
. You: HIV- and submissive , no exp. required , 
no smoke or drugs, CBT. TT, BO, limits disc. 
Relationship possible. Stand naked and hard 
for Daddy, ready for inspection and his caring 
instructions. Mandatory bio. and photo req. to 
M. Brand, POB 53266, Atlanta, GA 30355 
3554LF C i.;i 

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE 
Hot, GWM duo; full leather Tops - 27, 5'9", 
140#, blond , smooth , 8 1/2" & 40, 5'10", S/ 
pepper, smooth , 71/2". Into BD, WS, tits, VA, 
assplay, etc. Any scene safe/sane, mutually 
agreed upon. Seeking GWM's 25-45, bottoms 
preferred, versatile OK. No fats. No J/O phone 
calls, serious only, inexperienced OK. Midtown 
Atlanta , (404) 888-0754, before 11 pm. Ask for 
Doug. 8420LF 

GIVE & TAKE BY SUBMISSION 
GWM, 42yo, 5'10", 155#, stache, smooth, 
shaved balls, 7" cut, HIV-, seeks WM's 18-50, 
for safe fun in mutual BD, W S, SM, TT, VA, CBT, 
spankings, photo/videoing, 1-1 /more. No fats/ 
phone JO. Inexperienced OK. Midtown At
lanta. (404) 872-4853 by 11 p.m. Stan. Possible 
relationship. 3518LF 

REGULAR GUY SEEKS HARD TOP 
Masculine guy into workouts 37, 6-1 , 175#, 
new to leather scene - TT, CBT, Hard assplay, 
seeks muscular endowed Top, 45, to help ta ke 
the plunge & expand lim its. Photo/Phone to 
91 33 

SEEKING YOUNG LEATHERBOYS 
GWM, 35, 5-5, 140#, HIV+, pierced, tattooed , 
hairy, and mean. Seeks slaves, 18-30, good 
looks, toned body, proper attitude, and abso
lutely submissive to his Master. Serious only; 
novices OK. Appl ication and photo to: 595 
Piedmont Ave NE #566, Atlanta GA 30308 LF 

STRUGGLE AGAINST MY ROPES 
Gdlkng, masc, Lthr sadist, 30, 6', 220#, br/bl , 
highly educated, professional , gdlkng, masc, 
straight-acting, muscle, 21-45 with cocky atti
tude who needs but resists heavy prolonged 
bondage, torture, rape, etc. Struggle and scream 
to no avail! Send photo. I travel. 3516LF C 0 

SUBMISSIVE 21 YR OLD BOY 
Very goodlooking WM, 5'10", 160#, Bi, cocky, 
college swimmer. Seeks: Masculine, Domi
nant and Confident Man/Mentor. I've only 2yrs 
of experience but realize I was born to serve 
you. I'm obedient and your needs always put 
first Photo/note to Box 7492, Atlanta , GA 30347 
3539LF C 0 

HAWAII 
BOYS WANTED 

Topman, 36, 5'10", 180#, gymbody seeks in

shape bottoms, men/boys into serious assplay, 
BD, TT, and other games. Send letter with 
photo (no photo/no reply) to POB 4560, Hono
lulu, HI 96812-4560 3564LF 

CUMIN ' TO HAWAII ? 
Two masculine GWM, 34 & 37, looking for 
hung Top to fuck us. Take that big cock of yours 
& slide it into our hotholes. Writew/photo when 
you are coming to Hawa ii with that big Daddy 
dick of yours. Randy & Mike, 377 Kea hole St. 
#6-187 , Honolulu, HI 96825 

IOI JONIS 
~u-a 
The Largeet Producer of ALL 

MALE Fetieh Kink Videoe 
Pre6ent6: 

PREVIEW VIDEOS 
For S 14. 9 S Each + $4 Shipping 
All 3 Videos for $39.00 + $4 

PREVIEW VIDEO #288 
2 Hours of Rick Bolton Kink 
PREVIEW VIDEO #289 

2 Hours of Heavy S&M Kink 
PREVIEW VIDEO #290 

2 Hours of Foot/Boot Worship 
PREVIEW VIDEO# 306 

2 Hours of Donnie Russo Videos 

Bob Jones Productions 
P.O. Box 9851 

Washington, DC 20016 
202/364-2624 • Fax: 202/362-7943 
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HOT HARD SPANKING NEEDED 

Muscular, lean, boyish, great ass, 39" chest 
30" waist 5-7, 150#, needs butt spanked by 
firm Masterwith hand, paddle, strap. BO scenes. 
Photo gets same. PO Box 240272, Aina Haina 
Station, Honolulu, HI 96821-9998 

ILLINOIS 
SLIM NOVICE SLAVES WANTED 

Gdlkg, 51yo, 5'11 ", 160#, likes 35-, minorities. 
Apply: Box 6080 Evanston, IL 60204 

INDIANA 
LEATHER MASTER WANTED 

slave, WM, 5'7'', 140#, Bm Hair, 46yrs, HIV
wantsMasterorMasters intoTT,CBT, SM, WS, 
shaving , whips, collar, wants to learn dog train
ing. Please Master, I am waiting to hear from 
you, Sir! Discretion assured. 9123LF 

LOUISIANA 
FF MANHUNT 

Rare find I Hot, handsome, healthy, magnani
mous, pony-boy, handballer needs to be rid
den. Irreverent but not jaded. Versatile (or 
climb on top) seeking dedicated, big bro./ 
mentor/sire into >OC-duty fisting and more. 33, 
5'10'', 170#, fit Your phone/photo nails me. 
3615LF 

READY FOR REALITY 
Attractive, 42yo (look younger), 5'11 ", 170#, 
clean-cut professional-type, HIV-, is tired of 
fantasy and is ready for some rubber and 
leather reality. Looking for someone healthy, 
attractive, 40orunder, non.smoker, who would 
like to explore new horizons with me. New 
Orleans area. 3672 

MAINE 
A FEW GOOD MENI 

Who can take it Wanted by sane, serious, 
experienced Master, 49, with well equipped 
dungeon. Into all scenes, mod. to hvy. SM/BD. 
No scat or drugs, trim, masculine, willing, 
younger men, HIV- preferred. Send PIC. I'm in 
So. Maine. Box 6619LF 

GIVE/RECEIVE PADDLE/STRAP 
Long, hard, severe paddlings/strappings on 
bare ass. Have a real woodshed. Friendship/ 
relationship oriented. Let's talk and arrange to 
meet GWM, 37, 5-10, 140#, br/hzl. PO Box 
2004, Bangor, ME04402. Morningsafter7am: 
Dave (207) 947-2329. No J/Ocalls, phone sex. 
8892LF 

MARYLAND 
GIRLS JUST GOTTA BE BAD 

Sensuous TV who's naughty at times needs 
discipline befitting a wayward girl. Also seeks 
medical and surgical advice from qualified 
practioners ¥.'ho can make her a real woman. 
Box6677LF 

TRY THIS 
In-shape, experienced bottom, 50, 5'6", 160#. 
Heavy scenes: hoods, leather, gags, chains, 
dildoes, levis, oil, rubber, CBT, bondage, breath 
control. Serious M's only. No pen pals. Every
thing safe OK. Slave tra ining needed. 9259LF 

MASSACHUSETTS 
DAYTIME SEX IN CAMBRIDGE 

Bottom boy seeks Tops for phone sex & 
meatings (sic) in Boston area. Boy is5'8" 120#, 
38, likestitplay, lite bondage. Write "Box 107, 
Marlboro VT05344 3541LF ( s 

HOT FF TOP 
Butthole specialist with 15 years experience. 
I'm 44, 5'11", 155#, muscular, medium erotic 
hands, trim beard. Novices OK. Visitors wel
come. Safe only. Cord, (617) 267-5629. Bos
ton. Box 3614LF ( s 

MASTER SKS MUSCULAR SLAVE 
Master, 40, tall , well built, construction worker's 
body, hairy, cleancut, successful, educated, 
seeks slave, 16-26, smooth, hard, well-defined 
bodybuilder, needing a demanding man to 
guide your life . HS and college jocks a plus. I 
will develop your mind and mold your body to 
perfection. I am a protective & caring Master. 
W ill tra in inexperienced with proper attitudes, 
complete obedience & superior physiques. 
Work/school or pro BB as I determine i• best for 
you. HIV- only. Relocation for top quality appl i
cant Photo & phone to Master, Suite 296, 105 
Charles St, Boston, MA 02114. (61 7) 437-
1821 . 

MASTER NEEDED 4 HOT ACTION 
Asswork, CBT, TT, FR, GR, bondage, gags, 
heavy ass beatings, dildoes, fantasy, rough 
reality. I want to be your sex slave. I'll try most 
anything at least once. Try me. I am 39, 5'7", 
nice build. Any age, race, OK. Let's get into 1t. 
3548LF ( B 

WANT TO RENT PLAYROOM 
Black room or dungeon for use from time to 
time by self and partners. Very discreet, very 
careful use made. Prefer Boston near subway, 
but anywhere in Greater Boston area. 3710 

MICHIGAN 
BUTCH BOTTOM SEEKS KINK 

GWM, 32 195#, 6'1", nice body seeks Top to 
expand my limits. Am fuckface eager to serve 
under your rim seat. Shove dildoe(s) up butt & 

mouth. Into: FF, Toys, VA, TT, BD, & raunch. I am 
at your disposal - stretch me out. Use me any 
way you desire. 9066LF 

MY GENITALS BEG FOR IT 
Attractive, 28yo, HIV-, seek• same, 18-38, to 
introduce me to (pref mutual) SM, etc. Interests 
include BO, CBT, TT, vacuum pumps, hot wax, 
electricity, catheters. Looking for safe/sane 
who can take & give w/ respect. Give me a 
workout & in turn be an eager subject to try 
things out on. let's explore together. Photo 
please to Box 3680LF 

MISSISSIPPI 
SENSUAL SOUTHERN LEATHERS 

Kepi to boots Leatherman seeks lean, lusty 
joekmate whose leathers are daily gear, while 
riding, working, tromping! Rubbersports? How 
about ra iny rides, woodsy walks, wetsuited 
wallowing. Plus, mutual nutkneading. Write 
Harold, Leather Oaks, Box 5172, Biloxi, MS 
39534 3532LF ( B 

MISSOURI 
BOTTOM SEEKING TOP 

WM , 32, into leather/rubber/BO/gags/hoods/ 
enemas EnJoy variety of scenes. Want man/ 
men to share S&M: permanence not neces
sary. Invest a letter and/or a picture. You'll get 
honesty and the same. Lets explore the possi• 
bilities, Sir. 
8526 LF 

MONTANA 
TOP OR BOTTOM 

6-2, 240#, 34, seeks 25 to 40 for mutual satis
faction into BO, spanking , humiliation & any
th ing else considered fun. Serious inquiries 
only. Box 9221 LF 

,-..o ,\pJ K '~RT ~ ~,r, F' CA I: !:6-0142 
P.O. Box460142D I: S .. , 

SHAVED DOWN 
A hot. hard beauty. Dylan 
submits to nearly endless 
cruel positions of rope . 

d heavy 1rons, b,t 
bon age. d re 
gags tit clamps, an mo . 
M~er David gradu~ly 
shaves the lad's entire 
body and head When 
finished Dylan is smooth 
as can be. These two are 
exceptionally hot 
together! 
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ROPED AND 
DRILLED 
Master Lash ropes and 

. 6'4" Dustin Lee. 
dominates . gl h t 
Dustin is a steamm y o 
sex slave. Lash skillfully 
trains his Jad to ob~ d' . 
through bondage an . ::r 
pJine. Dustin serves m 
a dozen tight bondage Po-
sitions. 

ROPED AND PUMPED 
d experienced hand to 

THIRTY DAY TRIAL 
. ry needful 

Aladdin came t? us m a ve Cash and 
He submits to Cougar . 

state- . If wildly turned on to his 
finds h1mse . st,vggles to serve. 
slavery. Aladdin t ral slave He was ____ .,. the na u · 
,==,ing able to contain his load. 
ultimately un 

It wok a Ii~. an d Rick Pantera is all the 
control this big : u . bmits to a trial penod 
rage. and here e su t roped chained, 
as a sexual slave.I:::~ used f~r Master 
and gagged, the is This is Rick as 
David's sexual pl~asure. ere eJse! 
you won't see him anywh . dd 8.5% sales tax- All models 

. $
5 

A 95 shipning ,s free. CA res. a . ..._ checl<. money order, 
ER Each Upe is , . ' ,... d address w,u' 

TO OPD . roof on file. EndQ5e name an rd rwill not be lil\ed, 
are aver I 8 y~ t statemefll must be signed or o e • ROPED AND PUMPED 
v1sNMC Over ED AND DRILLED 
BU'< 3 GET \ FREEi OROP • CATALOG $5.00(freew/purcnase) 

DOWN QTHIRTY DAY TRIAL Exp date-• sHAVED desires to receive 
Credit card number - . . . ·z.en 2 1 years old or older, who 

1 certify that I am_~ \aW~i.tJab:'?:'~
11

for:citl~rrr/:_own:'=-p~nv-· _at,_e_u_se_. ________ _ 
this sexuaJIY expd m _ 
Signature required X_ 
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NEW HAMPSHIRE 
EXPERT TOP SEEKS BOTTOMS 

GWM seeks younger men sincerely interested 
in exploring safe, sane & consensual SM, BO, 
etc. Novices or experienced, long or short term. 
Must be sincere and willing to learn from 
demanding, no bullshit Master. Send letter, 
photo to: Box 8836LF 

VICEVERSA 
Novice eager to learn both Top/bottom roles 
hard doing leather/rubbernatex/rope/cuffs/ 
supension/80/toys. Enjoy CBT, TT, FF, SM, 
gags, hoods, collars. Lets learn together. GWM, 
44, 5'9", 175#, 8" x 'Z' round, outdoors, plus no 
drugs/smoke, safesex, 1-603-47 4-7048. 
9069LF 

NEW JERSEY 
GWM SLAVES 18-37 

GWM, Master, 6', 220#, seeks slave into CBT. 
TT, whipping, electric, enemas, in bondage. 
Also into skiing, ww-canoeing , biking, back
packing. Have complete basement playroom. 
Seeks live-in. Central NJ near 1-78 & 1-287. Call 
LJ at (908) 874-6909 3631LF 

HOT LEATHER SLAVE 
seeks hot leather Master for intense slave 
training. Slave 28 smooth BB HIV-, obedient & 
eager to please looking for full leather Master 
Masc. Muscular to work me over in all ways. 
Explicit letter/photo/phone first reply. NJ/NY 
BB A+. 9202LF 

LEATHER AND RAUNCH 
36, 5'10", HIV+, healthy, dirty minded guywith 
well equipped dungeon seeks depraved play
mates for fun and/or possible relationship. Into 
s&M scenes, heavy asswork and raunch. I've 
got average looks and build, enjoy a suburban 
lifestyle, computers and motorcycles. I prefer 

\ 

Top but will switch for the right player. NJ-NYC 
commuter. (908) 953-0221 . No JO CALLS! 
3558LF ( 181 

TORTURE TURN YOU ON? 
Experienced Sadist seeks young (18-30), well 
built captives, man enough to endure imagina. 
tive and heavy bondage, pain and torture in my 
extarordinarily equipped dungeon. Limits ex• 
plored & expanded. More interested in classic 
torture scenes than leather sex. (908) 87 4-
6725. 3662LF 

NEW MEXICO 
ALBUQUERQUE GWM 

37: gentleman, scholar, bodybuilder and ar
dent admirer of bound male beauty, not neces
sarily in that order. If you are young, fit and 
smooth, call me, Brian Lanter, I'm in the book. 
A cupiditate adligor adligati adulescentuli 
formosi, quod fas est 9280LF 

NEW YORK 
ANIMAL LOVER 

WM, 38, 6'2'', handsome. Would like to meet 
others. 9076LF 

ATTN: MANWORSHIPPERS 
Pussy seeks other cunts to join him in total oral 
worship of the hairy, tall, lean, masc. body, big 
feet, and suckable cock of mature arrogant VA 
Master. Sluts, cocksuckers, pigs, asslickers 
apply with phone#. Master is too much Man for 
one pussy. 3553LF I 181 

BEARDED TOP WANTED 
GWM, bottom, 38, 5-9, 170#, works out, trim , 
bearded, balding , HIV-, shaved balls, Prince 
Albert. Seeks bearded, booted, leathered, 
HIV•, Topforservicing, adventure and exploring 
all areas of BID & S/M. Boxholder, Box 257, 
Radio City Station, NYC, NY 10101 9121 LF 

7 

O tion 1: oomi_na~t 
oJion 2: Subm1ss1ve 

1-900-990-HUT 
Still Only $1.69 per minute 
Must be 18+, Phone Zone, Pgh., PA 

Customer Svc.: (412) 571-6TT6 

TOTAll Y TOll-FREE INFO ... 

.f .• 

phone 
eXpress 

BODY WORSHIPPER 
Body slave ... on call for your pleasure. WS, 
BB's, uncuts, verbal are pluses. Head to toe, 
my mouth & hands are eager to do your bid
ding. You call the shots! Anything to make you 
feel real good!! Call Mike, 212-XTXT-218til 12 
Midnight EST or write with P/P to Box 8971 LF 

BONDAGE STUD BUDDY 
Hot, 180#, solid , hung, 34yo man, into Topi 
bottom fucking, bondage, tit-play.spanking , no 
drugs. Box 135, 380 Bleecker, NYC, NY 10014 

BOUND AND GAGGED TOILET 
Me: 6, 165#, Br/Br, hairy, good looks & shape 
HIV+. You: love to keep me tied up, gagged and 
humiliated with; filthy socks, boots, 501's, jock
eys, piss and shit. You: 25-48, gdlkng. Rela
tionship possible. I keep healthy playing safe. 
Smelling & touching is fun 2. Photo and phone 
preferred. All answered. 9276LF 

BOUND AND GAGGED 
Me: GWM, 37, 6' , 165#, BR/BR, hairy, Gd Lks 
& shape, HIV+. You: love to keep me tied up, 
gagged & humiliated wlfilthysox's boots, 501's , 
jockeys, piss & shit, 25-48, Gd Lks & shape, 
relationship possible. Keep healthy, playing 
safe. Smelling & telling is fun 2. Phone/photo 
pref. All answd. 9276LF 

BUBBLE BUTT SLAVE BOY 30 
Very cute novice, 5'6'', 135#, blnd/brn, in great 
shape, needs firm but caring Master who wdl 
tame/train me; prefer 25•40. Your boy: smart, 
independent, PRFL. Sks long term ownership 
with right Master. Sir, please send photo & 
instructions to 3640LF 

CBT TT MANSEX 
Rough and Masculine, construction worker, 
WM, 45, bearded , crew cut, 5-9, 160# seeks 

for the 
ultimate in 

1.aoo-365-GUYS 
man-to-man 

telephone 
seXtalk 

1-800-876-9096 
Live operators will explain several payment plans all major credit cards 24 hours 
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men into receiving prolonged CBT. TT and 
serious assplay. You: over30 and in shape. Big 
nips, beard, pierced, shaved crotch a plus. 
Write B.R. , Box 168, 70-A Greenwich Ave., 
New York, NY 10011 9111LF 

EXCHANGE POSITIONS T-8 WS 
Mature leather jock seeks same, 20-45, well 
built to exchange Top/bottom roles, hard SM, 
mutual sex; also intoWS and real scat scenes; 
no drugs; your photo gets mine; only those 
interested in mutual SMIWS, toys, piercings 
and full leather need reply. 9127LF 

FANTASY FUFILLMENT 
Good looking, 36, 5' 1 O'', silver-blond hair, blue 
eyes, professional, versatile, enjoy younger 
men, bondage, SM, CBT, FF, shaving. Avail
able with young , Nordic, swimmers-built God. 
Any scene created. The sex and company will 
be a great time. (914) 381-3302. 3617LF I 181 

FRIENDLY? DOMINANT? VIRILE? 
GWM, sks WM experienced in dealing with 
naughty, older men (like me). Safe sex anytime 
4AM-6PM, my den in Riverdale. Uniforms & 
pipe or cigar smkrs a+ but not essential. Light 
S&M. No drugs, booze, money. Phone (718) 
884-1081 . Or PO Box 630296, NY, NY 10463-
9992. 92112 LF 

Goodlooking White Bottom 
(married, 33, 5'10", 155#, very oral with a hot 
hole) is seeking fuckbuddies (1,2 or more) who 
are lean, muscular, hairy and hung (preferably 
uncut) for weekday (9am to 5pm) action (1 on 
1 or 1 on group) in Chelsea area. Race is no 
barrier. You must be HIV. and discrete. Steve 
(212) 989-8597 - you won't be disappointed in 
service. 3504LF C 181 

GET TOUGH 
CONNECT WITH CLASSIFIEDS SHOWING THIS 
SYMBOL ( ,SEE PAGE 81 FOR HOW-TO INFO. 

94146 
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DRUMMER C L A S S I F I E D S 
HOLE TAKES HORSE MEAT 

Hot WM, 31, 5-8, 145#, muscular bottom, 
seeks massively endowed dominant studs for 
rough plowing. HIV- only. Photo/phone to 
G.stuart, POB 1125, NYC, NY 10113-1125. 
Fuck me up! Box 8527LF 

HOT HUNG TOILET MASTER 
Beg to suck my 8" dick and hot hole. Master is 
a WM, very hot, muscular, 6'1'', 185#, 35, brn, 
hairy mustache. Seeks pig for raunch, VA, 
piss, shit, humil. You must send photo and 
groveling letter to Sir. Box 8775LF 

HOT & MACHO LEATHER LATINO 
Handsome, muse, hung -bueno! 30, 5'8", thick 
blk hr/stache, RED HOT, in full leather-cop 
uniforms-rubber, BO, VA, TT, hoods? Seeks 
masc. Topman, 27-48, gdlk-trim-hot & hung. 
Make this latin stud give you long, slow, sweaty 
oral service both in full leather-uniforms-rub

=O~;•r-~moke-aroma. NYC, Boston, DC. 

!TL WHITE MALE 44 
Submissive looking for a bearlike counterpart, 
my age or older. I'm not into heavy scenes but 
willing to learn. Sincere only; would appreciate 
phone & photo. Respond to POBox 522, West 
Hempstead, NY 11552 9198LF 

KINKY GROUP SCENE 
Hot group open to in-shape Master's and slaves 
into SM, BO, etc. All ages, race, scenes. 47yo , 
GWM, 5'11", 160#, seeks also one-on-one 
buddies. Box 7775, Rego Park, NY, 11 374. 
(718) 275-6719. 3616LF 

KNEEL BEFORE THIS FAT MAN 

I control , perhaps own. You bow to my will , 
jump to my command, serve my comfort. Hairy 
WM, prof., 53, 5-8, 290#, seek younger, w\ ltl 
body hair; not balding or overweight. Require 

CONNECT 
NOW! I, No letters. (I 

No waHin9, 
No problem. 

I If Jou see a Drummer I 
Classllled or lou9h Customer ad 
with a ( SJfflbOI at the end of It 

,ust use one of the Drummer 
IOUGH LINE " numbers and 
connect lnstantlJ with rour 

Drummerman • 

I •IOO•t5t•TOUGH 
· 8684 

$1 .98 per minute(credit card only) 

I •t00•46•~\'9' 
$3.00 1st minute, $2.00 each 

add'I min. (billed to your phone #) 
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full mental & physical description of slave. 
Supplication to: PO Box 02885, Brooklyn, NY 
11202-0058 LF 

LOOKING FOR SON/SLAVE/BOY 
Prof. GWM, 40's, 5-8 , 155#, grey/brn hair, brn 
eyes, seeks GWM slave or son, 22-35, to train 
& control. Must be into BO, SM, CST, TT, WS, 
toys & complete service. Age & experience not 
as important as willingness to learn & submit. 
Master/Dad is understanding & patient but 
demanding. FT or PT position available. Letter, 
photo required. No fats or fems. Box 9034LF 

MARRIED IN WESTCHESTER 
Goodlooking GWM, 45yo, 5'8" , 150#, of well 
defined, worked-out body, crew cut, shaved 
balls, into motorcycles, LL, TT, CST, bondage. 
Seeks well-built, bondage buddy w ith similar 
interests. Send photo/phone 3692 

MASTER DAD SEEKS SLAVEBOY 
Masc-muse, 45yo, 5'8", 150#, 8", safe-sane 
B&D. Will train ass up. Jack, (201) 691 -2785 

NAZIS, NYC 
47yo,lean, muscular, sadist, swinish tastes. 
Into control , slavery, bondage, pain, humilia
tion, mmdfuck, toilet service/odd Jobs. YOU: 
perverse talents/assets. Group gratification. 
Black shirts, Nazi pricks, lab coats, business 
suits, welcome to party. Box 3705 

NO IFS/ANDS JUST BUTTS 
This 6'2'', 210#, 44 , bearded , HIV-, Ass-beater 
& non stop rimmer is looking for a leather
minded bottom w ith a beefy butt who can 
handle an emotional high, a hefty cock, an 
extremely severe lashing and total ass wor
ship. Age, looks, race unimportant, Good Ass 
& th ighs are. If handsome, manly leather Top 
makes it easier for you to flip over, get in touch . 
Rear photo a plus. #174, 1204 3rd Ave, NYC, 
NY 10021 9150LF 

QUALITY INSIDE AND OUT 
Very goodlooking , 37yo guy, great body, 6', 
165#, clean cut looks, into leather lifestyle. 
Looking for serious emotional, spiritual and 
physical relationship with a well -centered, ex
ceptionally handsome, Dominant Topman, 6' 
tall or over, 30-45, HIV-. 3642LF 

SADISTIC LEATHERMAN 
Has a real attitude problem with queers. Crotch 
booted leatherman needs fags to kick, punch, 
and face fuck. This is not bike club SM. If you' re 
not into th is, don't waste my time. Phone a 
must - photo a plus. As far as you want to go. 
Other sadistic leathermen welcome to repl y. 
9072LF 

SERVE ME 
No-nonsense Bostontopman.Tall , 42, tall, s lim, 
built, hung , hot, safe, sober. Seeks hot versatile 
bottom w/ slim bod , talented mouth/ass, for SM 
bondage etc. Detailed letter: Box 9206LF 

SUBMISSIVE WANTED 
Dominant GWM in NYC, 50, 5'10", 195#, HIV 
neg , seeks submissive GWM, 18-50, HIV neg . 
for bondage, spanking , tickling, humil iation 
Open to other safe, sane, consensual scenes 
No drugs. 9084LF 

SUBMISSIVE SLAVE 
GWM, 48, HIV- , seeks Master any age to be 
trained as naked house cleaner and toilet 
slave. Willing to serve groups. 9082LF 

TALL HORNY GUYS 
Do you want your big feet (size 11+)serviced by 
a hot WM , 36, 6-1 , 185#, very handsome, 
masculine, works out and sincere? Then call 
Tony (212) 675-7352 to meet in NYC (no JO). 
Act out your locker room fantas ies • top or 
bottom, explosive action , possible relationship 
& more! 3661 LF 

ROU{JH TALK 
UNCENSDR.ED C,R.OUP TALK 

Rf,.W J/O ACTION 

CALL AND JOIN f N 

OR. JUST LISTEN 

1·800•193·6338 
$2/MINUTE 

APE SAN RAFAEL CA • 18+ YRS 

TOUGH LEATHER GUT PUNCHER 
45yo, GWM, does punching scenes, CB, Tits, 
other creative abuse to willing bottoms and 
otherversatile Tops. I have much gear; do some 
travel. Top Named "RED" (RAMS run 93) . 
Please w rite. 3651 LF 

VERBALLY AGGRESSIVE TOP 
Commanding-Demanding-Aggressive, yet sen
sual, seeks boy-toy needing/yearning to give of 
himself for my pleasure. Leather/non leather 
for 36 yo, 5'7", 190#. My place discreetly in 
Brooklyn. Letter/phone/photo? Box 2043, NY, 
NY 10159. Come serve this hairy man. LF 

VOYEUR BLACK-LATIN TOP 
Well Ed. 43, 5-11 , 165#, avg. looks, wants to 
watch, but may join in - a masc. gay/Bi or 
married any race top-bottom, use his well ed., 
mostly white buddies anyway you desire. 1 on 
1, 3, or more. In store. Let's share fantasies. 
Animate! Photo a must S.S. and no S/M. Box 
8541LF 

NORTH CAROLINA 
LEATHER TOP NEEDED, SIR! 

Handsome, submis. btm , 29, 6'2", 200#, BU 
GRN , sks to seive hot, hairy, beefy Top in ful l 
leathergear. lntoSM, BO, Heavy TT, Ball Stretch, 
plugs, locked collar & cuffs, shackles. Please 
Sir, fuck my mouth, ass, mind. Hot scenes, 
poss long term. Explicit letter w/photo (gets 
mine) to POB 25835, Rale igh, NC 27611 -5835. 
lwantmyhottongueall over you , Sir! Work me. 
9258LF 

GET TOUGH 
CONNECT WITH CLASSIFIEDS SHOWING THIS 

SYMBOL ( ,SEE PAGE 81 FOR HOW-TO INFO. 
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OHIO 
BROTHERS IN LEATHER 

ouching , nuuling, playful-sensuous tickling, 
massaging, sharing, caring, warm, honest, 
openly communicating, healthy, trim; looking 
for like-minded friend/partner for on-going, in
timateexchanges and joys in life. I am bearded, 
GWM, 40yo, 6' 1 ", educ/prof, no smoke/drugs, 
LEATHERED LIBRIAN, (419). PO Box 12650, 
Toledo, OH 43606-0250 3547LF 

COCKSUCKING BALLSLAVE 
Looking for Sadist intoCBT, BO, stretch, leash, 
slap, electrify, squeeze them, etc. Castration 
stories/threats. No permanent damage - safe, 
sane, consensual. Also drugfree/sober. Re
enact tight-rope Videos! 6', 175#, fit 38. You be 
fit and 25-45? i will drive 5 hrs. or host week
ends/vac. 3624LF ( 181 

HOT ITALIAN BOTTOM 
Handsome, bodybuilding, sex slave, 43, 5' 1 O", 
160#, hairy, brown/brown, full beard , non
smoker/drinker, HIV-, wants to serve and ser
vice in-shape, non-fat, non-smoking Tops. 
Photo and letter to Ray, POBox 141553, Co
lumbus, OH 43214 3531 LF 

HOUSEBOY/SLAVE WANTED 
You: 21-35, short, slim, for submission, humili
ation , basement playroom, SM, BO, kinky, 
nudity, safe and sane only, no drugs. Letter and 
phone to Cleveland, Box 8686LF 

IF ITS NOT HERE YOU WON'T FIND IT 
Ho!Top, 31, 5'8", 150#, Bind/Siu, hairy, stache, 
8 1/2" cut. Hotter Top/bottom, 36, 5' 11 ", 160#, 
brn/brn, smooth, stache, 7 1/2" uncut. Hottest 
bottom, porn star, 25, 5'11", 155#, brn/blu , hairy 
or?, 10"cut. All HIV-. Into BO, CBTT, electric ity, 
FF, shaving , SM, WS, VA, complete playroom 
A-Z, 2000+ videos, limits respected/expanded. 
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GP, POBox 1413, Mentor, OH 44061 -1413 or 
Call (216) 951-5105. 3501LF ( 181 

SLAVE BOTTOM SEEKS MASTER 
Kinky Exhibitionist, WM, muscular, deep throat 
cocksucker- my favorite is uncut. Into SM, BD, 
FF, TT, CT. Display me naked in front of your 
friends, piss on me, verbally abuse me. Send 
letter & photo: Ken, PO Box 146, Blaine, Ohio 
43909. (614) 633-5709 - JO OK. 9053LF 

SM BODY SHOTS & TORTURE 
Ohio intellegent professional 42, 5'10", 175#. 
Let's explore SIM with artful controlled applica
tion of elbows, knuckles, knees to crotch, gut, 
abs, ribs, or TT, BO, submission wins my 
effection. Thin,definedtoBBoravg. A+ . No gut 
or over 210#. Safe, sane, kinky, role-reversal , 
one night or a lifetime. Topless photo and 
desires to SMC, PO Box 19830, Cincinnati , OH 
45219 

SUBMISSIVE BOTTOM SEEKS MASC. 

TOP 
Me: 29, 6'2", Heavy build, beard, HIV-. Into LL, 
CBTT, Feet, Sucking , BO, SM, shaving, WS, 
Heavy ass work, etc. You: sane/experienced/ 
Dom/HIV-/30+. Race/WGT open. Letter/photo 
to J.H., Box 261122, Columbus, OH 43226-
1122 9116LF 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
COCKSUCKER NEEDS DOM TOPS 

WM, 28, oral slave needs to service Dominant, 
Hung Masters. Use my mouth for your plea
sure. I'm healthy & ready to obey! Please write 
to PO Box 6947, Columbia , SC 29260. I enjoy 
WS, BO, Toys and have videos for enjoyment. 
Leather & hairy, rimming & piss. I love it all! 
3568LF ( 181 

One lo One 
Circle Jerk 

Local Dating 

COCKSUCKER NEEDS DOM TOPS 
WM , 28, oral slave needs to service Dominant, 
Hung Masters. Use my mouth for your plea
sure. I'm healthy & ready to obey! Please write 
to POB 6947, Columbia, SC 29260. I enjoy 
WS, BO, toys and have videos for enjoyment 
Leather & hairy, rimming & piss. I love it all! 

TEXAS 
BOY SEEKS DOMINANT DAD 

Boy is 30yo, 5'9", 140#, with spankable and 
fuckable ass. Prefer Dad that is Big , hairy, dirty
mouthed and very aggressive in bed. Teach me 
that Daddy gets what he damn well needs! 
Send letter and photo to: Boxholder, PO Box 
792311 , San Antonio, TX 78279-2311 3709LF 

COWBOY BOOTS & SPUR FETISH 
GWM, 39yo, 195#, 6'3", 12D feet, w/big mous
tache. Gets hardon when cowboys use spurs 
on horse or my flanks rough! Got a horse. 
saddles, bits, chaps, whips, 36 boots & 130 
pairs of spurs. Saddle me up & put some 
spurmarks on my hide. I like rank armpits & 
buttholes to worship too! 3641 LF 

HUMAN TOILET 
Offers his talented mouth and tongue for your 
use and abuse! Will submit to raunch and 
humiliation. Pig is 5' 10", 146#, 33yo, w ith 
small, worthless cock. Make an appointment 
with your own personal Port-0 -Let! You de
serve it. No JO or late night calls, please. Rob, 
PO Box 181281 , Dallas, TX 75218-1281 . (214) 
328-2324. 
3688 LF 

HUNGRY SLAVE REQUIRED 
by Cowboy Top to drink piss, eat ass, suck 
cock, service pits and feet. Prefer fistable ass. 
I am 6', 170#, moustache/beard , very long 
brown hair, pierced , tattooed , HIV neg. Send 

letter/photo to Perry, POB 2263, Lubbock, TX 
79408 or Phone (806) 763-2700. 3608LF ( 181 

LEATHER BOTTOM 
Looking for hot Leathermen - North TX, NM, 
OK, & surrounding area. Into CBT, TT, B&D, & 
safe SM. Intense pain gets me hot & hard. I'm 
GWM, 32, 5'4", 135#, good build and ready for 
action. (806) 353-9452 or write to Box 8440LF 

OLDER BOTTOM WANTED 
You must be shorter than 5-8. At least 45 years 
old non-smoker. Able to cook, clean house. 
Able to relocate for long term permanent 
realtionship. I prefer a short, stocky, gray, bald
ing , man. Write to: 9197LF 

SLAVE SEEKS MASTER 
32yo, 200#, broad-shouldered , muscular, 7 1/ 
'Z' cock. Desires weekend with intense ses
sions. Heavy bondage, heavy CBT, TT, whip
ping. Seeks experienced Master with well 
equipped dungeon. Prefer DFW area but will 
consider statewide. Photo gets same. 3646LF 

SLAVE PIG NEEDS MASTER 
WM, 32, 6'2", 180 lbs, HIV-, Brown hair& eyes 
total bottom. Into leather, piss, scat, cigars. 
Anything goes and the raunchier the better. 
Looking for rough Topman to abuse me. Have 
place/will travel. If possible call Randy (903) 
792-0114after6pm - Texarkana, TX - orwriteto 
Box 911 7LF 

WEST TEXAS BOTTOM 
WM, 44 , professional, clean , educated. Into 
pain, rigid restra int and total control. Ass beat
ing, electricity, long intense SM, Whips, crops, 
Steel, rope, hoods, gags. If playing rough and 
on the edge is your thing, please write 3605LF 

Leather Pride filn[s 
Designed By: C . Fre nch & R. Raaf for C LOU D 9. 

Colors Derived from the Leather Pride Flag 
Black, Blue, White (Silver) & Red. 

% of Sales Donated to AIDS Organizations. 

Wholesale Inquiries Welcome. 

*Fora Store Near You or To 

Order Call Robert at C LOUD 9 

213.656.6133 or -write 

7985 Santa Monica Blvd. #109-312 

West Holly-wood CA 90046 



DRUMMER C L A S S I F I E D S 
VIRGINIA 

COME HOME TO DAD 
GWM, bearded, Daddybear,47, 6',240#seeks 
cub, fuzzy or smooth, for tradrtional safe bear 
fun. Non-smoker, stable, desires quality den 
time, maybe leading to a long-term stay. Billt 
Box 2241, Denbigh, VA 23609-0241 3528LF 
181 

TIDEWATER BOTTOM 
36, seeks local, booted, aggressive Top for 
regular training. Chained, BD, VA, CBTT, WS, 
humiliation, chastity, electricity, etc. Dungeon 
a plus. I'm healthy, masculine, discree~ attrac
tive and ready to ser,e. Phone # gets fast 
response. 9244LF 

WASHINGTON 
ARE YOU WORTH IT? 

Masculine, ex-navy, quietly Dominant Top, in
shape, 38, 5-11, 170#. Seeking strong, mascu
line, adjusted bottom for mutual SM explora
tion and spiritual growth. Be honorable, know 
your own worth and not limited by roles. I want 
honesty, not bullshit Box 9086LF 

S&M PLAY 
GWM, 6'3", 190#, in Olympia, looking for Tops 
and bottoms into BD, CBT, TT, SM, leather sex 
in general. Light to heavy, safe and sane only. 
Age unimportant. Military welcome, absolute 
discretion guaranteed. Live-in relationship pos
sible. Call (206)-956-0650, or write with photo 
& phone to Box 9002LF 

WISCONSIN 
FULL LEATHERS/BONDAGE 

GWM, 39, medium build, non-smoker, in full 
leathers. Into immobilizing bondage, without 
pain. Particular interests-full leathers, gloves, 
hoods, gags, ski masks, spandex, athletic 
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gear, lots of rope. Non-smoker, 40 or under, a 
plus; mainly a Top, but bottom or mutual OK. 
Lots of equipment waiting to be used. Photo 
appreciated/available. 9142LF 

INTERNATIONAL 
AMERICAN IN ENGLAND 

Biker in full leather, 40, 5'11", 160Ibs. Into 
leather, uniforms, Bikes, bondage. Looking for 
Gl's, Airmen, cops, bikers. SP's, GSP wel
come. Should be 21-45, safe, sane, healthy, 
discreet, bottom. Often in US, so stateside 
replies welcome. Here's your chance! I can 
take YoU where YoU want to go, but if you don't 
write, we won't meet. 9067LF 

BEEN THERE, DONE THATIII 
Daddy's man: 30, fit, into anything with a twist. 
Son's Daddy: 47, bear, fit, and done it all. 
Surprise! Surprise! Good old Aussie men, no 
gloss, no frocking, just into men. Prefer men 
who have sex with men. All letters replied. 
9254LF 

CONSTRUCTION WORKSLAVE 
Real slave with no limits wants to live with 
Dominant fellow worker/boss to be abused, 
raped, pissed on, branded, nailed ... Write me. 
D.R. Brechtsebaan, 205 82930, Brasschaat, 
Belgium or call 011 .323.6631456 

FREE SHARP MIND LOOKS FOR 
friends into FF, CBT, body smells and taste. No 
slave/Master attitude, mutual pleasure. GWM, 
41yo, 5'9", 158#, short beard and hair, pierced 
and tattooed. Mind is more important than 
race, looks or age. I live in Italy & often travel. 
Visitors welcome. PH: (11) 8125152. 3675LF 

There 
were 

85 wild 
rubber 
photos 

in #1 

There 
are 

over 
120 

in #2! 

Rubber lust • Rubber gear • Bizarre photos • Fantasies 

Rubber Rebel has it all. 
The most unbelievable rubber magazine you've ever seen, by 
rubber men for rubbermen (and the curious). #1 has been reprinted, 
and now, #2 is available, too. 
Only $9.50 each (order #1, #2, or both). 
Send check or MO to: 
Gear, Inc. PO Box 66306C 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 (310) 398-2774 
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GUT PUNCHING ACTION 
GWM, 35, 5'8", 160#, of muse. beef seeks 
other masc., in-shape men into gut punching 
tests of endurance. Erotic manhandlingto rough 
punishment - name your limit but make me a 
challenge! Pee/Ball abuse ok also. Boxers/ 
wrestlers, imaginative SM scenes {restraints, 
interrogation, initiation, etc.) welcome. I can 
take it - can you? Live in France, travel USI 
Europe frequently. Can host Shirtless photo/ 
detailed letter gets mine. 9241 LF 

HANDSOME GERMAN MOTORBIKER 
29, 183cn, 73kg,crev,,cut, athletic build, healthy, 
stable, seeks similar. I'm active/passWe, into 
manly sex in full leather/gloves (mask?), hard 
fuck dildo, titwork, light SM ... Travel often, 
Europe/US. Full leather a must. No fats, fems, 
bald, moustaches. Send photo. 3503LF 

KOALA BEAR WANTS MATES 
GWM, 36yo, beard, versatile, into TT, B&D, SM, 
WS, VA, FR NP, GR NP. Would like to hear 
from GAM, GBM or GHM Tops or bottoms. 
Cumming to USA next year. Po Box 2361 , 
Sydney, NSW, Australia 2001 . Write "Down 
Under"! 

MANTO MAN 
Masculine, hot, horny, well built, experienced 
leatherman, seeks masculine guys in leather/ 
Levis/uniform to exchange Top/bottom roles, 
mutual hard titwork, sucking, fucking, assplay, 
and more in Germany. I am waiting for letter/ 
photo of like-minded mates between 20-50. 
3691 

MILLIONARE DAD 
WM , 50, HIV-, seeks WM, slim, butch , college 
student, 18-25, HIV-, into motorcycles, leather 
boots, SM, bondage. You may attend college of 
your choice; generous allowance. Send recent 
pie and phone # with letter stating why you 

should be chosen as my son and heir. 9155LF 

RAUNCHY ASSES WANTED 
by Swiss, Top, Leatherman, 50's, 5'11", 156#, 
in-shape & perfect health, bearded, uncut. Into 
heavy assplay, TT, scat optional, but mainly 
long, raunchy rimming sessions at his well 
equipped place or when he is visiting US/ 
Canada regularly. If you're in shape, healthy, 
preferably hairy, bearded. Write (no photo - no 
reply) to: Boris Rahm, Hardstrasse 58, Basie, 
Switzerland. 3685LF 

GERMANY 
GERMAN MASTER 

Master/Daddy, bear, 47yo, 6'5", 218#, non
smoker, beard, hosts submissive guys/mas
ochists over 35yo, beard, for heavy action: TT, 
CB& T, bondage/masks, dildoes. Any scene 
considered, but no drugs. Scat or brutatility! All 
nationalities; artistic inclinations appreciated. 
Can give touristic tips. Application with picture 
to 8917LF 

COMPUTERS 
SIM COMPUTER 

Bulletin Board System - kinky message base, 
pvt. mail, matchmakersuNeys and more. (818) 
508-6796. Password is WALDEN 

MAIL ORDER 
!!ALL SCATMEN/RAUNCHMENII 

Brown/yellow hanky wearers? You need 
JACK'S SHITLIST! 13th year of biggest-new
est-raunchiest-hottest & best artwork, stories, 
articles, ads, addressess & phones. Sample 
copy is $1 Ow/over 21 statement. Jack's#2, PO 
Box 542253, Houston , TX 77254 
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DRUMMER C L A S S I F I E D S 
BONDAGE FURNITURE 

Beds, chairs, etc. Heavy duty & custom made. 
Info $1 .00; To: B. Clune, PO Box 86686, Port
land, OR 97286 

CHECKMATE MAGAZINE 
The practical "Howl o" manual of SIM. Equip
ment reviews, dungeon construction projects, 
technique. Mailed First Class. $14.00 US, 
$16.00 Canada, $23.00 elsewhere for4 issues 
per year. $4.00 sample issue. Check or money 
order payable to: Telecentral , PO Box 354, 
Wyoming, PA 18644-0354. Include signed 
statement that you are over 21 . 

DRAWINGS BY REX 
Hot, horny, unrelenting, front•line stud action 
captured in explosive drawings by one of the 
top erotic artists of our time. Send $10.00 for 
five 81/2 by 11 black and white samples plus 
full information on how to receive more. Send 
check or money 0<der made payable to DRAW
INGS BY REX to 731 LarkinSt.,SanFrancisco, 
CA 94109. State that you are over21 years of 
age and wish to receive this material. 

EAT MY SHORTS RAUNCHMENII 
Old, sweaty, piss-stained, dried cum. You name 
it, I'll give it, justforyoul Dirty jocks, underwear, 
boxers or? Send $15 per ijem along with return 
address and signature stating over 21 to DY, 
Box: 3715 

HAD ENOUGH CUM? TRY PISS! 
Thirsty? Get myfree, illus. catalog of wet videos 
in Beta, VHS, & 8mm. Pal & secam, tool Au 
Canada? Oui! State age 18+. Michael Schein, 
76 Cranbrook (#201-0), Cockeysville, Mary
land 21030 

LEATHER PRIDE PIN AND FLAGS 
Choose either a square leather pride pin or 
crossing gay & leather pride flag pin for $6.95. 

Table top leather pride flags with black base 
$17.95. Send0<derstoRoBGallery,22Shotwell 
St , San Francisco, CA 94103. Phone order 
can be made by calling (415) 252-1198. 

LEATHER/SM GEAR SUPPLIERS 

Shop seeks suppliers and manufacturers of 
leather/SM gear. Interested in all classifica
tions. Send your catalog W/wholesale pricing 
to: Back Alley Leather, 624 W . Main St., 
Morristown, PA 19401 

LOW-COST ELECTROLYSIS 
Complete instructions to adapt mail-order de
vices for genital use. Detailed, do•it.yourself 
steps, parts lists, and treatment hints. 37 pages 
with ten figures. Send $15.00 plus $3.00 P&H, 
checkorMOtoJFMoore, POBox610008, San 
Jose, CA 95161 3517LF ( 18 

METROPOLITAN SLAVE 
Free sample issue. Advice and counsel for 
today's slave. The source for slave etiquette 
and conduct. Free classifieds and 1 fiction 
story. Master's order this for your slave. SASE 
to SP, Box 4597, Oak Brook, IL 60522-4597 
9255LF 

SPANKING ·BONDAGE. SHAVING 
Free brochures for one year when you buy $5 
catalog. 100's of videos, photos, and mags. 
Largest & oldest company of its type' Control 
T. Studio, POB 7669, Mission Hills, CA 91346. 
Must state 21 & sign. 9205LF 

THE HUN 
For information on Hun Art, send a self-ad
dressed, stamped envelope and a statement 
that you are over 21 years of age to: The Hun. 
PO Box 11308, Portland , OR 97211 

GET TOUGH 
COI.NECT W11H CLASSIFIEDS SHOWING lHIS 

SYMBOL (,SEE PAGE 81 FOR HOW-TO INFO. 

Ever wanted to know what your favorite stars really do in their 
private time? PLAIN WRAPPED VIDEO reveals some of adult video's 
BIGGEST HOLES in a Non-Stop dildo & fist fest you won't believe! 

CHIP DANIELS, TOM COORS, BILL MARLOW, MARK BAXTER and the 
MEGA MYSTERY HOLE get down and get raunchy in a scorching 
one-hour color video shot to the industry's highest standards. 

~~~=~~~~;o~~~;c--~-
$4.00 5/H • CA residents add 8.5% sales tax @ t() :t Q N st- t--
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City State 

Signature (I am over 21 years of age) 
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THE MUSIC OF BUTT BOY 
Original music for fucking. One hr. cassettes -
$20. THRUST Recordings, PO Box 2912, Dal
las, TX 75229 

WARNING! WARNING! 
May melt eyeballs! Get sizzling detailes of the 
REDHOT Video "STREET LEGAL" featuring 
"14" young Dudes & Duos galorel Send $1/ 
cash & State/Sign you're over 18. Libertine, 82 
Wall Street, Suite #1105, NY, NY 10005. (for
eign PAL orders - OK.) 

MODELS 
NATIONWIDE 

BD/SM MODELS WANTED 
Model bondage equipment, and other things 
for photos for DUNGEONMASTER and other 
publications, perhaps videos. No models fee 
for other sessions. To reply, send good photos 
showing clear face and full nude. Indicate 
particular interests, full contact information, 
and your availability in San Francisco. Write 
Box 9291 

BE A DRUMMER MODEL - NOWI 
Are you in good shape? Masculine? Hot boy? 
Older Daddy-type? We are interested in photo
graphing you for Drummer or Mach maga
zines. Frontal nudity is expected. Write Steve 
Sutton, 584 Castro St. #372, San Francisco 
CA 94114. Include a description & photow/you; 
telephone#. Become a DRUMMER MAN!! 

HOT MODELS WANTED 
video company is looking for MEN into hardcore 
sex. For first rate video work. Please send 
photos and specs to: Hot House Entertain
ment POB 410990 #523, San Francisco CA 
94141-0990 or CAIi Michael (415) 585-4280 

MODELS 
NO. CALIFORNIA 

GENITAL SADIST 
Dominant, built Top, experienced in extremely 
gradual , measured, genital torture with a vari
ety of imaginative mechanical & electrical de
vices. Sensitive & patient enough to teach a 
beginner the pleasures of sensual pain, sadis
tic enough to break any man into a screaming 
panic of tears and sweat tt you need an expert 
with real technique in sensual torture, this is it! 
ROGER - Short, hot, built, safe, intelligent and 
clean cut (at least on the outside) . (415) 864-
5566, 10amto10pm, localtime. No phone sex. 

GET ENCASED IN LEATHERII 

Full body coverage. One-of-a-kind leather bond
age suit. Laces head to toe. Fits you skin tight. 
All sizes - small to very large. Immobilization. 
Fully equipped playroom. Other specialized 
bondage gear. Mark Chester (415) 621-0420. 

SHOCKING! 
FEATURING THE FINEST EROTIC 
ELECTRICAL TOYS AVAILABLE! 
WE ALSO FEATURE: MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, 

BONDAGE EQUIPMENT, LATEIWEAR, 
BODY PIERCING, BEDSIDE TOYS, 

CUSTOM LEATHERWEAR, 
BOOKS, VIDEOS. 

969 PARKAVL 
. SAN JOSE, CA 9 5126 
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MARK CHESTER 
I am intelligent, creative, experienced, AIDS 
aware and absolutely safe. My speciality: ex
plorations in erotic pain, titwork, whipping, CBT 
and restraint. Beginners and heteros welcome. 
(415) 621-0420. POB 422501 , San Francisco, 
CA 94142 (Note: New POB number). Call me. 
You'll like what you hear. 

SIM SENSUALITY 
-long & slow - my specialty. 6'2", 185#, strong, 
muscular Master into all aspects of leathersex: 
SIM, B&D, FF, WS, raunch. Full dungeon also 
available. When coming to San Francisco call 
LORD at (415) 431-0959. 9246LF 

MODELS 
SO. CALIFORNIA 

IIIMARCOIII 
Handsome Italian, 5'9", 195#. In/out/travel. 
$150/hr+ .(213) 876-2895. Pager (213) 217-
0580. 

NO BS-l'M OLDER HUSKY MAN 
Playmanto man!!! Real Man43yo, 6'3", 255#, 
husky & hairy. Jack, 3PM - 2AM. (213) 469-
6020. 

MODELS NEW YORK 
NEW YORK BONDAGE MASTER 

WM.ex-Marine, mid30's, 5'10", 160#hardbody, 
gd 1kg, strong, mind focused, sks generous 
men 35+ who have insatiable craving for rigid, 
inescapable bondage in scenes demanding 
absolute control. Safe sex a priority. Limits 
respected & explored. Send resume of inter
ests & SASE to Lew, 332 Bleecker St , NY, NY 
10014 

Over five years in publication, 
BoUND & GAGGFD is a f.11, full
sized magazine loaded with 
reader-written accounisoflived 
bondage experiences, from 
not-always innocent youthful 
games to openly erotic adult 
activities. BouND&GAGGED 
is filled with great bondage 
art, sizzling photos, how
to articles & hot classified 
ads. Subscribe today to 
the only bondage publi
cation in the Western 
world exclusively de
voted to ma le resuai nt! 

BOUND 
~GAGGED 

SADISTIC MASTER - 45 
HIV-, cigar smoker, experienced . Has some 
time to train grateful , worthless, masochist 
slaves in total toilet service; bondage; torture; 
humiliation; ashtray; punch-kickbag. Slave's 
climax forbidden. (212) 620-7954 EST Iii 11 
wknts or 12 wknds or strip and kneel before 
writing grovelling letter. No scene too sick or 
heavy. Serious only. Box 8599LF 

MODELS FLORIDA 
SM/BO/KINK - 24 HOURS 

Sadistic, Nazi skinhead. Butch, DominantTop. 
Sane. Defined body, 6'2", 165#, fully packed 
jeans, low hangers. Multi-pierced, tattooed. 
Brute force, VA, chains. Limits respected, ex
panded , broken, travel. (407) 436-1183. "Cut
ter" 3512LF ( i.i, 

MODELS 
INTERNATIONAL 

AWARD WINNING 
Are you serious about becoming the Rough 
Stun "Best-Boy" featured (Drummer Issue 
#166)? Complete training program for worthy 
plebes. Serve this unique dungeon Master 
from "banned" risque' Levi commercial. Old 
School tradition. Most amazing playroom on 
coast Generous slaves call (202) 298-9720 
between 10-10. No Phone Sex AIDS aware 

ORGANIZATIONS 
DILDOS DILDOS DILDOS 

National Dildo Club. Send name and address 
to NOC, 1331 -A Pennsylvania Ave NW #262, 
Washington DC 20004 

GAY-MALE S/M ACTIVISTS 
Dedicated to safe and responsible SM since 
1981 . Open meetings with programs on SM 

f ROIIC ADVfNTURfS 
IN MAU BONDAGf 

SIX ISSUES: $30 US; $31 .50 CANADA; $45 OVERSEAS (surtace); $66 OVERSEAS (air mail) ; 
All payments must be in US currency. Make payable to CASH or to THE OUTBOUND PRESS. 
Send to: The Outbound Press, 89 Filth A..,, Sufle 803., New York, NY 10003. 

Name ________________________ _ 

Address 

City ______________ State __ ZIP 

Signature _______________________ _ 

THE ABOVE SIGNATURE CERTIFIES THAT I AM OVER 21 YEARS OF AGE. 
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techniques, lifestyle issues, political, and so
cial concerns. 8:30 PM, 2nd and 4th Wednes
days, Sept-June, 208 W . 13th St., NYC. Also 
special events, speakers bureau, workshops, 
demos, affinitygroups, newsletter, more. Write: 
GMSMA, Dept D., 496A Hudson St #D-23, 
NYC, NY 10014. (212) 727-9878. 

M.A.S.T. 
Masters and Slaves Together: A social & sup
port group for men actively living or wishing to 
live a Master/slave lifestyle. Members - na
tional & worldwide. Fo, information send SASE 
to PO Box 410261 , San Francisco, CA 94141 

SONS OF SATAN 
Join our gay, Satanic sex church. Receive our 
wDevil Love, n bi-monthly ne1HSletters, ads, in
ternational phone numbers, contacts and loca
tions of Satan worship services. Free informa
tion: SASE to D.L. , PO Box 423701, San Fran
cisco, CA 94142-3701 . 

THE CRUCIBLE 
Bi-monthly nelH'Sletter: Magic, metaphysics, 
SM, BD, Wicca, fiction, contacts. The Crucible , 
PO Box 951 , Stevens Point, Wl54481 . Sample 
$5, one year $20. 

PHONE SEX 
BIG JOHN 

for the best phonesexl VISA/MC/AMEX Any 
Scene Anyt,me (303) 887-9411 

CASTRATION!! 714-240-2220 
Call for consutation and appomtmentl Heavy 
Duty C/B torture! Expert!! Visa/MC (714) 240-
2220 CK/MO to Box 2601 , CAPO Beach , CA 
92624 9201 LF 

LEATHER MASTER SEX 
Body builder, 230#, 48" chest. 32"w, 19" arms, 
8 1/2" cock into heavy raunch , water sports, 

wax, CBT,TT, shaving , nails, bondage, punch
ing, rubber, ultimate scenes, castratK>n, floging. 
Visa/MC, Prepay. Still only $20 after 6 years. 
No recordings. (315) 457-6073. 9236LF 

LIVE PHONE SEX 
Horse hung , muscle stud into total service. All 
scenes, 24 hrs. Visa/MC (818) 831-2098. Brian 
9115LF 

MASTER TONY 
Free XXX foto & lone sample. See why I'm still 
number 1. 213-87 4-1859 USA - lntranatl. 

WYOMING COWBOY 
Hard-sweaty-tough-real. V/MC/AMEX. Ask for 
TY. Call anytime (307) 721-2027. 

PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES 

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT 
Professional Vacuum pumps - instruction, sex 
- erection enhancement. Dr. Kaplan (415) 739-
5847. MC 

SERVICES 
GRAYWOOD MANOR - A B&B 

by leathermen FOR leathermen. 30 min from 
NYC; 15 min. from Newark airport in Roselle, 
NJ_ ComesWlm in our pool , dipintoouroutdoor 
hot tub or see what awaits you in our fully 
equipped dungeon. Call for info/reservations: 
(908)245-5323. 

LIFE GOES ON 
HIV+ men have a special network available. 
Place your ads with freedom regarding your 
status and sexual interests. For information 
write to The Buddy Network, PO Box 23251, 
San Diego, CA 92193. Send business size 
SASE. This is a free service run by a hot man 
who is a true sweetheart & deserves all the 
support he can get! 

L8A11ff U8N 

For Men Who Know 

Leather And Like 

Standing Out In A Crowd. 

Tino'a Erotic Leather 

Will Reflect Your Inner Desires. 

You May Contact Him At 

(212) 620-0828 10-6pm 

By Appointment Only. 

Private Fittings Available 

Wholesale-Retail 

Custom-Alterations 
25 West 16th Street, Studio 1-F 

New York, N.Y. 10011 

N.Y.C 
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MASTER'S TOY CHEST 
70 page catalog of erotic toys, leather goods 
and rubberwear. Largest PUMP retailer in the 
Northeast Only $5 Cont. US; $10 elswhere. 
Write: 139West Fourth Ave, Roselle, NJ 07203 

PUMP IT UPI 
The ONLY "national magazine" for PUMP
ERS. 4x/yr. Get Pump Personals, stories and 
info about pumpers/pumping. S 16/yr. Cont. 
US; 528 elsewhere. Write: 139 W . 4th Ave. 
Roselle, NJ 07203 

PUMPING WITH NYITRAY 
Finally, a video by a long-time BIG DICKED 
PUMPER! He' ll show you basics and share his 
tips and techniques. Send Check or Money 
Order to: Nyitray, P.O.Box 7181, Roselle, NJ 
07203 

TATTOO 
Custom-designed. One-of-a-kind. Blackwork 
and color. By appointment only. Mad Dog Tat
too. San Francisco. (415) 552-1297. 

USE OUR CHICAGO ADDRESS 
Have your mail sent here then discreetly for
warded to you wherever you are (even over
seas). Chicago voice mail available, too. Low 
rates. The Mail Post, 2421 B Pratt, Chicago, IL 
60645. (312) 764-0100forapplication/brochure. 
Established 1981 . 9164LF 

VIDEOS 
IIASS-EATERS UNITE!! 

20+ hot videos for butt-suckers. PAL system 
ok. Visa/MC. Send SASE: T& T. Dep. D, PO Box 
536, La Jolla, CA 92038 
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BARBER SHOP VIDEOS, INC. 
Flattops, crewcuts, military hair cuts, custom 
videos, also. Phone number required in cus
tom orders. Send $49.95 to Box 400, French 
Settlement, LA 70733 (VHS). 1-(800) 698-
3054. 

BARBER SHOP VIDEOS, INC. 
Flattop, crewcut, military hair cuts, custom 
videos. Also phone # required on custom or
ders. Send $49.95 to PO Box 400, French 
Settlement, LA 70733. VHS. Call Tollfree 1-
800-698-3054 to order. 

COP JOCK VIDEOS 
7 TOTALLY "ARRESTING" COP OL YMPIC 
VIDEOS. "'Never a dull moment on screen!" 
COP WRESTLING 1, 96 min.; COP WRES
TLING 2, 110min.; COP BOXING, 60 min. and 
hot!I COP POWERLIFTING: DAY 1, 90 min; 
COP POWERLIFTING: DAY 2, 108 min & 
MASSIVE! COPS & OTHER JOCKS' TUG OF 
WAR, 60 outdoor min. These 6 videos are 
$49.95 each. Finally, try COP BODYBUILD
ING, 120 min of 225# cops sweating & posing, 
$69.95. State VHS or BETA. Purchase all 7 
videos (more than 10 FULL ACTION-PACKED 
HOURS!) in one set on the same date (nor
mallycostat$369.65forall 7,) and you pay only 
$259.95! SAVE $109.70. If you buy 1 video to 
"sample" the quality of picture & action, you 
may still purchase the entire set in 1 order. 
Simply subtract the cost of the sample video 
you purchased from $259.95. We're that sure 
you' ll like these videos you can't buy anyvvhere 
else. If you have a thing for cops, jocks, and 
handsome men , do it! Be sure to add $4 EACH 
TAPE for postage & handling . CA residents: 
6.5%. Money orders/Cashier's checks RE
QUIRED for full 10-Hour sets & fastest service. 
Send for FREE Cop Brochure and/or place an 
order: P.O. Video, 2755 Blucher Valley Rd, Box 
8, Sebastopol, CA 95472 

DIAL-A-DADDY 
For Discipline & Training 

HOT TOPS 
HOT COPS 
TRUCKERS 
LEATHER 
MUSCLEMEN 
UNIFORMS 
SWEAT· WS 
JOCK STRAPS 
BON0AGE/S&M 

(415) 
821-9952 
PHONE FANTASIES 
Free Callbacks 
Available 
Make checks payable to: 
M.M.&M.M. 
P.O. Box 14611 3 
Son Franc isco CA 94114 

CREDIT CARDS 

ENTER LEE'S WORLD 
Porno star and director/producer, Lee Baldwin, 
now offers four lines of videos: 1) The Slick 
Tapes; 2) The Homemade Tapes; 3) The Cus
tom Tapes; and 4) Real Men. Send $10 for a 
year of mailings (credited towards first order). 
Lee Baldwin Entertainment, 1050 University 
Avenue-Suite 103-250, San Diego, CA92103 
9301LF 

GUYS GET REAL PADDLINGS/ORAL 
4 paddlin9videos, 4 oral videcs available. VHS: 
$35 + $3 S&H each. B&W Photos: 6 for $30 
(specify type). Models over 18. Include signed 
"over 21 , for personal use" statement. SPP , 
PO Box 1386, Valpo, IN46384(not40W. 80th). 

HUGE MUSCLE 

6', 255# of solid, masculine, hairy, muscle. 
Talks dirty, gets Dominant. Hard and hung 8". 
Pictures $20.00 (black and white) and video 
$45. J.H.S., 611 Pennsylvania Ave. S.E. #183, 
Washington DC 20003. (202) 546-0557. 

SENSUAL SHAVING & SPANKING 
The eroticism of shaving your chest, crotch, 
buns {and sometimes more) is evident as 
these hot guys turn on to it and get off in both 
solo & duo scenes. Over 40 videos to choose 
from (plus hot spanking) . For brochure send $5 
to: MANCOS GOLDEN IMAGES, 1608 N. 
Cahuenga Blvd #591, Hollywood, CA 90028. 
(No TN, UT, or NC) (State over 21 ). 

WET AND SHITTY ACTION! 
Videos featuring HOT Guys into Pissing & 
Dumping! Peed pants! Soaked beds! Drenched 
diapers! Golden arches! Watersports ex
change! Plus HEAVY DUTY "MONSTER 
DUMPS!" Hot enemas! Messy Levis! Send $5 
(refundable) VIDEO CATALOG & HOT 
SAMPLES! BIG selection of VIDEOS, Books & 
Color Photosets! (Foreign orders welcome. 
PAL video/Yes!) MICHAEL STEVEN HOLDEN, 
82Wall Street, Suite 1105NewYork, NY 10005 

XXX FIST AND DILDO XXX 
Explic~ video action, HOT-HARD-MUSCULAR
MEN, write: Hot House Entertainment, PO Box 
410990#523, San Francisco, CA 94141-0990. 
1-800-884-4687. 

GET TOUGH 
CONNECT WITH 

CLASSIFIEDS SHOWING 
THIS SYMBOL C, 

SEE PAGE 81 FOR 
HOW-TO INFO. 

~arquis De ~adc 

<emporium 
73 Berkeley St. 
Boston, MA 0211 6 
(617) 426-2 120 
Fax (617) 426-2148 

496-498 N. Orange 
Blossom Trail, 
Orlando, FL 32805 
(407) 649-2011 

24 7 Commercial St. 
Provincetown, MA 02657 
(508) 487-9661 

Fax (407) 649-4116 Fax (508) 487-6769 
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EVERYTIME 
YOU ORDER 

DEDUCT$20. 
FROM YOUR 

TOTAL. 
SEE ORDER 
FORM ON 
OPPOSITE 

PAGE. 

• 0 
Cumathon 
•~~tL ... ... .. .... ... .... .... .. .. ... ... .... .. 79.95 

V138 Ritual 
mu+.,.@• ~ o ............... .. . ...... ... . .. 79.95 

V139 Steel Dungeon 1 
1111 ... @~>c. .................. .. .. ........ ........ 79.95 

V140 Steel Dunieon 2 
111 ... @ .£,.~"1 ................................. 79.95 

V141 Ea~le of Fort Lauderdale 1 
@ ... o ,c. ... ........ ..... .......... ......... .... 79.95 

V142 Ea~le of Fort Lauderdale 2 
@ ... o,L ..... ............... .... .............. 79.95 

V143 Anal Obsession 
w@llo ,c .. .................................... . 79.95 

V144 Zeusmen 1 
• @.£,~ 0 ...........• .. .•...•...•...•...•....... 69.95 

V145 Zeusmen 2 
.,_@Mo ....... ..... ... ...... .... .... .... ..... .. 69.95 

V146 Zeus man 3 
... $ 0 ,c. ............. .......... ................. 69.95 

V147 Zeusman 4 
+ ... @~o .... .. ..................... ......... .. 69.95 

V148 Muscle Bound Men1 
@• @ ~ .................................... . . . ... 69.95 

V149 Muscle Bound Men 2 
mu.,_• O"C ... ........ .................. .. ....... 69.95 

V150 Punishment 1 
$ • ~ 0 .. .. ................. . .... ... . ..... . ...... 69.95 

V151 Punishment 2 
aii••~o·t .. .... .......... .. ................... 69.95 

V152 Punishment 3 
l:lll••~o"L .................. ........ ....... . 69.95 

V153 Punishment 4 
l8l••~ o .... ..... .......... .................... 69.95 

V154 Canadian Muscle Hunks 
• $>{ ........... ... ...... ........ ... ............. 79.95 

ZEUS TIGHlROPES 1 THROUGH 25 
TR01 Tyler Stetson/Brian Baxter 

• ·t.. ....... ..... .... ...... ........ ..... ... 59.95 
TR02 Buddy Justice/Buck Gibson 

.,.,{_ .................................... . . 59.95 

Call 415.252.1198 for 
complete 
84 page 
catalog 
seeping 
with the 

leather& 
rubber 
active wear 
for the 90's. 

TR03 

TR04 

TR05 

TR09 

TR10 

TR11 

TR12 

TR13 

TR14 

TR15 

TR16 

TR17 

TR18 

TR19 

TR20 

TR21 

TR22 

TR23 

TR24 

TR25 

Scott Answer/Tony Mykos 
• @>c_ ········· · ······· ············· ·· ··· ·· 59.95 
Grant Masters/Jason Steel 
• $ • -j- .. . . .... ................... . . . .. ... 59.95 
Gerard Gunner/Rusty Behr 
• @~ >{'_ ... . .............................. 59.95 
Sco~,,Answer 
.,_®OT ............................. . .... . 59.95 
Tucker Lofton/Taylor Griffin 
•o,c. ...................... . .... ..... .... . 59.95 
Mike White/Bobby Vega 
... o ,c. .............................. ...... 59.95 
Nie_~ Romano/Guy Duroche 
+.,_T ..................................... 59.95 
Mike Powers/Erik Ryan 
.... ~ o ,c. .. . . . .. ... . ...................... 59.95 
Stuz Von Ryker/David Stark 
... @-f ...... ..... .. .............. ............ .... 59.95 
Luke Bender/Charlie Warner 
+.,.@~o 'a< ..... ..... .... ...... ... ......... .. .. 69.95 
Steve Landess/Kevin Markus 
@+ ... @~o,c. ............................ 69.95 
Buster Mackey/Brutis 
• ~o ...... ...... ......................... 69.95 
Se~ e Caravagio/lvan Malek 
@+• ~ o ............... .. ................ 69.95 
Rappalo/Les Stine 
@• @~ o ,c_ . .... .... .... ................. 69.95 
Clint Benedict 
@• @~o ............. .. . . ...... ... . ...... 69.95 
Trenton Comeaux/John Hare 
@+ ... @~o ........ . ................. .... . 69.95 
Danny Somers/Jeff Tyler 
+@~ o ,c. .. .... . ........... .. ............ 69.95 
Sonny Beaudraux/Cody Braddock 
... ~ o .... .. ..................................... . 69.95 
J.T. Easton/Chance Caldwell 
... o ~ ,c. ... ....... .. ..... ...... . ... . .... . . 69.95 
Wes Randall/Danny Bliss 
... @~ o ,c. . . ...... . ...... . . ...... . . .... ... 69.95 

Send all orders to: 
Rob Gallery22 Shotwell St. 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
Visa/MC/Amex orders 
please call: 415.252.1198 
FAX your order to: 415.252.9574 

VIDEO CODES 
® =Whipping 

11 = HeavyWhipping 
+ = Rope Bondage 
,. = Metal Shackles/ 

Leather Restraints 
® =Tit Torture 

ll =AssPlay 
-"- = Electroplay 
• = Verbal Abuse/ 

Humiliation 
~ = Messy/Greasy 

Wet 
$ = Wrestling 

Torture 
o = Spanking/ 

Body Slapping 
r:J =HotWax 
'•' = Jack Off/ 



DESMODUS 
V190 Beating Ass 

mnllo .............. . .. .. .............. 39.95 
V191 Topical Torture 

mn• .A.~~ ............. . . . .. . .•.... .. . . ..... 39.95 
V192 Rope That Works 

· ~ ············ .. . ... ....... 39.95 
APOLLO 
V161 First Time Broken 1 

mn+.,.@~o~&............ . .. 79.95 
V162 First Time Broken 2 

111+.,.@~o .. .... .............. .. ........ 79.95 
V163 Boy in Agony 3 

@• ... @-.~o ~ ............................. . 79.95 

FALCON 
V401 The Abduction 

... @ll• • o"i< ....................... ... ......... 79.95 

GRAPIKARTS 
V320 The Lizard (Rappalo) 

• "i< ... ....... ...... ....... .... .... ....... ...... 59.95 
V321 Fervent (Bobby Vega) 

. ... ~"a< , ...... ........ .... .. ......... .. .... 59.95 
V322 Purgatory Weekend (Devon Jeffries) 

. ... 11 - ~ ............ . ...................... 59.95 
V323 Cat's Cradle (Angel) 

+.,_ll • ~ o "L .. .... ........... ....... .. . 59.95 
V324 Iron Tits (Butch) 

. ... @~-t ..... .... .. . ...... ... . 59.95 
V325 Caught (Rod) 

+ ... • ~-l ........... . ...... 59 .95 
V326 Loaner (Dany) 

+ ... •~o"a: ........ ... .... ....... .... ... . 59.95 
V327 Game Lad (Lash) 

+.,. • ~ o "a< ............................ 59.95 
V328 Pirate's Prize (Chris Valens) 

••~ o ,r: ............................. .. .. 59.95 
V329 Spring Break (Chris Valens) 

. ... . ~
01 .. .. ........ . ... .. .. ......... . .... 59.95 

V330 Serving Two Masters (Miklos) 
+.,.• ~ ,L ................................ 59.95 

V331 To Train Up a Pirate (Chris Valens) ..... ~,,< .................................. 59.95 
V332 Plucked (Steve Landess) 

.... @• ~&"a' ......... .............. ... .... 59.95 
V333 Twisted Knickers (Marko) 

• ... @-~",' ............ .... .. .... ............ ... . 59.95 
V334 Caged (Tony Ricco) 

+ ... @oi ' ........ .... ... ... .......... ..... .. .... 59.95 

V335 Bottom Man (Serge Caravaggio) 
+ ... @0 °1: .. ....... . . .. . .. ... . .................... 59.95 

CLOSEUP 
V100 Roughed Up in Boston 

@• ... @ • ~ ... . . . ............ . . . ........ ... 79.95 
V101 Roughed Up in LA 

@+@• •~o .. .. ........ . ................ 79.95 
V102 Hell Weekend 

• @• o ............... .... .... ............. 79.95 
V103 Slave Workshop LA 

mn+@• •~o .... ......................... 79.95 
V104 Slave Workshop Hamburg 

@+ ... 11 • •~0 ......... . .................. 79.95 
V105 Slaves Submission 

mn• @• •~o ............................. 69.95 
V107 Bondage Tease 

• /lo .... .. .. .. .................................. 59.95 
V108 Captive Men 1 

@• @~o~ .......... ... ........ .......... 69.95 
V109 Captive Men 2 

@+@• ~ o ................ . .... .... ...... 69.95 
V110 Captive Men 3 

mn.,.@• o ...... ............................ 69.95 
V111 Captive Men 4 

... 11• ~ 0 .. .... .. .. ... . . . ... . ........ .. . ... 69.95 
V112 Captive Men 5 

@• ... @• ~o ~.- .......................... .. .... 79.95 
V113 Slave Workshop Boston 

@• .,_@it~Ol'1-'a'& ... ....... ... ...... .. .... ... 79.95 

BOB JONES 
V600 Spider in Bondage 

• ... @~ . ... .................... .. ....... .. . .... . 69.95 
V601 Boston Boot Bottom 

• @• ~o·r: .......... ............... ............. 69.95 
V602 The.Wh(pping Master 

mn• _., ~ OT ....... ... ... .. ................... .. 69.95 
V603 Whipped and Creamed 

@• @• ~oi ' ................................ .. 69.95 
V604 Stripped, Whipped and Washed 

... 11 • • ·.- ......... ... .. ..... ........ .. ............ 69.95 
V605 Thiers Punishment 

+.,.@•$~o•L ........... ........... ... ...... 69.95 
V606 Training Zone 

@llo"L ... ... ..... ...... ... ........ .... ......... 69.95 
V607 Farmbound 

mn• ... @• ~o ............................. .... .. 79.95 

RUSSO PRODUCTIONS 
V114 The Intruder 

r--------------------------------
TITLE QTY . PRICE 

Four tape discount - deduct $ 20 00 fr om y our o rder 

Four tape discount - deduc t $ 20 00 from your order 

Catalog .... $10 . 

Sub Total 

Shipping & Handling ($4 first item/ $1 each add.) 

* Discount !deduct $20 for every 4 tapes ordered) 

CA residents add 8.26 % sales tax 

TOTAL 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Card# Exp . date 

Sorry, we cannot s hip to P.O. Boxes or to the foll ow ing s tates: AZ, FL,GA,NC,TN,TX, UT 

By my signature. I cert ify : ( 1) I am at least 21 years of age , ordering these items 
for my own private interests; (2) I will not use them against RoB GALLERY, or 
any person whomsoever in any conceivable manner; (3) I will not permit any 
minor or any person who might find said items offens ive to see/use them in any 
manner; (4) I have not caused my name to be put on any list being accumulated 
by the U.S.P.S. or any other government agency forbidd ing sexually explicit 
material being sent to me; (5) Should I change my mind in this regard , I agree 
to notify you by registered mail ; (6) I authorize you to mail me from time to time 
such materials/circulars in which you in your sole discretion feel I may have an 
interest; (7) I believe my standards reflec t those of the community in which I 
reside . 

Signed ______________ _ 
(Signature required before w e can fi ll your order ) ~---------------------------------------~ 
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PRESS REI,EASE : 
Barbary Slave 
by Cav·elo 
(KW:AM-SLAVE PUNISHMENT) 
(DO 233/M PA) 
DV: ( 4 . 2 2 ) 0 3-MA Y -1 6 81 

(ON-LINE WIRE WZ00:DO233;N BRX) 
(WB)Christian slave punished 

for relationship with 
Moslem woman 

Algiers-An estimated crowd of 3000 
gathered in the town's main square today 
to witness sentence being carried out 
against a Christian slave who indulged in 
sexual encounters with a Moslem woman. 

The slave, Michel (last name unknown), 
23, a native of Brittany, was owned by 
Saban Akmed Agha, one of the richest and 
most influential men in Algiers. The slave 
was arrested last Tuesday in the public 
baths while in the arms of a Moslem woman. 
Michel was apparently smuggled into the 
baths, dressed as a woman, by one of Agha' s 
wives. It is rumored that Agha' s favorite 
wife, Ayisha, had taken the young Christen 
slave as a lover--this she managed with 
the connivance of Agha' s other wives. Agha 
eventually learned of Ayisha' s infidelity 
from his older wives and had the couple 
arrested. 

Ottoman law demands terrible penalties 
for sexual intercourse between a Christian 
man and a Moslem woman; the former to be 
beheaded or burned alive, the latter sewn 
up in a sack and thrown into sea. 

During the trial Agha had an apparent 
change of heart and sought repeatedly to 
influence the judge on his wife's behalf. 
He pleaded with the judge to take pity on 
his wife for her indiscretions and to 
lessen the sentence. 

The judge was persuaded--the woman was 
prohibited from ever ente ring the public 
baths again. The offending slave's sentence 
was also commuted. 

The sentence was carried out today in 
Algiers' main square where a large crowd 
gathered. The most well-behaved crowd 
watched as the slave was stripped completely 
naked. He was then strung up by his right 
wrist and ankle and given the 300 lashes 
the sentence called for. Finally, he was 
castrated. 

The slave was also sentenced to spend 
the remainder of his days at the oars in 
the galleys. 

PP-DS-03-MAY-1681 1726 EDT/L 
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T O U G H 
C U S T 0 MERS 

How to become a 
Tough Customer 

Tough Customer photos are contrib
uted by DRUMMER readers. You're a 
Tough Customer aren't you? You should 
send us a picture. Send a black and white 
photo (color is OK if the contrasts are 
sharp) with your name and address printed 
on the back, along with a statement that 
you are of legal age and you want to be 
published as a TC. You may give your 
address for publication, or we will assign 
you a TC Box number. In effect this is a 
free classified ad with your picture in it, so 
letus knowwhatyouwanttosay, too. We 
can't show penetration, and photos can 
not be returned. Mail to: Tough Custom
ers, PO Box 410390, San Francisco, CA 
94141-0390. 

How to respond to a 
Tough Customer 

If the TC you want to respond to has 
an address, respond directly to him at 
that address. If he has a box number, 
follow the instructions on page 52 of this 
magazine under "How To Reply To A Dear 
Sir Ad". You may also leave a message for 
your favorite TC with our new TC 
Phoneline. See page 81 for the number to 
call and respond to a TC phone box. 

How to use our TC phone line 
If your TC picture appears on the 

following pages the four digit # 
following TC in your ad is your mailbox 
# as well as your TC phoneline #. To 
retrieve messeges left for you on the 
phoneline you must first call Desmodus, 
Inc. at 415-252-1195 to receive your 
access code (ask for Dept. TC) . After 
you receive your access code, you may 
call the Tough Customer Phoneline to 
retrieve your messages. 

How to get a lot more Tough 
Customer pictures 

We have published four special, all
TC magazines so far. You can order TC4 
by sending $6.95 +$2.00 S/H to: RoB, 22 
Shotwell St., San Francisco, CA 94103. 
Please specify which issue (TC1, TC2 
and TC3 also available $6.95 each, $4.00 
total S/H for all four) CA residents add 
8.5% sales tax. Or call (415) 252-1198 
with vour credit card order. 
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HOT CUB SEEKING BEARS 

TC-170 4719 
Exhibitionist, leather bondage, slave 
is seeking permanent bondage Master 
for heavy, tight and severe bondage, 
Sir. Also into suspension, mummifi
cation and encasement. Prolonged or 
short-term, Sir. Replies with phone 
and photo will receive an obedient 
reply, Sir. 

TC-170 4718 
This 26 year old cub is seeking burly, 
blue-collar bears. Write Rob M., P.O. 
Box 424, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417 

DRUMMER/170 



TC-170 4720 
He is into bondage, tit torture, 
shaving, spanking. He is 
51, 5' 10", 160 # and has 

pierced nipples. He love's 
submissive, but active bottoms. 

HOT LEATHER TOP IN POLAND ! 

TC-170 4721 
Polish leather Top, 33 years old, 5' 10", 
160 #, Latino type, wishes contact from 
bottoms and slaves for frequent meet
ings in Poland. One-nighters are O.K. 
He is looking for hard sex to total SIM . 
Your race and age are unimportant. Send 
detailed letter with photos. 

DRUMMER/170 

DRUMMER'S 
NEW TOUGH 
CUSTOMER 
PHONE LINE 

1-800-959-8684 

1-900-468-6844 
( 1-900-46-TOUGH ) 

$3.00 1st minute 
$2.00 each add'I min. 

(billed to your phone number) 

You must have a touch tone phone to use this 
service. You must also be over 18 years old. 

HEY MEN! 
Now you have the unique 

opportunity to leave a 
message and/or talk with 
your favorite men from 

our pages of 
Tough Customers. 

The four digit# with each TC ad 
is a Mailbox# as well as a 

Voice mail # when you call one of our new 
TOUGH lines. 

(If your ad appears here, see page 80 for 
information on how to access your box #) 

Also, you may call in and 
be connected to LIVE hot 
guys nationwide for the 
latest in Man-To-Man 

contacts. 

STAY TUNED FOR OUR 
FANTASY LINE 

"CUMMING" SOON! 
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1994 BARE CHEST 
CALENDAR __ ~ 

A BENEFIT 
FOR THE 

AIDS 
EMERGENCY 

FUND 

ORDER fORH r----------------7 I NAKE: ____________ I 
I ADDRESS: _____________ I 

CITY: STATE: __ ZIP: ___ _ 

I PHONE: ( ---------- I 
I Send __ calendar/s @ $12.00 each. ~~;:;;;;:: .. iiiiiiiiiiiiiii_, I 
I li!tttifflJ'al I 
I (Postage is included in calendar price) I 
I Checks or money orders on~ please. I 

NO CASH. 
I Payable to A.E.f ./SJ. Eagle I 
I Send order to: I 
I S.F. EAGLE/ CALENDAR I 

398 12th Street 
I San Francisco, CA 94103 '--------'=::....== I 
L----------------~ 

lATERAT&T 
MCI AND SPRINT 

Communit 

Save up to 25% off your 
long distance charges. 

2% of your bill is 
donated to the 
gay, lesbian, or HIV 
groups of your choice. 

MAKE THE SWITCH TooA y 

1-800-546-082 5 

Photos, 

Art, 

Fiction ... 

Enough to 

Start The 

New Year! 

I Trent Reed I 
Naturally 

Masculine in 

Whatever he 

Wears And 



Hurry, I'm READY .•. 

CALL#OW! 

r 
. , 

✓ . : J 
I I 
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